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Preface 

 
This report draws from a large scientific literature, not only the literature on red wolves, but the 

general literature on species formation, hybridization and introgression, morphology, and tracing ancestry 
with population genomics. The answers to difficult, important questions usually lie at the confluence of 
many different intellectual streams, and understanding the red wolf is no exception to this rule. The 
committee’s work stands atop a broad foundation of biological research about the evidence necessary to 
understand the diversity of the various canid populations that may represent the red wolf lineage. The 
report is also based on the presentations offered to the committee by many scientific colleagues, the 
comments of those scientists who did not present to us but who generously answered specific questions 
addressed to them, and the thoughts of all those who contacted us through the study’s website.  

I thank the members of the committee for their dedication and commitment to every phase of this 
report, including critically assessing a very large literature and sifting that literature to develop a research 
strategy for the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. The committee devoted considerable effort to 
explaining very complicated genomic and statistical issues and making the logic of the research strategy 
clear. On behalf of the committee, I thank the co-Director study director, Keegan Sawyer, for her 
leadership, insights, and masterful manner of persuading us to work ever harder. On the committee’s 
behalf, I also thank study co-Director Camilla Yandoc Ables for her guidance and assistance with many 
aspects of our work, especially her ability to translate some of our rough-hewn ideas for figures and flow 
charts into excellent aids for presentation. All of us on the committee are grateful to Jessica De Mouy for 
her support in organizing and conducting our meetings and for her help with all of the technical aspects of 
the report’s preparation.  

On behalf of the committee, I thank all those who informed us about wolves and about the 
conceptual issues involved in tracing ancestry and discerning relationships among populations. Some of 
these scientists gave in-person presentations, others presented webinars, and still others responded to 
written queries. Appendix A is a list of these scientists and how they helped us. The committee’s 
knowledge of the critical issues was deepened and broadened by the contributions of so many people, and 
our thinking was constantly challenged by each increment in our knowledge. Everyone who spoke or 
wrote to us was unfailingly generous with their time and gracious with their patience. The committee’s 
gratitude for so much effort cannot be overstated.  

 
Joseph Travis, Chair 

Committee on Assistance to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
on Taxonomic Studies of the Red Wolf: A Review of Applications 

to Carry Out Research and Development of a Research Strategy 
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Summary 

 
The taxonomic status of the modern red wolf, Canis rufus, has been controversial scientifically 

because modern red wolves contain some amount of coyote ancestry. The same observation has sparked 
controversy in the realm of conservation. The extensive recovery efforts devoted to red wolves are not 
universally popular, and critics of those efforts have argued that they are misplaced because the modern 
red wolf is not a valid species. Once largely extirpated in the eastern United States, red wolves were re-
introduced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) into North Carolina in the early 1980s. Since 
then, USFWS has managed a population of red wolves that was established from the re-introduced 
individuals. The founders of this managed population were descended from a captive breeding colony of 
red wolves. The USFWS founded this colony by selecting a small number of individuals from a 
population of canids discovered in western Louisiana. The USFWS selected individuals for the breeding 
colony based on their resemblance to wolves in morphology and vocalizations, supported by analyses of 
genetic variation in enzymes. However, subsequent genetic studies of the managed population indicated 
that these wolves displayed evidence of significant coyote ancestry. This discovery raised the issue of 
whether the managed population in North Carolina (also referred to as the North Carolina managed 
population or NCMP in this report)1 was a valid species that was eligible for conservation and recovery.  

In March 2019, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine issued a report 
entitled Evaluating the Taxonomic Status of the Mexican Gray Wolf and the Red Wolf,2 which addressed 
the taxonomic status (Canis rufus) and evolutionary history of the red wolf. The report was prepared upon 
the request of the USFWS and addressed these three questions: (1) Is there evidence that the historical 
population of red wolves was a lineage distinct from other canids? (2) Is there evidence that the extant 
(captive and managed)3 populations of red wolves in the United States represent a lineage of canids 
distinct from modern gray wolves (Canis lupus) and coyotes (Canis latrans) (Figure S-1)?, and (3) Is 
there evidence for genetic continuity between the historical red wolf populations in the eastern United 
States and the extant (captive and managed) populations of red wolves?  
 

 
FIGURE S-1 From left to right: red wolf (Canis rufus), coyote (C. latrans), and gray wolf (C. lupus). SOURCE: B. 
Bartel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (left) and Melba Coleman (middle and right). 

                                                 
1 The North Carolina Managed Population is referred to by the US Fish and Wildlife as nonessential 

experimental population (NEP), which is composed of about 20 red wolves that roam their native habitats in eastern 
North Carolina. 

2 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2020. Evaluation of Applications to Carry Out 
Research to Determine the Taxonomy of Wild Canids in the Southeastern United States. Washington, DC: The 
National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/25661., DC: The National Academies Press. Available online at 
https://doi.org/10.17226/25351. 

3 Captive red wolves refer to the approximately 245 red wolves maintained in 43 breeding facilities all 
throughout the United States. Managed red wolves refer to the individuals comprising the nonessential experimental 
population (NEP) in eastern North Carolina (referred to in this report as the North Carolina Managed Population). 
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The authors of the 2019 report answered “yes” to the first two questions. With respect to the third 
question, the authors concluded that there was evidence that the extant populations traced some of their 
ancestry to the historical red wolf and that this was enough evidence to support species status for the 
extant red wolf. This finding retained the existing taxonomic designation of the red wolf and reinforced 
the validity of conserving and restoring red wolves. However, the authors acknowledged that additional 
genomic evidence from historical specimens could change this assessment by changing the answers to all 
three questions.  

While the 2019 report was being prepared, a group of researchers4 described gene markers 
indicating red wolf ancestry for a wild, unidentified canid population in southwestern Louisiana. In 
addition, another group of researchers5 discovered alleles in a canid population in Galveston Island, 
Texas, that had not been observed previously in coyotes or extant red wolves. These alleles, called “ghost 
alleles,” could represent genes characteristic of historical red wolves that were lost in the selection of the 
founders of the breeding colony. If, as these discoveries suggest, these two populations are remnant red 
wolf populations and harbor genetic information unique to red wolves, then the status and evolutionary 
history of the red wolf needs to be re-examined. 

Prompted by those discoveries about the canids in southwestern Louisiana and Galveston Island, 
Texas (referred to as Gulf Coast canids or GCC populations in this report), the USFWS requested 
NASEM in July 2019 to appoint an ad hoc committee that would carry out two tasks: (1) solicit and 
review applications to carry out research to determine the taxonomy of the canid population in southern 
Louisiana, and (2) develop a research strategy to further assess the taxonomy of the red wolf. The first 
task was completed in January 2020.6 This report addresses the second task from USFWS. The full 
statement of the second task was: 
 

The committee will develop a research strategy to examine the evolutionary relationships 
between ancient red wolves, the extant managed red wolf population, and the unidentified canid 
populations in southern Louisiana. The committee will identify the types of studies needed to 
improve understanding of genetic ancestry, phylogenetic relationships, morphology, behavior, 
and ecology, taking into consideration evidence about the role of admixture and hybridization in 
speciation. Although the strategy will focus on the study of the red wolf, the committee may draw 
upon knowledge generated from research on other organisms, particularly those with taxonomic 
questions parallel to those of the red wolf. The strategy will also include key considerations for 
sampling and analyses to minimize impact on specimens and live organisms when carrying out 
research. 

 
WHY DO MORE RESEARCH ON THE RED WOLF? 

 
There are three possible explanations for the significant amount of coyote ancestry in modern red 

wolves. First, the extant red wolves may be hybrids between coyotes and either gray wolves or what were 
once red wolves. Hybridization may have occurred long ago or in more recent years. Evidence suggests 
that some hybridization certainly occurred in the 20th century as red wolf populations dwindled in size 
while coyotes expanded their range eastward. Second, the extant red wolves may have diverged from 
coyotes recently enough that they continue to share alleles, even though each species has its own forward 

                                                 
4 S. M. Murphy, J. R. Adams, J. J. Cox, and L. P. Waits. 2019. Substantial red wolf genetic ancestry persists in 

wild canids of southwestern Louisiana. Conservation Letters 12(2):e12621. 
5 E. Heppenheimer, K. E. Brzeski, R. Wooten, W. Waddell, L. Y. Rutledge, M. J. Chamberlain, D. R. Stahler, J. 

W. Hinton, and B. M. vonHoldt. 2018. Rediscovery of red wolf ghost alleles in a canid population along the 
American Gulf Coast. Genes 9(12):618. 

6 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2020. Evaluation of Applications to Carry Out 
Research to Determine the Taxonomy of Wild Canids in the Southeastern United States. Washington, DC: The 
National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/25661. 
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evolutionary trajectory—a situation referred to as incomplete lineage sorting. Third, hybridization and 
introgression of coyote genes into red wolves could reflect historical phenomena associated with the 
ancestral origin of the red wolf. In this case, the presence of coyote alleles would be the result of 
hybridization between coyotes and gray wolves (or another ancient canid) that gave rise to the red wolf, in 
which some level of reproductive isolation exists, but is incomplete. These three possible explanations for 
shared alleles between coyotes and red wolves are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, resolving these 
possible explanations requires tracing the ancestry of extant red wolves and ascertaining when coyote 
genes entered the lineage of red wolves.  

Another reason why the controversy over the status of red wolves persists is the paucity of data 
from ancient specimens that could serve as a standard for the red wolf before hybridization with coyotes 
in the 20th century. There are no morphological data from ancient specimens (specimens dated prior to 
1800), and there is no evidence from the nuclear DNA of ancient specimens. There are data for 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences from only four ancient specimens.7 Those data indicate a close 
relationship between coyotes and red wolves but not the nature of that relationship. 

Data from historical specimens (specimens collected between 1800 and the start of the eastward 
expansion of coyotes in 1920) do not resolve questions about the ancestry of red wolves. Analyses of 
morphological data from historical specimens indicate that specimens identified as red wolves are 
distinguishable from specimens of gray wolves and coyotes. However, those specimens identified as red 
wolves are intermediate characteristics of gray wolf and coyote specimens, which is consistent with either 
a recent divergence of red wolves from coyotes and gray wolves or a hybrid origin of red wolves. 
Analyses of mtDNA from historical specimens of putative red wolves place them in a lineage with 
coyotes, but these data are from specimens collected at the western edge of the historical range of red 
wolves, where the range abutted that of coyotes8 As a result, whether the mtDNA from historical 
specimens originates from coyotes or red wolves cannot be resolved without an analysis of nuclear DNA 
from the same specimens.  

Genetic and genomic data of extant putative red wolves come from populations at the 
southwestern edge of the historical range (western Louisiana and eastern Texas) and the NCMP (Figure 
S-2). The populations at the southwestern edge of the historical ranges are the ones from which the 
progenitors of the NCMP were selected. It is unclear how well those populations represent what was once 
a numerically large, geographically widespread population of canids.  
 

EXAMINING THE EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ANCIENT  
RED WOLVES, THE EXTANT MANAGED RED WOLF POPULATION, AND THE 

UNIDENTIFIED CANID POPULATIONS IN SOUTHERN LOUISIANA 
 

The guiding principle for the research strategy described in this report is that it must address the 
relationships among ancient red wolves, historical red wolves, the extant managed population of red 
wolves (NCMP), and the unidentified canids along the Gulf Coast (GCC populations). These 
relationships will indicate if red wolves are, or once were, a distinct lineage (a species sharing a common 
ancestor with either coyotes or gray wolves or a species that has an ancient, hybrid origin) or if “red 
wolves” are recent hybrids between gray wolves and an expanding coyote population. They will also 
clarify how the NCMP is related to the GCC.  Resolving those relationships requires answering five 
research questions:  
 

(1) Are the ancient red wolves (i.e., specimens dated prior to 1800) a distinct lineage from the 
lineages of gray wolves and coyotes? 

(2) Are the historical red wolves (i.e., those in the 19th century, before the eastward expansion of 
coyotes) a continuous lineage to ancient specimens in the eastern United States? 

                                                 
7 See Appendix C. 
8 Red wolf historical range is illustrated in Figure 1-2 in Chapter 1; red wolf specimens are listed in Appendix D. 
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(3) Are the red wolves from the North Carolina managed population a continuous lineage to 
those in the eastern United States before the coyote expansion in the 20th Century? 

(4) Are the Gulf Coast canids part of the distinct lineage of canids that lived in the eastern 
United States before the coyote expansion? 

(5) Is the genetic diversity of the North Carolina managed population a subset of the diversity of 
the Gulf Coast canids? 

 
To clarify the relationships among these canids, new research should employ three types of data: 

morphological data from ancient specimens and extant animals, ancient DNA, and genomic data from the 
unidentified canids and the extant managed population. Figure S-3 outlines the five questions, the canids 
to which each question pertains, and where this report describes the necessary data. The next sections 
summarize the committee’s findings and conclusions regarding the contribution of each type of data to 
addressing the questions outlined in the Statement of Task requested by the USFWS. 
 
 

 

FIGURE S-2 Map showing the reconstructed historical range of the red wolf (sensu Nowak, 1979) and the locations 
where natural history specimens were collected and that are thought to be non-admixed (circles) or hybrid (triangles) 
(data after Wolfram, 2019; Nowak, 1979; Hody and Kays, 2018; and specimen records from museum catalogs listed 
in Appendix C). Locations from which DNA samples were taken are indicated with squares. Ancient, pre-1800 
archaeological specimens (˂1800 AD) are colored red, historical specimens from 1800-1920 AD are orange, and 
more recent specimens (>1920 AD) are blue. The approximate location of the coyote expansion front in 1920 is 
shown. 
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FIGURE S-3 Five research questions addressing various relationships among six canid lineages. Single-pointed 
arrows indicate relationships via direct descent. Double-pointed arrows indicate relationships through a common 
ancestor. Question numbers in blue at each arrow correspond to the five research questions in the report. Chapter 
references in blue below or beside each question number indicate where the data needed to address the question are 
described. Chapter 2 describes morphological, behavioral, and ecological data from specimens and from extant 
animals. Chapter 3 describes ancient DNA, and Chapter 4 describes genomic data from extant red wolves. 

 

Morphological, Behavioral, and Ecological Data 
 

Morphological data from ancient and historical red wolves are somewhat limited, but even more 
limited are behavioral and ecological data. Nevertheless, an understanding of these types of data collected 
from ancient and historical red wolves, extant NCMP, and the GCC populations could be helpful in 
understanding their evolutionary relationships and the consequences of those relationships.  
 
Findings  
 
2-1: Previous analyses of the morphological distinctiveness of the red wolf have paid close attention to 
uncertainties about taxonomy and possibilities of hybridization. The best material to characterize 
historical red wolf morphology was collected from Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and 
Arkansas between 1800 and 1920. The number of specimens is meager but minimally adequate for many 
kinds of morphological comparisons.  
 
2-2: Prior analyses of the morphological differentiation of red wolves are comprehensive and their 
conclusions are well supported, but the kinds of data and analyses that have been applied are limited. 
Geometric morphometrics can pick up subtle differences in shape that cannot be captured by linear 
measurements, traits such as teeth and postcrania can capture fine-level genetic differences or 
ecologically relevant specializations not represented by skull data, and analytical methods such as QST and 
cluster analysis can provide measures of morphological differentiation that are directly comparable to 
results from genetic analysis.  
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2-3: The skull measurements used in past morphological analyses have less power than non-metric traits 
for detecting hybridization. Anecdotal reports of some historical red wolf samples suggest the presence of 
hybrid individuals, but no attempt has been made to systematically analyze morphological hybrid 
signatures in historical red wolf specimens. 
 
2-4: Sexual dimorphism in morphology has been noted in red wolves, but it has neither been 
systematically evaluated nor used to assess the likelihood of hybridization or of sex-biased introgression 
processes.  
 
2-5: Behavioral differences between species can affect the likelihood of hybridization, choice of habitats, 
and choice of prey. Furthermore, these behaviors may depend on the environmental context in which an 
individual finds itself and thus be plastically modified as habitats change. Much has been recorded about 
red wolf behavior, but most of it has been based on individuals in the hybrid swarm of east Texas in the 
1960s and in the managed population, neither of which may be representative of historical red wolf 
behaviors.  
 
Conclusions 
 
2-1: To distinguish among the origin hypotheses for the red wolf using morphology, additional kinds of 
data and analysis are required. The existing studies based on skulls can be supplemented by similar 
analyses of teeth, which are likely to better capture genetic relationships among taxa, and of postcrania, 
which are likely to supplement the understanding of ecological differentiation of red wolves from coyotes 
and gray wolves. Geometric morphometric data will enable finer level discrimination based on details of 
shape that were not captured in the original analyses.  
 
2-2: New analytical techniques are required to assess the congruence between morphological and genetic 
evidence for the distinctiveness of the red wolf. Prior analyses relied solely on discriminant function 
analysis, which is a powerful tool for determining what is different between known groups, but it is less 
powerful for determining which groups are more similar, how variation at the subspecific level compares 
with differentiation between species, or whether differences are due to hybridization. The same 
hierarchical analyses of variance, cluster analyses, and pairwise distance analyses that are commonly used 
on genetic data can be applied to morphological data to facilitate these comparisons. 
 
2-3: The behavioral data that exist appear to be consistent with the hypothesis that hybridization 
happened late in the red wolf’s history, not at its inception, but behavioral data for historical red wolves 
are sparse. The behavioral data that exist deserve to be more comprehensively analyzed with regard to 
hypotheses about hybridization in canids, and morphological indicators of behavior are needed to 
supplement direct observations of behavior.  
 
Recommendation: The committee recommends that existing morphological datasets be submitted to new 
analytical techniques that are directly comparable to genetic results, that ancient DNA sequencing and 
morphological analyses be performed on the same individuals, and that new morphological data be 
collected that is relevant to assessing the ecological and behavioral distinctiveness of historical red wolves 
in their core range. 
 

Genomic Data from Historical and Ancient Canids 
 

Genome data from ancient and historical canids would enable the investigation of the ancestry 
and population history of red wolves. To be useful, genome data must be sufficiently fine-grained to make 
it possible to discern whether the red wolf lineage is distinct from other wolf lineages in North America 
and to detect the occurrence and timing of historical hybridization events among lineages. For such 
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analyses, a well-planned selection of samples and careful data collection and filtering will be essential. A 
sampling strategy wherein specimens are collected from individuals from across North America prior to 
1800 (“ancient” specimens) and from individuals from post-1800 to 1920 (“historical” specimens) will 
yield a latitudinal and longitudinal survey of genetic diversity in canids across North America. The data 
could indicate whether: 
 

(1) the red wolf is a distinct taxonomic lineage that shares a most recent common ancestor with 
either coyotes or gray wolves;  

(2) the red wolf is a lineage that resulted from ancient hybridization between two canid species 
(e.g., between coyote and gray wolf or some now-extinct canid lineages); and  

(3) the animals termed “red wolves” are possibly the result of recent (that is, occurring within 
historical, not ancient, time) hybridization between coyotes and gray wolves.  

 
Findings  
 
3-1: To collect a data set maximally useful for discerning the taxonomic status of the red wolf, it will be 
necessary to include canid samples of broad geographic and temporal provenance, and to prioritize 
individual samples that can yield high quality morphological and genomic data.  
 
3-2: Many steps in the collection and analysis of genetic data can introduce bias. Methods that sequence 
the entire genome, rather than individual sites will be maximally informative for addressing questions of 
lineage identity and history. 
 
3-3: In work with ancient DNA samples, specialized methods are necessary to minimize the risk of 
contamination, and preserve the integrity of DNA molecules. 
 
3-4: Filtering genomic data collected from ancient samples is essential to eliminate contaminating 
sequences, and biases arising from damage accrued over time. 
 
3-5: To assess questions of lineage origin and continuity for red wolf, analytic approaches will need to 
account for the possibility of previous introgression, and uncertainties in its timing. 
 
Conclusions  
 
3-1: Biases in collection and analysis of genetic data can be mitigated through care in selecting samples, 
application of appropriate methods to isolate DNA, and analysis of data from the entire genome rather 
than from small subsets of the genome. 
 
3-2: Genome data from ancient and historical canids would make it possible to investigate the ancestry 
and population history of red wolves. In particular, high-resolution whole-genome data will be needed to 
determine with high confidence whether the historical red wolf lineage is distinct from other wolf 
lineages in North America and to screen for the occurrence and timing of possible hybridization among 
lineages. 
 
3-3: To discern the taxonomic identity and relationships of contemporary and late 20th century red wolf 
populations with each other and with earlier canids, it will be necessary to have genomic data from 
individuals that lived prior to the coyote expansion to the eastern United States. In addition, genome data 
from other canids that lived along the proposed range boundaries and from further afield, across a range 
of time periods, will be needed to provide a data set for comparison.  
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Genomic Analysis of Extant Canids 
 

The examination of the evolutionary relationships among ancient red wolves, the extant managed 
red wolf population in North Carolina, and the unidentified canid populations in southern Louisiana 
(GCC populations) will require placing these populations in the context of genomic data from a broader 
continuum of modern canid populations. Different types of genomic data (e.g., whole-genome, RAD-seq, 
and SNP arrays) differ in their power to address questions about lineage continuity among the NCMP, the 
GCC populations, and the historical red wolf populations in the southeastern United States.  
 
Findings 
 
4-1: Three main types of genomic data have been used to analyze the taxonomic identity of the red wolf. 
While all of these data types can provide useful information, whole-genome sequence data constitutes the 
least biased data type that can provide maximum genomic representation and strong inferential power to 
address questions related to the taxonomic identity and continuity among extant and historical canid 
populations. 
 
4-2: A large number of canid genomes are available that can be used to determine the level of genetic 
continuity among the NCMP, GCC populations, and historical red wolf populations, but further whole-
genome sequencing will be required to achieve a more complete representation of the genetic variation 
across space for some taxa. In particular, additional whole-genome data from one Mexican wolf and one 
Eastern wolf is required as well as whole-genome data from a larger number of individuals from each of 
the NCMP and the GCC populations.  
 
4-3: The allele frequency spectrum of variation of the reference historical red wolf population and the 
statistical test of Schraiber can be used to analyze whole-genome data from the NCMP and the GCC 
populations to determine if these populations represent a continuous line of descent from the historical 
population. Similarly, this analytical approach could be used to determine if the NCMP represents a 
subset of the GCC populations. 
 
4-4: There are a number of analytical approaches that can provide evidence of hybridization using either 
RAD-seq or whole-genome data. However, analyses to determine whether hybridization is recent or 
ancient among North American canid populations will require unbiased whole-genome datasets in order 
to make strong demographic inferences throughout the genome as well as to identify and determine the 
size of ancestry tracts.  
 
Conclusions 
 
4-1: In tracing the genetic history of the managed red wolf population in North Carolina and the Gulf 
Coast canid population, the use of whole-genome sequencing methods on modern fresh tissue samples 
will provide the most informative data for assessing both genetic continuity between populations over 
space and time and historical admixture with other North American canids.  
 
4-2: Although expensive to produce and computationally intensive to analyze, whole-genome data will 
provide the best chance to identify introgressed genomic fragments (i.e., ancestry haplotypes) and to 
estimate the time scale at which gene flow occurred. 
 
Recommendation: The committee recommends that new whole-genome sequence data be built upon the 
existing data with a carefully constructed set of contemporary samples including all North American 
canid genetic lineages and the full geographic range of all North American canids (red wolf, gray wolf, 
coyote, and domestic dog). 
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COMPONENTS OF THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
 Taken together, the five research questions presented earlier address the problems outlined in the 
statement of task. Each question addresses the relationships between particular pairs of canids (among 
three canid groups for Question 1) within a specific period.9 Obtaining answers to the first four questions 
require integrating new genomic data with new morphological data.10 Answering the fifth question will 
require further analyses of some of the data collected to answer the other questions. The combined results 
will describe the relationships among the key canid populations with respect to historical continuity and 
contemporary relatedness.  
 

OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Beyond the specific findings, conclusions, and recommendations in each chapter about the types 
of data and analyses best suited to address the five research questions, the committee developed and 
offers the following four overarching recommendations. 
 
5-1: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should adopt the proposed research strategy. The 
USFWS should encourage researchers to form collaborations that include experts in the extractions and 
analyses of ancient DNA, the collection and analyses of genomic data, the collection and analyses of 
morphological data, and the collection and analyses of behavioral and ecological data. The call for such a 
collaborative effort reflects the committee’s conviction that the integration of multiple types of data is 
needed to answer the questions in a compelling manner.  
 
5-2: The USFWS should support the research strategy via funding. The funding should be sufficient to 
allow teams of researchers to perform the sampling necessary to answer each question. While data from 
some individual samples can contribute to answering more than one question, any attempt to economize 
by attempting to use one set of samples for all questions is unlikely to resolve any of the individual 
questions.  
 
5-3: The USFWS should be open-minded about refining the strategy as initial results emerge. Research 
strategies are templates based on knowledge in hand. As new knowledge is gained, the emphases of a 
strategy may change, new elements may be appropriate, and old elements may appear unnecessary or at 
least far less important. The USFWS should make the execution of this strategy an iterative process in 
which researchers can reconsider priorities as a sufficient amount of new data becomes available. 
 
5-4: The USFWS should work with the research community, including professional societies, to create 
opportunities for larger community involvement in the synthesis and dissemination of research results. In 
particular, having a shared space for dialogue among researchers with different interpretations of the 
existing data may produce improvements in the research strategy or in the plans for its individual 
components. It can also lead to a robust conclusion about the taxonomic status of the canids identified 
now as red wolves. Species delimitation remains a difficult and often controversial topic, especially when 
taxa have recently diverged and there is evidence of past admixture. An open-minded approach to all of 
the data is the best approach and open-mindedness is aided when the community of experts are engaged 
in interpretation, discussion, and debate. 
 

                                                 
9 See Figure 5-1 in Chapter 5. 
10 See Figure 5-2 in Chapter 5. 
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1 
 

Introduction 

 
The taxonomic status of the modern red wolf, Canis rufus, has been controversial. The 

controversy extends beyond the scientific realm because the red wolf has been the subject of extensive 
conservation and recovery efforts that are not universally popular. Once largely extirpated in the eastern 
United States, red wolves were re-introduced into North Carolina by the United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) in the early 1980s. The re-introduced individuals established a population, and the 
USFWS now manages this population.  

The founders of this population were descended from a captive breeding colony of red wolves. To 
found the colony, the USFWS had selected a small number of individuals from a population of canids 
discovered in western Louisiana. The USFWS selected those individuals based on their resemblance to 
wolves in morphology and vocalizations, supported by analyses of genetic variation in enzymes, which 
are alternate forms of the same protein. Subsequent genetic studies of the managed population indicated 
that these wolves displayed evidence of significant coyote ancestry. This discovery raised the question of 
whether the managed population in North Carolina (also referred to as the North Carolina managed 
population or NCMP in this report) was a valid species that was eligible for conservation and recovery. 
Opponents of the USFWS effort to restore the red wolf have used questions about the ancestry of the 
managed population to argue that the restoration program is flawed.  

In 2019, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine issued a report entitled 
Evaluating the Taxonomic Status of the Mexican Gray Wolf and the Red Wolf (NASEM, 2019), which 
addressed the taxonomic status and evolutionary history of the red wolf (Canis rufus). The report, which 
had been prepared upon the request of the USFWS, addressed three questions about red wolves. First, is 
there evidence that the historical population of red wolves was a lineage distinct from other canids? 
Second, is there evidence that the extant (captive and managed) populations of red wolves in the United 
States represent a lineage of canids distinct from modern gray wolves (Canis lupus) and coyotes (Canis 
latrans) (Figure 1-1)? Third, is there evidence for genetic continuity between the historical red wolf 
populations in the eastern United States and the extant (captive and managed) populations of red wolves?  
 
 

 

FIGURE 1-1 From left to right: red wolf (Canis rufus), coyote (C. latrans), and gray wolf (C. lupus). SOURCE: B. 
Bartel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (left) and Melba Coleman (middle and right). 
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The authors of the report answered “yes” to the first two questions. They concluded that, with 
respect to the third question, there was evidence that the extant population traced some of its ancestry to 
the historical red wolf. They concluded that, taken as a whole, the available evidence supported species 
status (Canis rufus) for the extant red wolf. This finding retained the existing taxonomic designation of 
the red wolf and reinforced the validity of conserving and restoring red wolves. However, the authors 
acknowledged that additional genomic evidence from historical specimens could change this assessment 
by changing the answers to one or more of the three questions.  

While the report was being prepared, Murphy et al. (2019) described gene markers indicating red 
wolf ancestry for a wild, unidentified canid population in southwestern Louisiana. In addition, 
Heppenheimer et al. (2018) discovered alleles in a canid population in Galveston Island, Texas, that had 
not been observed previously in coyotes or extant red wolves. These alleles, called “ghost alleles,” could 
represent genes characteristic of historical red wolves that were lost in the selection of the founders of the 
breeding colony. If, as these discoveries suggest, these two populations are remnant red wolf populations 
and harbor genetic information unique to red wolves, then the evolutionary history of the red wolf needs 
to be re-examined and the taxonomic and conservation status of these populations re-assessed.  
 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 

This study begins where the 2019 NASEM report concluded. The USFWS requested this study, 
prompted by the discoveries of the Gulf Coast canid (GCC) populations mentioned above. The USFWS 
specifically requested the National Academies to appoint an ad hoc committee that would: (1) solicit and 
review applications to carry out research to determine the taxonomy of the canid population in southern 
Louisiana;1 and (2) develop a research strategy to further assess the taxonomy of the red wolf (see Box 1-1). 
The first request was completed in January 2020.2 This report addresses the second request from 
USFWS.3 
 

BOX 1-1 Section of the Statement of Task on Developing A Research Strategy 
 

The committee will develop a research strategy to examine the evolutionary relationships between ancient 
red wolves, the extant managed red wolf populations, and the unidentified canid populations in southern 
Louisiana. The committee will identify the types of studies needed to improve understanding of genetic ancestry, 
phylogenetic relationships, morphology, behavior, and ecology, taking into consideration evidence about the role 
of admixture and hybridization in speciation. Although the strategy will focus on the study of the red wolf, the 
committee may draw upon knowledge generated from research on other organisms, particularly those with 
taxonomic questions parallel to those of the red wolf. The strategy will also include key considerations for 
sampling and analyses to minimize impact on specimens and live organisms when carrying out research. 

 
WHY DO MORE RESEARCH ON THE RED WOLF? 

 
Limitations in Existing Data 

 
The status of the red wolf has been a contentious issue for many years. For one reason, the 

USFWS selected the progenitors of the NCMP from a population with significant levels of coyote 
ancestry. There are three possible explanations for this sharing of alleles between red wolves and coyotes, 
                                                 

1 The request for applications (RFA) was issued on November 4, 2019. The deadline for submission of 
applications was December 3, 2019. The RFA is available at http://nas-sites.org/dels/red-wolf-study (accessed on 
April 14, 2020). 

2 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2020. Evaluation of Applications to Carry Out 
Research to Determine the Taxonomy of Wild Canids in the Southeastern United States. Washington, DC: The 
National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/25661. 

3 The full statement of task (Part 1 and Part 2) is located in Appendix G of this report. 
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which are discussed in more detail in NASEM, 2019. Briefly, the first possible explanation is that the 
extant red wolves may be hybrids between coyotes and either gray wolves or red wolves. Hybridization 
may have occurred long ago or in more recent years. Evidence suggests that some hybridization certainly 
occurred in the 20th century as red wolf populations dwindled in size while coyotes expanded their range 
eastward (Box 1-2; Figure 1-2). Second, the extant red wolves may have diverged from coyotes recently 
enough that they continue to share alleles, even though each species has its own forward evolutionary 
trajectory—a situation known as incomplete lineage sorting (Figure 1-3). Incomplete lineage sorting is a 
situation in which a polymorphism (two more alleles of a gene) that was present in an ancestral species 
persist in descendent species. It is more likely to occur when two species have diverged quite recently 
from a common ancestor. Incomplete lineage sorting is a challenge for reconstructing phylogenetic 
relationships, because a phylogenetic tree based on a shared polymorphism in red wolves and coyotes will 
differ from a tree based on other genes for which each species has a unique allele. Third, hybridization 
and introgression of coyote genes into red wolves could reflect historical phenomena associated with the 
ancestral origin of the red wolf. In this case, the presences of coyote alleles would be the result of 
hybridization between coyotes and gray wolves (or another ancient canid) that gave rise to the red wolf, in 
which some level of reproductive isolation exists, but is incomplete. These three possible explanations for 
shared alleles between coyotes and red wolves are not mutually exclusive. Resolving them requires 
tracing the ancestry of extant red wolves and ascertaining when coyote genes entered the lineage of red 
wolves (Box 1-3; Figure 1-4).  

A second reason for the controversy over the status of red wolves is the paucity of data from 
ancient specimens that could serve as a standard for the red wolf before hybridization with coyotes in the 
20th century. There are no morphological data from ancient specimens, defined here as specimens dated 
prior to 1800 (Appendix B). The year 1800 represents the approximate time when American colonists 
moved in large numbers across the Appalachian Mountains into what is now Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Alabama, and other areas in the southern United States and began to alter the forest habitat in those areas 
on a large scale. There also are no nuclear DNA evidence from ancient specimens. There are data for 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences from only four ancient specimens, all of which are 
archaeological specimens that are undated or more than 1,000 years old (Appendix C). The mtDNA data 
indicate a close relationship between coyotes and red wolves, but not the nature of that relationship.  
 
 

BOX 1-2 The Historical Ranges of Red Wolf, Coyote, and Gray Wolf 
 

It is necessary to evaluate the data on red wolves, coyotes, and gray wolves in light of what is known about 
their historical ranges (Figure 1-2). The earliest fossil of an animal identified as a red wolf, retrieved from a cave 
in Florida, was dated to 10,000 years before present (ybp). This was the time when coyotes disappeared from the 
eastern United States. The discovery of other specimens of the red wolf indicated that the species lived in the 
southeastern United States and lower Mississippi valley. This distribution, as defined by Young and Goldman 
(1944), has the red wolf occupying areas distinct from both coyotes and gray wolves. Later revisions of the 
putative range extended the red wolf’s distribution throughout the east coast of the United States, keeping it 
south of the Great Lakes and placing it as far north as the Gaspe peninsula in Quebec. The extended range places 
a significant part of the red wolf distribution atop the distribution of gray wolves. 

Before European settlement, red wolves did not overlap with coyotes except at the western boundaries of 
the red wolf range, which would be the eastern boundary of the coyote range. Accounts of the animals and 
modern observations indicate that red wolves inhabited forests while coyotes were found in more open mixed 
woods and fields. Around 1920, as red wolves were being heavily hunted and forested habitat in the southeastern 
United States was disappearing, coyotes expanded their range eastward so that they overlapped with the range of 
the red wolf completely.  
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FIGURE 1-2 Maps of the historical (pre-European settlement) ranges of: (A) red wolves, (B) gray wolves, and (C) 
coyotes in North America (data after USGS, 2017; Young and Goldman, 1944; Nowak, 1979, 2002). In map (A) 
three ranges are shown: the original range as diagnosed by Young and Goldman (1944) and extensions as diagnosed 
by Nowak (1979, 2002). The historical ranges, as known before European settlement, suggest that red wolves and 
coyotes occupied parapatric ranges and distinct habitats. It is clear that extant animals identified as red wolves share 
alleles with coyotes. The questions are how much of the hybridization that produced this sharing of alleles occurred 
after coyotes expanded eastward and red wolf populations dwindled and how much of the evidence of hybridization 
reflects the original genomic constitution of animals acknowledged as red wolves.  

 

 

FIGURE 1-3 Idealized example of incomplete lineage sorting. Incomplete lineage sorting is one of four possible 
explanations for why red wolves share alleles with coyotes. This figure shows a potential phylogenetic relationship 
between gray wolves, red wolves, and coyotes. The different color lines represent distinct alleles and black marks 
represent mutations. The shaded gray area shows polymorphism in the common ancestral population of red wolves 
and coyotes. In this phylogenetic tree, gray wolves split from the common ancestor of red wolves and coyote and the 
allele A (yellow) was inherited by the two lineages. Mutations on each lineage created allele B (orange) and allele C 
(purple) in gray wolves and in the common ancestor of red wolves and coyotes respectively. A mutation of the allele 
C produced a new allele D (blue) and another mutation generated allele E (red). After red wolves and coyotes split, 
the allele D was only inherited by coyotes, but the allele E was inherited by both red wolves and coyotes. 
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BOX 1-3 Hypotheses for the History of Red Wolves 
 

The evolutionary history of North American wolves is difficult to trace for two reasons. First, several 
populations of wolves radiated rapidly from a common ancestor. Second, some of these wolf populations have 
mixed a subset of their genes. In the case of the red wolf, tracing its evolutionary history is even more difficult. 
When coyotes began expanding eastward in 1920, the red wolf population had been reduced substantially to 
small populations scattered in a fraction of the former range. There is clear evidence of recent hybridization 
between these remnant red wolves and coyotes, at least in some locations. In addition, some individuals in the 
NCMP have hybridized with coyotes.  

The extant data on the canids of eastern North America are compatible with several different hypotheses for 
the origin of the red wolf. The literature focused on the red wolf offers four distinct hypotheses (Figure 1-4). 
These various hypotheses carry different implications for the conservation status of the red wolf. There are two 
critical issues for new research to resolve. First, were red wolves, at any time in their history, a genuine species 
with its own evolutionary trajectory, regardless of its mode of origin? Second, do extant canids carry the 
genomic legacy of those ancient and historical red wolves?  

 

  
FIGURE 1-4 Four existing hypotheses about the origin of the red wolf. Gray lines show phylogenetic relationships, 
orange arrows represent allele sharing by hybridization, and blue arrows represent allele sharing by incomplete 
lineage sorting. All hypotheses A through D also include allele sharing from 20th century hybridization between red 
wolves and coyotes in eastern Texas and western Louisiana prior to the establishment of the managed population 
that is not shown. A. The red wolf (Canis rufus) is deeply diverged from its closest relative the coyote (C. latrans), 
hybridizing where their ranges overlap starting in central Texas in the 1850s (Nowak, 1979). Shared alleles 
originated by gene flow from this period of hybridization. B. The red wolf is deeply diverged from other canid 
species, but its genome reflects introgression throughout its historical range from both coyotes and gray wolves (C. 
lupus) following European disturbance (Wayne and Jenks, 1991). Shared alleles come from widespread 
hybridization with both species. C. The red wolf was not a historically distinct species but was the product of long 
and widespread hybridization between coyotes and gray wolves in the southeastern United States prior to 1930 and 
perhaps even before European settlement (Wayne and Jenks, 1991). All alleles are shared. D. Coyotes, red wolves, 
and eastern wolves (C. lycaon) were a recently evolved endemic radiation that share alleles from incomplete lineage 
sorting (Wilson et al., 2000; Nowak, 2009; Chambers et al., 2012). 
 
 

The data from historical specimens, defined here as those specimens collected between 1800 and 
the start of the eastward expansion of coyotes in 1920, do not resolve questions about the ancestry of red 
wolves. Analyses of morphological data from historical specimens indicate that specimens identified as 
red wolves are distinguishable from specimens of gray wolves and coyotes. However, those specimens 
identified as red wolves have many intermediate characteristics of gray wolf and coyote specimens, which 
is consistent with either a recent divergence of red wolves from coyotes and gray wolves or a hybrid 
origin of red wolves. The analyses of mtDNA from historical specimens of putative red wolves place 
them in a lineage with coyotes, but these data are from specimens collected at the western edge of the 
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historical range of red wolves, where the range abutted that of coyotes and where hybridization could 
have occurred (Figure 1-2; Appendix D). As a result, whether the mtDNA from historical specimens 
originates from coyotes or red wolves cannot be resolved without an analysis of nuclear DNA from the 
same specimens.  

Genetic and genomic data from extant putative red wolves come from populations at the 
southwestern edge of the historical range (western Louisiana and eastern Texas) and the NCMP (Figures 
1-2 and 1-5; Appendix D). The populations at the southwestern edge of the historical ranges are the ones 
from which the progenitors of the NCMP were selected. It is unclear how well those populations 
represent what was once a numerically large, geographically widespread population of canids.  

The evidence for past hybridization events in the history of the red wolf has led some geneticists 
to question the validity of the red wolf’s species designation. However, evidence of historical 
hybridization in a species does not automatically invalidate its taxonomic status as a valid species. While 
evidence of historical hybridization can indicate a lack of reproductive isolation between the species 
represented in hybrid individuals, there are other possible outcomes of hybridization events. One outcome 
is that one species can be mostly absorbed into another, as seen in the brown bears of Alaska (Cahill et 
al., 2013). A very different outcome is the evolution of a new species via hybridization between two other 
species. Although such an occurrence was once considered unlikely, biologists have described repeated 
cases of species formation via hybridization in a broad range of groups—plants, insects, fish, and birds 
(Marques et al., 2019; Schumer et al., 2016).  
 
 

 
FIGURE 1-5 Map showing the reconstructed historical range of the red wolf (sensu Nowak, 1979) and the locations 
where natural history specimens were collected and that are thought to be non-admixed (circles) or hybrid (triangles) 
(data after Wolfram, 2019; Nowak, 1979; Hody and Kays, 2018; and specimen records from museum catalogs listed 
in Appendix C). Locations from which DNA samples were taken are indicated with squares. Ancient, pre-1800 
archaeological specimens (˂1800 AD) are colored red, historical specimens from 1800-1920 AD are orange, and 
more recent specimens (>1920 AD) are blue. The approximate location of the coyote expansion front in 1920 is 
shown.  
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The Opportunities for New Research 
 
 Advances in technology and statistical methods have created new opportunities to address the 
taxonomy of the red wolf. These advances include techniques for extracting DNA from ancient specimens 
(referred here afterward as “ancient DNA”), techniques for powerful statistical analyses of genomic 
DNA, and techniques for capturing and analyzing morphological data from skeletal specimens that go far 
beyond the methods that have been used thus far in studies of red wolves. This report describes these 
methods and how they can be used to collect new data from existing specimens and from the canids in 
southwestern Louisiana, Galveston Island, and any other canid populations discovered in these areas. 

The guiding principle for the research strategy described here is that the research must address the 
relationships among ancient red wolves, historical red wolves, the extant managed population of red 
wolves, and the unidentified canids along the Gulf Coast. These relationships will indicate if red wolves 
are, or once were, a distinct lineage (a species sharing a common ancestor with either coyotes or gray 
wolves or a species that has an ancient, hybrid origin) or if “red wolves” are recent hybrids between gray 
wolves and an expanding coyote population. They will also clarify how the NCMP is related to the GCC 
populations. Clarifying all of these relationships is necessary to align red wolf taxonomy with modern 
evolutionary biology. To clarify those relationships, new research should employ three types of data: 
ancient DNA, genomic data from the unidentified canids and the extant managed population, and 
morphological data from ancient specimens and extant animals. Prior research has used genetic data from 
extant canids and morphological data from ancient specimens. An approach that integrates these three 
types of data is now possible, and that integration is critical for resolving the status of the red wolf. 
 

Five Research Questions and the Data They Require 
 

The three conceptual questions outlined in the previous report lead to five operational research 
questions: 
 

1. Are the ancient red wolves (i.e., specimens dated prior to 1800) a distinct lineage from the 
lineages of gray wolves and coyotes? 

2. Are the historical red wolves (i.e., those in the 19th century, before the eastward expansion of 
coyotes) a continuous lineage with ancient specimens in the eastern United States? 

3. Are the red wolves from the North Carolina managed population a continuous lineage with 
those in the eastern United States before the coyote expansion in the 20th Century? 

4. Are the Gulf Coast canids part of the distinct lineage of canids that lived in the eastern 
United States before the coyote expansion? 

5. Is the genetic diversity of the North Carolina managed population a subset of the diversity of 
the Gulf Coast canids? 

 
These questions address the relationships among the various canid groups associated with red wolves. 
Figure 1-6 outlines the five questions, the canids to which each question pertains, and where this report 
describes the necessary data.   
 
1. Are the ancient red wolves (i.e., specimens dated prior to 1800) a distinct lineage from the lineages 
of gray wolves and coyotes? 
 
 An affirmative answer would give the USFWS the confidence to call the red wolf a distinct 
species that is not the product of a recent hybridization between gray wolves and coyotes. If this 
distinction were to be established, then the red wolf, at least in theory, would be a species eligible for 
conservation and restoration efforts if endangered. Chapter 2 describes the morphological evidence, and 
Chapter 3 describes the genomic evidence that would enable an answer to this question.  
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FIGURE 1-6 Five research questions addressing various relationships among six canid lineages. Single-pointed 
arrows indicate relationships via direct descent. Double-pointed arrows indicate relationships through a common 
ancestor. Question numbers in blue at each arrow correspond to the five research questions in the chapter. Chapter 
references in blue below or beside each question number indicate where the data needed to address the question are 
described. Chapter 2 describes morphological, behavioral, and ecological data from specimens and from extant 
animals. Chapter 3 describes ancient DNA, and Chapter 4 describes genomic data from extant red wolves. 
 
 
2. Are the historical red wolves (i.e., those in the 19th century, before the eastward expansion of 
coyotes) a continuous lineage with ancient specimens in the eastern United States? 
 

An affirmative answer would imply that the red wolves still existed as a distinct lineage before 
the coyote expansion to the eastern United States. If this is so, then the red wolves found in the eastern 
United States in the 20th century will have had genetic continuity with ancient red wolves and retain their 
eligibility, at least in theory, for conservation and restoration efforts. Chapter 2 describes the 
morphological evidence important for this question, and Chapter 3 describes the genomic evidence that 
would address this question 
 
3. Are the red wolves from the North Carolina managed population a continuous lineage with those in 
the eastern United States before the coyote expansion in the 20th century? 
 

An affirmative answer would imply that, despite evidence of hybridization with coyotes, the 
managed population has retained some of the genetic ancestry of the red wolves. If this is the case, then 
the managed population represents at least a subset of the original red wolf lineage and retains its 
eligibility for conservation and restoration. Chapter 2 describes the morphological data necessary to 
answer this question, and Chapters 3 and 4 describe the genomic data necessary to answer this question.  
 
4. Are the Gulf Coast canids part of the distinct lineage of canids that lived in the eastern United States 
before the coyote expansion? 
 

An affirmative answer will imply that, despite hybridization with coyotes, the GCC populations 
have retained some of the genetic diversity of the red wolves. If this is the case, it implies that the canids 
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found along the Gulf Coast, from which the founders of the managed population were selected, represent 
the remainder of the red wolf lineage after a long period of population decline. This would strengthen the 
argument that the managed population can be considered as legitimate red wolves. Chapter 2 describes 
the morphological, behavioral, and ecological evidence relevant to this question, and chapters 3 and 4 
describe the genomic data necessary to answer this question.  
 
5. Is the genetic diversity of the North Carolina managed population a subset of the diversity of the 
Gulf Coast canids? 
 

An affirmative answer to this question would imply that the managed population of red wolves is 
part of a larger lineage of red wolves and not a separate lineage. The small number of founders used to 
establish the managed population most likely contained only a fraction of the genetic diversity found in 
the historical population of red wolves. A further reduction in genetic variation from the historical 
population is likely because those founders were themselves a subset of a carefully selected group of 
individuals. If the GCC populations are indeed a remnant of the original red wolves that lived in the area 
before the coyote expansion in the 20th century, then its members should share genetic variation with the 
managed population. This would reinforce the conclusions from an affirmative answer to question 4. The 
GCC populations may also harbor genetic variation shared with historical red wolves that is found in the 
managed population. The GCC populations and the managed population likely share variation with 
coyotes due to hybridization. Chapter 2 describes the morphological, behavioral, and ecological data 
necessary to answer this question, and Chapter 4 describes the genomic data necessary.  
 

COMMITTEE’S APPROACH TO ITS CHARGE 
 

Information Gathering Activities 
 

To address its charge, the committee held a total of five meetings (three were virtual, and two 
were face-to-face meetings) and two webinars between October 2019 and June 2020. The first meeting 
(virtual; held on October 18, 2019) was spent discussing the two tasks requested by USFWS and 
obtaining clarification from the USFWS representative. The second meeting (held on December 8–9, 
2019, in Washington, D.C.) was closed in its entirety and was focused on the assessment of applications 
submitted in response to the request for applications, which was issued on November 4, 2019. The 
committee’s third meeting (February 20-21, 2020 in Irvine, California) included an open session that 
featured presentations from experts in hybridization, statistical analyses of genetic data, paleogenomics, 
red wolf ancestry in the southeastern United States, and research strategies and methodologies to study 
mammalian evolution. Two committee webinars were held on March 2 and March 12, 2020, and featured 
experts in introgression and the behavioral ecology of coyotes, respectively. The committee meetings held 
in May and June 2020 were virtual; both were closed in their entirety and were focused on report 
preparation. The agendas for the open session of the committee meeting and the webinars are provided in 
Appendix A of this report. All materials presented at the open session and in the webinars are available at 
the study website.4 

Throughout the study the committee also solicited input from the public via the study website. All 
submitted comments and documents were added to the study’s public access file, which is available on 
request from the National Academies’ Public Access Records Office.5   

                                                 
4 See https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/assistance-to-the-us-fish-and-wildlife-service-on-taxonomic-

studies-of-the-red-wolf-a-review-of-applications-to-carry-out-research-and-development-of-a-research-strategy. 
5 Requests can be directed to PARO@nas.edu. 
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Interpretation and Syntheses 
 
 The committee assessed the information in the meetings described above and in additional closed 
teleconferences. The committee performed these as a whole and by dividing into three groups that 
focused on individual topics. The groups each drafted a chapter for the report; all members of the 
committee then read these chapters and suggested revisions. The committee did not re-analyze existing 
data but did examine existing data to determine which new data would provide the most useful 
information and complement the existing data. 
 

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT 
 

This report comprises five chapters. Chapter 1, this chapter, introduces the study, provides the 
general background for the study and statement of task for the committee, and outlines the research 
strategy devised by the committee. Each of the next three chapters describes one type of data necessary to 
resolve the status of the red wolf (Figure 1-1). Chapter 2 describes the ways in which new morphological, 
behavioral, and ecological data can inform the diagnosis of the taxonomic status of red wolves. In 
particular, the chapter distinguishes informative data from uninformative data in order to guide future 
research into the most profitable paths. Chapter 3 describes the value and uses of genomic data from 
historical and ancient specimens. It describes the methodological challenges in obtaining genomic data 
from those types of samples and the processes needed to ensure that those data are indeed the genomic 
data of the specimen under scrutiny, without contamination from other sources of DNA. Chapter 4 
describes the types of analyses that are possible when the ancient DNA is combined with whole-genome 
data on extant canids. The chapter describes why whole-genome data are necessary and which technical 
methods are best for obtaining those data. It also describes the best statistical approaches to those data for 
answering questions about the status of red wolves. Chapter 5 presents overarching principles for 
conducting these studies and summarizes the committee’s recommendations. 
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2 
 

Morphology, Behavior, and Ecology  

 
This chapter addresses how the consideration of morphology, behavior, and ecology can help 

develop a research strategy to understand the evolutionary relationships among historical red wolves, the 
extant North Carolina managed population (NCMP) of red wolves, and the Gulf Coast canid (GCC) 
populations. Morphological data from ancient and historical red wolves are somewhat limited. Behavioral 
and ecological data concerning ancient or historical populations of red wolves are even more limited. 
Nevertheless, an understanding of the morphology, behavior, and ecology of the extant NCMP and the 
GCC populations could be provide insight into their evolutionary relationships. While genome data will 
provide the strongest evidence for distinguishing between the four hypotheses described in Chapter 1 (see 
Figure 1-4), morphological and behavioral data are relevant for (1) determining the extent to which the 
managed population and GCC populations retain the distinctive features of historical red wolves, (2) 
evaluating the status of historical and ancient specimens from which genome data cannot be obtained but 
which provide the primary data for past distributions of wolves and coyotes, and (3) assessing whether 
red wolves present and past are ecologically distinct from gray wolves and coyotes. 

This chapter discusses the best samples, traits, and methods that can be used to characterize the 
morphology, behavior, and ecology of historical red wolves and to assess their level of differentiation 
from other canids and their similarities with (or differences from) the NCMP and GCC populations. 
Specifically, the chapter describes the best available approaches for collecting and analyzing such data to 
address the following questions: 
 

1. Did wolves in the south eastern United States prior to 1920 differ from contemporary gray 
wolves and coyotes and, if so, in what ways?  

2. Which hypotheses about the origin and species status of red wolves are supported by 
morphological evidence? 

3. How does the morphological and behavioral variation in the NCMP and the GCC population 
compare with that found in historical red wolves? 

 
MORPHOLOGY 

 
Samples Required to Assess the Morphology of the Historical Red Wolf 
 
 Pre-1920 samples from Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and perhaps Arkansas, which 
are referred to here as the red wolf’s “core range” (Figure 1-2 in Chapter 1), are the best source of 
information about its pre-bottleneck morphology (Nowak, 1979, 2002; Chambers et al., 2012).  

Hybridization between remnant southeastern wolf populations and coyotes was documented in 
Texas, Oklahoma, and Missouri in the mid 20th century, making those samples unsuitable for 
characterizing historical red wolf morphology. The same is true for the extant NCMP. The managed 
population was founded by only 14 individuals selected from a group of 43 wild-caught animals believed 
to be red wolves, which were themselves a subset of 400 wild-caught individuals, based on similarity to 
the historical red wolf phenotype (USFWS, 1990; Phillips et al., 2003). The morphology, behavior, and 
ecology of the managed red wolf should not be assumed to be representative of historical red wolves 
because of the possibility of random genetic drift and anthropogenic selection.  
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Historical samples from central Texas are also unsuitable because hybridization between red 
wolves and coyotes was probably taking place there as early as the 1850s (Audubon and Bachman, 1851; 
Nowak, 1979).  

Likewise, historical specimens from the northeastern seaboard should be avoided because the 
taxonomy of pre-disturbance wolves in that area is contested, with some arguing that the red wolf ranged 
as far north as Maine and New Brunswick, Canada and others arguing that those populations were gray 
wolves, hybrids between grays and reds, or even a separate North American species Canis lycaon (cf. 
Young and Goldman, 1944; Wayne et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 2000; Nowak, 2002; vonHoldt et al., 
2016).  

Finally, archaeological and paleontological specimens should be avoided for the initial 
morphological characterization of red wolves. Such specimens often have uncertain dates, they are 
sporadically distributed through time, they are often fragmentary, and their taxonomy should be treated as 
uncertain given the subtle level of skeletal differentiation between canid species in light of the fact that 
the ranges of large mammals can shift thousands of kilometers over millennia (e.g., Graham et al., 1996; 
Lyons, 2003; Bell et al., 2010). For example, caribou occurred in Alabama as little as 12,000 years ago 
(Churcher et al., 1989). It is unsafe to presume the identity of a large fossil canid from the southeastern 
United States just because it lived within the historical range of the red wolf.  

Assessing the morphological distinctiveness of the historical red wolf should thus start with pre-
1920 specimens from its core range compared with contemporary gray wolf and coyote specimens from 
well outside the areas with potential hybridization. The same principles used to select red wolf specimens 
must also be applied to selection of gray wolf and coyote samples—specimens whose taxonomic affinity 
is not contested and that lived prior to changes in gene flow that may have occurred due to post-European 
impacts on habitats and populations. Nowak’s (1979) morphological analysis made a careful distinction 
between historical and later samples and those likely to be affected by hybridization or introgression, and 
future studies should follow his lead. Appendix B (Red Wolf [Canis rufus] Museum Specimens) lists all 
of the putative museum specimens known to the committee. Of the red wolf, only 12 specimens are 
known to exist from its core range at the appropriate time period. This sample is very small for 
characterizing the range of variation that would have been present in such a widespread species, and it 
will provide only minimal statistical power for testing the similarities and differences between historical 
red wolves and other groups of canids. For assessing morphological differentiation among populations of 
the same species, 6 to 10 specimens can be enough to detect differences in skeletal traits if the number of 
samples is sufficiently numerous and appropriately chosen, if the traits are measured with high precision, 
and if multivariate traits with high genetic components variance are considered (e.g., Polly, 2003, 2007b; 
see discussion below). However, these specimens have the advantage that the individuals are dispersed in 
space and time and likely to be a random subsample that is unaffected by close kinship or other factors 
that might bias it. Treating these historical “core” specimens as a cluster for comparison with gray 
wolves, coyotes, extant managed population, and the GCC populations is operationally the best way to 
proceed. The amount of comparative material available for historical populations of eastern gray wolves 
is even more meager, but sufficient material is available from the historical range of coyotes and many 
other gray wolf populations (Appendix C: Summary of Museum Holdings of Key North American 
Canids).  
 
Finding 2-1: Previous analyses of the morphological distinctiveness of the red wolf have paid close 
attention to uncertainties about taxonomy and the possibilities of hybridization. The best material to 
characterize historical red wolf morphology is from Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and 
Arkansas collected between 1800 and 1920. The number of specimens is meager but minimally adequate 
for many kinds of morphological comparisons.  
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BOX 2-1 Morphological Traits Are Not All The Same 
 

Not all morphological traits are equally informative. Care should be given to the function, development, and 
genetic underpinnings of the morphological traits that are chosen to address the questions outlined in this report. 
Most museum specimens, which are the primary evidence for historical populations of canids, are limited to 
skulls (including teeth) and skins. Some include postcranial skeletons. The following observations and 
recommendations will help maximize interpretable results from these remains. 

Skulls. The skull is functionally, developmentally, and genetically complex. The dentition, face, braincase, 
auditory region, and basicranium have quasi-independent developmental underpinnings (Hanken and Hall, 1993) 
and thus provide a heterogeneous set of morphological markers for judging differentiation between populations 
and species. At least 37 quantitative trait loci affect skull morphology in mice (Maga et al., 2015). For geometric 
morphometrics, three-dimensional landmarks are ideal, but two-dimensional landmarks of the skull in ventral 
view can be used as a substitute provided they include the teeth, palate, chondrocranium, auditory bulla, 
zygomatic arches, braincase, and nasal area. The centroid size from these landmarks would be an ideal size 
measurement.  

Teeth. Unlike bone, tooth tissues are not internally remodeled during an individual’s lifetime, so tooth shape 
and structure have comparatively high genetic components of variation and thus have great potential as 
morphological markers of differentiation (Caumul and Polly, 2005; Ungar, 2010). Wear and breakage patterns 
indicate diet, behavior, and non-genetic processes that occurred during the individual’s lifetime (Van 
Valkenburgh, 2009; Tanis et al., 2018). Teeth are also likely to be preserved intact in ancient and historical 
specimens (Ungar, 2010). But teeth are less complex developmentally and genetically than the skull, and their 
shape may be more prone to homoplasy (Jernvall, 1995; Thesleff, 2003; Hlusko et al., 2004). Geometric 
morphometrics of landmarks on cusps, crests, and perimeter (see Gómez-Robles et al., 2007) or the full three-
dimensional crown surface (see Vitek et al., 2017) have good potential for inferring population relationships. As 
a morphological marker, the upper first molar has potential because it is morphologically complex (good 
statistical power), is present in all canids (mesial premolars and distal molars are variably present), and is 
distinctive enough to be referred to a species-level taxon even as an isolated specimen. 

Mandibles. Mammalian mandibles are arguably the least effective morphological markers of the entire 
skeleton (Caumul and Polly, 2005). Mandibles are genetically and developmentally simpler than skulls, and they 
vary plastically in response to the stresses and strains of diet, prey manipulation, and other lifetime activities 
(Atchley and Hall, 1991). Because of this, mandibles show less phylogenetic or population-level differentiation 
than skulls and teeth (Caumul and Polly, 2005; Polly, 2019). Nevertheless, mandibles are abundantly available 
in museum and archaeological specimens, and their shape has close links to diet.  

Postcrania. Historical red wolves in central Texas, retrospectively considered to be a hybrid swarm between 
red wolves and coyotes, were distinctively long-legged (Audubon and Bachman, 1851; Nowak, 1979), 
suggesting that postcrania may be valuable indicators of genetic differentiation, hybridization, and ecology. An 
analysis of limb differences among individuals from the core historical red wolf range, gray wolves, coyotes, 
and putative hybrids would be valuable (see Meachen and Samuels, 2012; Meachen et al., 2014). Geometric 
morphometrics could usefully be performed on the scapula by itself, which should have enough morphological 
indicators to pick up differences in the skeletal proportions and locomotor differences associated with 
proportional limb length (Polly, 2007a). Sampling strategies must to take into account sexual dimorphism as 
well as allometric and non-allometric components of variation. 

 
 
Data and Methods for Assessing Morphological Affinities 
 

Phenotypes are a key component of species differentiation and ecological specialization. 
Determining the extent to which red wolves, both extant and historical, are distinct from other canids can 
be informed by morphology as well as genetics. While much work has been done on morphological traits 
in North American canids (see review in NASEM, 2019), the last comprehensive study of morphological 
differentiation within and between North American canids was the work of Nowak (1979) using 
discriminant function analysis of skull measurements. Skull data have several strengths for measuring 
differentiation among groups, including their developmental and genetic complexity, but other traits have 
the potential to add to the phenotypic and ecological understanding of differentiation among canids (Box 
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2-1). Since Nowak’s study was published, geometric morphometrics has been added to the toolbox for 
quantifying morphology (Box 2-2), and new analytical strategies have been developed for comparing the 
morphological structuring of populations and species with genetic structure and for inferring ecological 
parameters from museum specimens (Box 2-3). These methods have considerable potential to increase the 
understanding of whether historical red wolves were a distinct entity and of what patterns of continuity 
they share with the NCMP and the GCC populations. 
 

BOX 2-2 Categories of Morphological Data 
 

Linear Measurements. Linear measurements are lengths, widths, and distances between skeletal and other 
structures (Figure 2-1). Nowak’s (1979) analysis of North American canid taxonomy used such a dataset. The 
advantages of linear measurements are they are easy and inexpensive to collect using calipers and spreadsheet and 
that they can be combined into a dataset that includes many skeletal elements and variables at radically different 
scales, such as bone lengths measured on centimeter scales and microscopic enamel prism thickness measured on 
micron scales. Linear measurements are strongly correlated with overall size, so special analytical solutions must 
be applied to distinguish size and shape differences (Reyment et al., 1984; Sokal and Rohlf, 1994). 

Geometric Morphometrics. Pure shape can be measured using a geometric morphometric analysis of 
landmark point coordinates (Bookstein, 1992; Dryden and Mardia, 1998). Landmarks can be used to capture 
variation in the placement of biological or geometrically homologous structures, such as tooth cusps, junctions 
between bones, or openings in skulls (Bookstein, 1992) and semi-landmarks, which are series of landmarks 
similar to a dotted line, that can be used to measure contours such as the perimeter of a joint or the surface 
topography of a tooth crown (Bookstein, 1992; Gunz et al., 2005; Polly, 2008; Boyer et al., 2015). The 
advantages of geometric morphometrics are that analytical results can be visualized as morphological 
deformations that are accessible to non-morphometricians and that complex shapes such as curves and surfaces 
that are difficult to represent with linear measurements can be analyzed. The disadvantages are that size is 
mathematically but not biologically removed from the data, so care must be taken to distinguish allometric from 
non-allometric variation using measures like centroid size (Bookstein, 1992), and that the Procrustes 
superimposition protocol used to standardize landmark data can introduce biases that are as yet poorly understood 
(Lele, 1991; Cardini, 2019).  

Functional Traits. This catchall category includes gear ratios, topographic indices, wear patterns, and 
measures of stress and strain that capture functional aspects of morphology (e.g., Gambaryan, 1974; Dumont et 
al., 2005; Evans et al., 2007). These data measure differences not in form, but in function, behavior, and ecology. 
They have the advantage of focusing on features that have biological consequences rather than structural 
differences that may be random byproducts of genetic isolation and drift, but a disadvantage is that they often 
include proportions that have unusual statistical properties and interpretive ambiguities (Sokal and Rohlf, 1994; 
Wainwright et al., 2005). 

 

 
FIGURE 2-1 Illustration of example linear measurements (yellow), landmarks (green), and semi-landmarks 
(orange). Specimen is a putative red wolf from Colorado Co., Texas, in the collection of the University of Michigan 
(UMMZ 111222). SOURCE: Modified from: Phil Myers, Animal Diversity Web, http://animaldiversity.org.  
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BOX 2-3 Methods of Morphological Analysis 
 

Several analytical methods are pertinent to the red wolf question, all of which can be applied to any of the 
data categories in Box 2-1 above or trait types from Box 2-2. 

Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA). DFA, also known as canonical variates analysis, identifies 
combinations of traits that best distinguish known groups and uses those trait combinations to classify 
individuals whose group membership is unknown (Tatsuoka, 1971; Hammer and Harper, 2006). It is one of the 
oldest morphometric analytical techniques and was used effectively by Nowak (1979) to identify distinct groups 
of North American canids. Used in combination with genomic data for determining group affinities, DFA 
remains a powerful tool for identifying the features that make a group morphologically distinctive. But it does 
little to assess the degree of morphological differentiation between groups, the statistical significance of that 
differentiation, or how morphological differences fit into the often complex hierarchy of differentiation among 
populations, geographic subspecies, species, and higher clades, all the more so when hybridization may be a 
factor in the deep or recent past.  

Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA). MANOVA is a statistical test for differences in group 
means (Tatsuoka, 1971; Hammer and Harper, 2006). If DFA identifies which features best distinguish groups, 
MANOVA provides a statistical basis for assessing the probability that the differences arise from chance 
sampling.  

Hierarchical Analysis of Variance. A common technique for assessing differentiation in quantitative traits 
is QST, a method for partitioning variance within and between hierarchically related demes, metapopulations, and 
species (Spitze, 1993; Lande, 1992; Whitlock, 2008). The method is analogous to FST analysis that has long been 
used on allele frequency data and molecular markers to assess levels of genetic divergence (Wright, 1951). QST 
analysis is easily applied to multivariate morphometric data, including geometric morphometric shape data (e.g., 
Wójcik et al., 2006; Polly, 2007b; Polly et al., 2013). It can be combined with a nested MANOVA design to 
statistically test the degree of differentiation (Tatsuoka, 1971; Hammer and Harper, 2006). 

QST/FST Analysis. With neutral markers FST statistics represent the amount of genetic differentiation due to 
drift. If the quantitative phenotypic traits have also diversified by drift, then the ratio of QST to FST will be 
approximately 1.0, and when it is higher or lower it suggests that the phenotypes are under either diversifying or 
stabilizing selection, respectively (Spitze 1993; Whitlock 2008).  

Pairwise Distance Analysis. Differentiation among populations and the migration or gene flow between 
them has often been assessed by analyzing distributions of pairwise distances in DNA sequence data (Tajima, 
1983; Wakeley, 1996a,b). This approach can also be adapted for multivariate phenotypic traits to ask whether 
differentiation in one population is greater than expected, given the differentiation among other populations of a 
putative species (Polly, 2003). This technique can help address whether red wolves or Gulf Coast canids are 
more differentiated from gray wolves or coyotes than would be expected compared with inter-population 
divergence among other populations of those species.  

Cluster Analysis. Cluster analysis reconstructs hierarchical patterns in data, such as the patterns of 
morphological similarity that arise from phylogenetic and phylogeographic processes. Felsenstein’s (1973, 
1988) maximum likelihood method for continuous traits is arguably the most appropriate method for recovering 
the evolutionary branching hierarchy of phenotypic traits (Caumul and Polly, 2006). Many clustering techniques 
assume a tree-like branching pattern of divergence, but because hybridization is suspected to play a role in the 
managed red wolves and Gulf coast canids, a non-dichotomous network approach is appropriate, such as 
maximal clique enumeration networks (Butenko and Wilhelm, 2006) or minimum evolutionary steps networks 
(White et al., 2010).  

 
 

The original description of red wolves in central Texas by Audubon and Bachman (1851) focused 
on their small size, slender proportions, and long limbs. Much attention has been given to differentiation 
in skull morphology, but very little attention has been given to postcranial variation in North American 
canids with respect to evaluating the genetic and ecologic distinctiveness of the red wolf, although it has 
been studied with respect to coyote and wolf evolutionary ecology since the last glacial maximum 
(Meachen and Samuels, 2012; Meachen et al., 2014; Tomiya and Meachen, 2018). It is known that 
proportional foot length and foot area affect the locomotor performance of coyotes in snow and therefore 
their behavior on the landscape (Murray and Boutin, 1991; Murray and Larivière, 2002; Gese et al., 
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2013). Few comparative data are available, but those data suggest that there may be measurable 
differences in foot proportions among North American canids (Polly, 2010; Polly et al., 2017). Such data 
could illuminate both the degree of historical differentiation between red wolves and their contemporary 
canids and the comparative ecological roles of red wolves and GCC populations in past and present.  

For example, one fundamental question about the historical red wolf is whether it was a distinct 
species or the product of hybridization. Nowak (1979) addressed the question using discriminant function 
analysis (DFA) of linear measurements of the skulls of a very large sample of pre-1930 canids from North 
America (Box 2-2). After identifying the characteristic features of gray wolves, coyotes, and domestic 
dogs, Nowak demonstrated that red wolves had skull morphologies intermediate between gray wolves and 
coyotes but distinct from both; Nowak further found that some pre-1900 specimens from central Texas 
and some post-1960 specimens from east Texas and western Louisiana were not distinct and thus likely to 
be hybrids with coyotes but that some of the individuals that founded the managed population had 
morphologies consistent with being pure red wolves. The DFA analysis provided strong evidence that 
historical red wolves in their core range were distinct, but it was unable to choose among the competing 
hypotheses for red wolf origins outlined in Chapter 1. Some authors have rightfully argued that the 
consistent intermediate position of red wolves could indicate a hybrid origin rather than ancient species 
status (e.g., Wayne 1992). DFA alone cannot resolve this difference in interpretation because this 
technique can create the illusion that the morphology of a previously unclassified individual is perfectly 
intermediate between two groups even if it belongs to a third group with its own uniquely distinctive 
features. The reason is that DFA axes are defined explicitly by the differences between the known groups. 
Unclassified individuals are projected onto those axes with the expectation that they belong to one of the 
known groups. If they actually belong to a group that was not used to construct the axes, then their 
projection may fall between the other groups if their unique trait combinations were not part of the DFA 
parameterization and they share little variation (e.g., Albrecht, 1992). Thus, the unknowns in DFA (red 
wolves in this case) could appear to be perfectly intermediate between known groups (in this case, 
coyotes and gray wolves) when they are not. Furthermore, DFA alone cannot determine whether 
hybridization is likely to produce gradational intermediates or completely distinct ones. 

There are several approaches that can supplement DFA to provide greater power for 
distinguishing between competing interpretations.  

A hierarchical analysis of quantitative phenotypic traits (QST) can be used to determine whether 
historical red wolves in their core range are more divergent from gray wolves than gray wolf subspecies 
are from one another. This approach can be used with any of the morphological traits described in Box 2-
1. Hierarchical analysis can also be used to determine whether the divergence of NCMP and GCC 
populations from core range red wolves is greater than expected relative to divergence within coyotes and 
gray wolves, as it might if hybridization has substantially affected their morphology.  

Furthermore, QST/FST comparisons (Box 2-2) can be combined with genetic data from the same 
populations to determine whether the morphological differences among gray wolves, coyotes, and red 
wolves are the result of selection or drift. Importantly, this approach can help determine whether the 
morphological divergence of NCMP and GCC populations from historical populations is greater than 
expected, given their genetic divergence (which would have to be measured in historical populations with 
ancient DNA techniques). The selection choices made in the early generations of the captive breeding 
program, which was intended to recover the red wolf phenotype from the founder population (USFWS, 
1990; Phillips et al., 2003), may well have resulted in some unique differentiation that was not present in 
historical populations. QST/FST will provide an index of whether the morphological effects of the recovery 
breeding program are proportional to its genetic effects. 

Affinities among taxa can also be evaluated by an analysis of the distributions of pairwise 
morphological distances between samples. If two groups, such as red and gray wolves, are divergent, then 
the distribution of pairwise distances between them will have a greater mean and variance than the 
distributions of distances within either taxon. The advantage of using this approach for multivariate 
phenotypes is that it is based on the complete set of morphological differences rather than on any 
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particular axis as in DFA. This approach can also help assess the degree of morphological continuity 
between the NCMP, GCC populations, and pre-1920 red wolves from their core range. 

Finally, cluster analysis can be used to recover the hierarchy of morphological similarity that 
arises from phylogenetic and phylogeographic processes. Cluster analysis shows which populations are 
most similar, as opposed to DFA, which focuses on differences and thus complements genomic analyses. 
Because hybridization is likely to play a role in the NCMP and GCC populations and perhaps in historical 
eastern and red wolves, relationships among populations may have a network structure rather than a fully 
tree-like structure. Maximal clique enumeration networks (Butenko and Wilhelm, 2006) or minimum 
evolutionary steps networks (White et al., 2010) can easily be adapted to multivariate morphometric data 
to determine whether morphological similarities are fully branching (as would be expected if taxa have 
independent branching histories) or reticulating (as would be expected if hybridization influenced their 
morphology).  

Special attention needs to be paid to issues of statistical power and balance of sample size. The 
number of specimens of historical red wolves is small, and the number of historical eastern grays is very 
small. Similar to the discriminatory power provided by analyses of full genomes, multivariate analysis of 
morphology helps counteract the limitations of small sample size, but nevertheless there are limits 
imposed by the historical samples that may not be possible to overcome. The discussions herein focus on 
questions and techniques that are the most likely to be fruitful, but they will need to be accompanied by 
statistical power analyses, rarefaction and down-sampling strategies to equalize sample sizes, and careful 
attention will need to be given to standard errors on statistical parameters.  
 
Finding 2-2: Prior analyses of the morphological differentiation of red wolves are comprehensive and 
their conclusions are well supported, but the kinds of data and analyses that have been applied are limited. 
Geometric morphometrics can pick up subtle differences in shape that cannot be captured by linear 
measurements, traits such as teeth and postcrania can capture fine-level genetic differences or 
ecologically relevant specializations not represented by skull data, and analytical methods such as QST and 
cluster analysis can provide measures of morphological differentiation that are directly comparable to 
results from genetic analysis.  
 
Detecting Hybridization from Morphology 
 

Hybridization may require special data to detect. Most authors agree that the small, slender, 
tawny wolves that Audubon and Bachman (1851) described on the Edwards Plateau were a hybrid swarm 
formed by an admixture between coyotes and core range red wolves (Young and Goldman, 1944; Nowak, 
1979), and some authors argue that red wolves as a whole are the product of hybridization between gray 
wolves and coyotes (see Chapter 1). Signatures of hybridization can sometimes be detected in 
morphological traits. Most often studies of morphological hybrids are possible when there is a sharp cline 
between the two parent populations, such as when a hybrid tension zone exists (Butlin et al., 1991; Gay et 
al., 2008; Polly et al., 2013). However, the large geographic ranges and dispersal distances of North 
American canids would at best produce massively wide tension zones and more likely result in 
widespread hybrid swarms rather than orderly phenotypic clines. Other approaches to hybrid recognition 
from morphology are needed. 

One such approach involves examining the frequencies of abnormal non-metric traits. Ackermann 
and colleagues have demonstrated by using captive baboons and wild populations of other mammals that 
frequencies of dental anomalies and unusual skull suture patterns are higher in hybrid individuals 
(Ackermann, 2010; Ackermann et al., 2006, 2014, 2018). Supernumary teeth, rotated teeth, and atypical 
skull sutures are more frequent in F1 and F2 hybrid individuals than in the background populations of 
baboons, and comparative evidence suggests that the same may be true for other mammal groups. How 
long such high frequencies of abnormal traits persist in hybrid populations is as yet unknown.  

Interestingly, Young and Goldman (1944) anecdotally reported seemingly high frequencies of 
tooth anomalies in pre-1920 red wolf individuals from central Texas and Missouri, both areas where early 
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hybridization swarms are suspected to have occurred, in their description of individual variation in 
wolves. Given that they examined hundreds of skulls of gray and red wolves from across the whole of 
North America, it is intriguing that the only reports of such anomalies were ascribed to these populations 
where there would be likely to be many F1 hybrid individuals.  

This kind of data requires cautious interpretation because elevated frequencies of abnormal metric 
traits can occur through two other avenues. First, inbreeding can produce elevated frequencies (Berry, 
1968; Trinkaus, 1978). Given the small population sizes of putative red wolves and the effects of prior 
bottlenecks in population size, this is not a negligible possibility. Second, elevated frequencies of 
abnormal non-metric traits have also been explained by environmental disturbance that leads to 
developmental perturbations, sometimes through inbreeding (e.g., Trinkaus, 1978; Vasilyev and 
Vasilyeva, 1995). A systematic study of non-metric trait frequencies may illuminate the history of 
hybridization, especially if it is supplemented by genomic data.  
 
Finding 2-3: The skull measurements used in past morphological analyses have less power than non-
metric traits for detecting hybridization. Anecdotal reports of some historical red wolf samples suggest 
the presence of hybrid individuals, but no attempt has been made to systematically analyze morphological 
hybrid signatures in historical red wolf specimens. 
 
Sexual Dimorphism 
 

The degree of sexual dimorphism in a species, especially in body size, is often linked to size-
assortative mating, which in turn can affect the likelihood of hybridization between closely related 
sympatric species (Hinton et al., 2018). The degree of overlap of body size between males and females in 
sympatric populations of two species may be a predictor of the likelihood of hybridization. This is 
especially so when there is positive assortative mating by body size in each species, which is the case 
with both coyotes and red wolves (see behavior sections below). Size dimorphism has the potential to 
produce asymmetries in hybridization whereby most hybrid individuals are consistently fathered by one 
species and mothered by the other, thus potentially biasing introgression of mitochondrial haplotypes 
compared with nuclear genes. Size dimorphism can, in principle, be studied from skulls and dentitions in 
historical populations using museum specimens (e.g., Gay and Best, 1996; Van Valkenburgh and Sacco, 
2002; Gittleman and Van Valkenburgh, 2009).  
 
Finding 2-4: Sexual dimorphism in morphology has been noted in red wolves, but it has neither been 
systematically evaluated nor used to assess the likelihood of hybridization or of sex-biased introgression 
processes.  
 

BEHAVIOR AND ECOLOGY 
 

While differences in behavioral traits among groups can offer insight into the evolutionary 
relationships among those groups, these data require cautious interpretation. One reason is that only some 
types of behavioral differences, specifically mating behaviors, are directly relevant for understanding 
evolutionary relationships. Other behaviors, such as non-mating social behavior and foraging tactics, can, 
in some circumstances, contribute to identifying important distinctions among groups and the level at 
which those distinctions occur—among populations of the same species or among species—or they might 
offer insights into evolutionary relationships only when combined with other types of data. A second 
reason is that many behavioral traits, such as foraging tactics, are sensitive to local ecological 
circumstances, so only consistent differences among groups across a range of ecological conditions can 
reveal genuine differences among species. A third reason is that it is difficult to predict which behaviors, 
if any, would be characteristic of recent hybrids. Finally, it is impossible to know the behaviors of 
historical red wolves so, unlike the use of morphology and, potentially, genomics, there is no standard 
against which data from extant groups can be assessed. 
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However, given that those data can be helpful in conjunction with other data, the committee 
reviewed their potential contributions and limitations. But in light of the challenges described above, 
collecting and assessing behavioral data should be a lower priority than obtaining genomic and 
morphological data. 
 
Mating Behavior 
 

Differences between groups in their mating behaviors are important because they can contribute 
to pre-mating isolation—that is, the prevention of cross-species mating—between the groups. Behavior 
can lower the likelihood of mating between two sympatric groups in three ways. First, two populations 
may occupy different habitats, and individuals from each population may search for mates only in its own 
habitat. Second, individuals may have positive assortative mating in which individuals choose mates who 
are similar to them in a phenotypic trait like body size. When species differ in body size, positive 
assortative mating will promote reproductive isolation. Third, the timing of mating and reproduction can 
differ between populations such that individuals from each population search for mates in different 
periods. 

The mating systems of wolves and coyotes differ in two of these ways. Red wolves have always 
been reported as favoring forested habitats, whereas coyotes have been reported as preferring open areas 
with fields and mixed woods (summarized in Waples et al., 2018). Occupying different habitats would 
contribute to behavioral isolation. In studies of eastern wolves and coyotes, the species occupied different 
habitats, akin to the distinction between red wolves and coyotes, and hybrids occupied intermediate 
habitats (Otis et al., 2017). Both species display positive assortative mating based on body size (Hinton et 
al., 2018); red wolves in North Carolina are larger than coyotes (Hinton and Chamberlain, 2014), which 
will also contribute to reproductive isolation. Red wolves will aggressively displace coyotes and 
identified hybrids from their territories (Gese and Terletzky, 2015).  

Distinctions in mating behaviors between populations erode when anthropogenic effects have 
altered habitat structures, local ecology, or the animals’ social systems in such a way that individuals from 
different species encounter one another in novel habitats or in novel circumstances. For example, normal 
habitat differences between the sister taxa green treefrogs and barking treefrogs preclude hybridization. 
However, in altered wetlands both species attempt to breed in the same locations, and hybridization is 
often the result (Lamb and Avise, 1986, 1987). Hybridization rates among waterfowl species have 
increased as a result of human habitat alteration (Rhymer and Simberloff, 1996).  

Similar effects may be important in the comparison of red wolves and coyotes. The historical 
habitat separation of these two canids—forests for red wolves and mixed woods and open areas for 
coyotes—is threatened by increased fragmentation of forest habitat and increased encirclement of forest 
habitat by large areas of fields and scrub woodlands. This brings individuals from different species into 
contact with one another at a higher rate than would happen otherwise and promotes hybridization 
(Hinton et al., 2018). Hybridization may also be promoted by the hunting mortality of one member of a 
breeding pair during the breeding season, but the evidence for that is equivocal (Hinton et al., 2017b, 
2018).  

Observations of mating behavior in red wolves and coyotes can establish only whether, in the 
absence of habitat disruption, individuals from the two groups are likely to be reproductively isolated. 
Nonetheless, these are critical data because they could identify whether modern hybrid matings occur 
only in altered habitats or via the ill-timed loss of a partner. If so, those observations would be consistent 
with red wolves and coyotes having been distinctive, isolated groups before the advent of coyote 
expansion and anthropogenic habitat alteration.  
 
Social Structure 
 

Social structure represents another feature that one can examine in order to understand the 
distinctions between red wolves and coyotes. In particular, the social structure of breeding units can 
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distinguish populations. Many animals have a social structure in which individuals other than parents 
contribute to raising young. In some groups these “helpers” are close relatives like siblings, whereas in 
others they can be distant relatives or unrelated individuals. The presence or absence of helpers and the 
number of cooperating individuals can reflect an adaptive response to ecological conditions in which 
parents would otherwise struggle to raise young successfully or an adaptive response to a saturated 
environment in which the cooperating individuals would struggle to find territories or mates. 

Red wolves and coyotes have different social structures, although the social structure is quite 
variable in coyotes so that structure can be closer to the social structure of red wolves in some cases than 
in others. Coyotes can live as isolated individuals, as mated pairs, and as members of small packs (Bekoff 
and Wells, 1982). Coyote groups consist of a mated pair, the young of that year, and, sometimes, young 
from the previous year (Bowen, 1981; Bekoff and Wells, 1982; Phillips and Henry, 1992). Group sizes 
average 1.5 individuals in summer and up to 3 individuals in winter (Bowen, 1981). Larger group size 
facilitates defense of pups from predators (Bekoff and Wells, 1982) and the ability to prey on larger 
animals such as mule deer (Bowen, 1981). Coyotes typically mature and begin breeding when 1 year old 
(Phillips et al., 2003).  

By contrast, red wolves in the managed population live in packs, which consist of a mated pair, 
offspring of the year, and offspring from previous years (Phillips and Henry, 1992; Sparkman et al., 2011, 
2012). Red wolves do not mature and begin to breed until they are at least two years old (Phillips et al., 
2003). Pack sizes are therefore larger than in coyotes. Larger packs, which result from the delayed 
dispersal of previous years’ offspring, are more successful at raising pups (Sparkman et al., 2011). In 
addition, delayed dispersal has a direct benefit for those offspring in facilitating their own ability to 
eventually establish a territory and attract a mate (Sparkman et al., 2011, 2012). 
 
Foraging Habit and Prey Choice 
 

The third behavioral feature that could inform a diagnosis about the nature of differences between 
red wolves and coyotes is foraging habit and prey choice. This behavioral feature reflects the most 
relevant potential ecological distinction for understanding the differences between the two species. 
Differences between populations in foraging habit and prey choice can reflect adaptive responses to prey 
availability, density, and defense. In effect, differences in these behaviors can reflect the occupancy of 
different ecological niches, which could make the populations distinctive ecological groups and, in 
several species concepts, unquestionably different species.  

There are three challenges to using these behavioral features to distinguish populations for 
accurate taxonomy. First, there can be variation among conspecific populations in all of the behaviors. 
This variation can occur on a geographic scale or even on a local scale. When this is so, in order to use 
these behavioral features to support taxonomic diagnoses, the differences among the populations under 
scrutiny must be greater than the typical level of variation among conspecific populations. 

This is a difficult challenge to answer in the case of red wolves and coyotes. There are few 
populations of putative red wolves to evaluate for population differences. Moreover, the taxonomic 
statuses of newly discovered populations in Missouri or along the Louisiana–Texas border area are 
themselves unclear. If consistent differences in social structure are observed among these groups, these 
would be consistent with species distinctions. On the other hand, inconsistent differences might reflect 
population variation or different taxonomic statuses of different populations. 

The second challenge is that variation among populations, whether in general or between 
particular pairs of populations, may reflect plastic responses to current conditions. For example, 
individuals from two populations may have different diets based solely on local differences in prey 
availability, not on any genetically based differences in prey preference (Bowen, 1981; Hinton et al., 
2017a). This problem may also occur in a converse situation. A short-term study of diets may indicate 
that two populations have similar diets simply because it was conducted in a period in which some prey 
items were especially abundant and individuals from each population capitalized on that abundance 
(McVey et al., 2013).  
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One useful approach to this challenge is to ask whether historical red wolves were ecologically 
distinct from other North American canids, especially where they occurred in sympatry; whether managed 
red wolves and GCC populations share those distinctions; and whether those distinctions might be 
reflected in tooth morphology. Today gray wolves are more predacious, favoring larger ungulate prey, 
and coyotes are more opportunistic feeders on small mammals, larger ungulates, and carrion (Arjo et al., 
2002; Bartel and Knowlton, 2005; Morey et al., 2007). The frequency with which teeth encounter bone, 
gristle, and meat may therefore differ on average between species, and the microscopic wear patterns on 
teeth may therefore differ with diet. DeSantis and colleagues (2015) found that the patterns of wear on the 
teeth of coyotes are less consistent and more variable than the patterns in gray wolves. This would be 
expected from the more varied diet of coyotes; the diet of gray wolves, which is one of mostly soft tissue 
and some bone, produces a more predictable and consistent pattern of tooth wear. The two species also 
appear to distribute wear differently along their tooth rows (Tanis et al., 2018). Wear analysis of teeth in 
museum specimens may therefore offer insights into diets in historical populations.  

Another possible approach to this challenge is to use stable isotope data from the canids and their 
prey (Fox-Dobbs et al. 2012). Stable isotopes can reflect the integration of an individual’s diet over its 
lifetime and, as a result, show less sensitivity to seasonal or annual variation in prey abundance. Isotope 
analyses can be performed on collagen samples from older specimens and thus offer potential insight into 
diets in the past. Values of enriched nitrogen can indicate whether populations occupy different trophic 
levels and values of enriched carbon can point to different distributions of prey type if those prey 
themselves have different foraging habits and diets. 

The third challenge is that it is unclear how these behavioral features would appear in recent 
hybrids. Even if consistent differences between the behaviors of red wolves and coyotes are based in part 
on genetic differences, there is no a priori reason to expect that hybrids would exhibit some type of 
intermediate behavior.  

This last issue is an acute challenge because the controversy is whether all extant red wolves 
represent hybrids that are sufficiently recent that red wolves cannot be considered a distinct species. In 
this sense, there is no standard for comparing coyotes, “genuine” red wolves, and putative hybrids. 
Without behavioral data on historical red wolves, which are impossible to obtain, it cannot be said that 
behavior of the NCMP offers a standard against which, along with behavior of coyotes, the behavior of 
suspected hybrids can be evaluated. 
 
The Ideal Behavioral Data 
 

In an ideal world, experimentation could distinguish patterns of behavior induced by 
anthropogenic effects from those found in unaffected habitats. This is not possible for the red wolf–coyote 
situation. In a world less than ideal but still desirable, behaviors could be compared between these groups 
when they are found in unaltered habitat and in altered habitat. This is also not possible for either the 
NCMP or the GCC population. The best that is likely to be possible is the long-term observation of 
mating patterns, social structure, and prey use patterns to determine whether these southeastern canids 
occupy different ecological niches and, if so, whether those differences are consistent between different 
locations in which coyotes come into contact with red wolves. For example, are differences observed in 
the areas in which the managed red wolves have contact with coyotes seen also in areas occupied by the 
GCC populations and coyotes? 

The large home ranges of carnivores like these suggest that differentiation among conspecific 
populations will be low. In this light, it might be useful to compare distinctions among other populations 
of wolves and coyotes over large geographic areas. Large differences between pairs of wolf and coyote 
populations in the same area could be a useful diagnostic tool if the typical differences among populations 
within each species are small in magnitude. 

A large challenge for interpreting data on red wolf populations is that the populations are either 
small (canids in Louisiana and Missouri) or founded by a small number of individuals (the extant 
managed red wolves in North Carolina). Genetic drift of such small, or bottlenecked, populations will 
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quickly result in large genetic differences among populations of the same species. Large distinctions 
among populations of the same taxon make it difficult to interpret, unambiguously, apparent differences 
between putatively different taxa. 

In that light, it would be informative to conduct long-term behavioral observations on animals 
from whom tissue samples can be obtained for genomic analyses and from whose photographic images 
key morphological data can be collected. The joint distribution of differences in these three arenas—
genomic, morphological, and behavioral—can inform the interpretation of the entire set of data as well as 
provide valuable calibration for considering the interpretation of one or two of these types of data in other 
taxa. 
 
Finding 2-5: Behavioral differences between species can affect the likelihood of hybridization, choice of 
habitats, and choice of prey. Furthermore, these behaviors may depend on the environmental context in 
which the individual finds itself and thus be plastically modified as habitats change. Much has been 
recorded about red wolf behavior, but most of it based on individuals in the hybrid swarm of east Texas in 
the 1960s and in the managed population, neither of which may be representative of historical red wolf 
behaviors.  
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusion 2-1: To distinguish among the origin hypotheses for the red wolf using morphology, 
additional kinds of data and analysis are required. The existing studies based on skulls can be 
supplemented by similar analyses of teeth, which are likely to better capture genetic relationships among 
taxa, and postcrania, which are likely to supplement the understanding of the ecological differentiation of 
red wolves from coyotes and gray wolves. Geometric morphometric data will enable finer discrimination 
based on details of shape that were not captured in the original analyses.  
 
Conclusion 2-2: New analytical techniques are required to assess the congruence between morphological 
and genetic evidence for the distinctiveness of the red wolf. Prior analyses relied solely on DFA, which is 
a powerful tool for determining what is different between known groups, but it less powerful for 
determining which groups are more similar, how variation at the subspecific level compares to 
differentiation between species, or whether differences are due to hybridization. The same hierarchical 
analyses of variance, cluster analyses, and pairwise distance analyses that are commonly used on genetic 
data can be applied to morphological data in order to facilitate these comparisons. 
 
Conclusion 2-3: The behavioral data that exist appear to be consistent with the hypothesis that 
hybridization happened late in the red wolf’s history, not at its inception, but behavioral data for historical 
red wolves are sparse. The behavioral data that exist deserve to be more comprehensively analyzed with 
regard to hypotheses about hybridization in canids, and morphological indicators of behavior are needed 
to supplement direct observations of behavior.  
 
Recommendation 2-1: The committee recommends that existing morphological data sets (e.g., Young 
and Goldman, 1944; Nowak 1979) be submitted to new analytical techniques that are directly comparable 
to genetic results, that ancient DNA sequencing and morphological analyses be performed on the same 
individuals, and that new morphological data be collected that is relevant to assessing the ecological and 
behavioral distinctiveness of historical red wolves in their core range. 
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3 
 

Collecting Genomic Data from Historical and Ancient Canids  

 
Reliable information on ancient and historical canid genetic diversity across North America will 

be needed to understand the relationship of contemporary Gulf Coast canid (GCC) populations, both wild 
and managed, with historical and contemporary coyote and wolf populations. Many steps in the collection 
and analysis of genetic data can introduce biases that affect or constrain the results. This risk is 
heightened in work with older samples, which are often few in number and contain only limited amounts 
of often-fragmented DNA. Bias can be mitigated through care in selecting samples, assaying informative 
genetic markers and in selecting methods to isolate DNA, filter data, and analyze data. This chapter 
describes the best practices for sample selection and DNA extraction as well as data collection, filtering, 
analysis, and interpretation for the purposes of addressing two specific questions: 
 

1. Are the ancient red wolves (i.e., specimens dated prior to 1800) a distinct lineage from the 
lineages of gray wolves and coyotes? 

2. Are the historical red wolves (i.e., those in the 19th century, before the eastward expansion of 
coyotes) a continuous lineage with ancient wolves in the eastern United States? 

 
SAMPLE SELECTION 

 
To assess whether ancient wolves in all or parts of the eastern United States are a distinct lineage 

that is also ancestral to historical red wolves, it is essential that sampling for genetic analyses include 
individuals from a broad geographic range and across different time points. Rather than aiming to collect 
data exclusively from specimens categorized either by previous studies or by convention—for example, 
by relying on an existing designation of samples as “red wolf,” “gray wolf,” or “coyote”—sample 
selection must emphasize diversity in geographic provenance. Animals’ ranges can shift over time, and 
collection of samples from diverse time-points can capture these changes. In the case of North American 
canids, specimens should come from two different categories: (1) individuals from across North America 
prior to 1800 (“ancient” specimens), and (2) individuals from post-1800 to 1920 (“historical” specimens), 
after which the coyote expanded eastward, resulting in opportunities for hybridization with other canid 
populations.  

Implemented comprehensively, this sample-selection strategy approach will yield a latitudinal 
and longitudinal survey of genetic diversity in canids across North America. The resulting data will be 
foundational in distinguishing among three hypotheses: (1) that the red wolf is a distinct taxonomic 
lineage that shares a most recent common ancestor with either coyotes or gray wolves, (2) that the red 
wolf is a lineage that resulted from ancient hybridization between two canid species (e.g., coyote, gray 
wolf, or other now extinct canid lineages), and (3) that animals termed “red wolves” are possibly the 
result of recent (i.e., occurring within historical and not ancient time) hybridization between coyotes and 
gray wolves. 

Useful samples for addressing questions regarding red wolf population history exist in museum 
and archaeological collections. For example, if one is focused primarily on “wolf” specimens in the 
broadest sense from the historical period (ca. 1800–1940), there are more than 400 skull specimens in 
existence, and of these approximately 110 are putative red wolves from the “core” range (see Appendix 
B). In addition, historical pelts offer another source of DNA from this time period. To sample genomes 
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that date to prior to European contact, wolf bones and teeth from archaeological contexts (e.g., middens or 
as canine pendants recovered from a living space) and from paleontological contexts may be the most 
productive sources of DNA. Ideally, genetic data would be obtained from multiple prehistoric and 
historical specimens from individuals across the known or hypothesized range of the red wolf, as well as 
east of the Rocky Mountains). These could then serve as a reference set for historical and prehistoric 
(“ancient”) red wolves. 

Whenever possible, it is optimal to collect both genetic and morphological data from each sample 
selected for study. A morphological assessment of ancient and historical samples can result in ambiguous 
findings (see Chapter 2), and pairing morphological data with genomic data from the same samples could 
provide otherwise inaccessible insights. This will require particular care in the study design because only 
a subset of DNA extraction methods preserve the external morphology (Reich et al., 2010; Bolnick et al., 
2012) of bones and teeth. DNA extraction procedures can preclude the subsequent collection of 
morphological data. Therefore, samples should be fully documented at the outset of work. The 
documentation should include photography and high-resolution three-dimensional scanning or casting for 
skeletal tissues.  

Sample quality and tissue type can also be important considerations in selecting specimens for 
study. DNA from historical or prehistoric sources is more difficult to analyze than modern DNA because 
poor environmental conditions and the passage of time can result in molecular damage and degradation to 
small fragments (Lawlor et al., 1991; Höss and Pääbo, 1993; Dabney et al., 2013). These DNA fragments 
may be too small to map to reference genome sequences, even using advanced bioinformatic techniques 
(Schubert et al., 2012; Prüfer et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2016). The preservation of DNA in biological 
materials depends on the characteristics of the sample itself, the environment in which it was found, and 
the conditions in which it is stored thereafter.  

 In general, DNA yield is highest from tooth roots, dental calculus, and dense bone, and 
considerably less from mummified soft tissue, coprolites, and specimens stored in formaldehyde 
(Kurosaki et al., 1993; O’Rourke et al., 1996; Pruvost et al., 2007; Ozga et al., 2016). Some research 
suggests that the petrous portion of the temporal bone and dental calculus may harbor the most well 
preserved DNA, though the majority of the DNA present in dental calculus is microbial (Pinhasi et al., 
2015; Ozga et al., 2016; Nieves-Colón et al., 2018). The environments that are best for DNA recovery 
characteristically have cool mean annual temperatures and low humidity, and soils with neutral or slightly 
alkaline pH, or wet anoxic conditions (also with neutral pH) (Hagelberg and Clegg, 1991; Lawlor et al., 
1991; Campos et al., 2012; Prüfer et al., 2014). For particularly rare specimens, other taxa from the same 
site can serve as a proxy for assessing DNA preservation prior to destructive sampling, although different 
microenvironments within the same site can affect the success of DNA recovery (Hagelberg and Clegg, 
1991; Stone and Stoneking, 1999; Miloš et al., 2007; Douka et al., 2019). The oldest DNA sequences and 
the samples with the highest endogenous DNA content are from permafrost contexts (Höss and Pääbo, 
1993; Orlando et al., 2015; Lister and Stuart, 2008; Schwarz et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2010) which 
are lacking in the southeastern United States; however, cave sites also provide good preservation 
environments (e.g., Noonan et al., 2005; Dabney et al., 2013; Delsuc et al., 2018), and ancient wolf 
samples from these contexts may offer the best chances of successful DNA recovery. 
 
Finding 3-1: To collect a data set maximally useful for discerning the taxonomic status of the red wolf it 
will be necessary to include canid samples of broad geographic and temporal provenance, and to prioritize 
individual samples that can yield high quality morphological and genomic data. 
 

PARTIAL VERSUS WHOLE GENOME DATA COLLECTION 
 

To assess the relationships among North American canid lineages, identify significant 
populations, and examine patterns of hybridization among lineages over time with sufficient statistical 
power, data from whole genome sequence rather than just a subset of genes or sites is essential. The 
earliest canine genome assessment methods relied on evaluation of multi-allele microsatellites (Neff et 
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al., 1999). Only a few hundred of these were ever characterized, leaving most of the genome 
uninterrogated. Methods such as RAD-seq (restriction-site associated DNA markers) and genotyping 
using large numbers of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in array formats that span the genome 
(Box 3-1) are targeted approaches that sample more, but still only a fraction of the genome. Therefore, 
none are ideal for addressing questions where the set of potentially informative genomic regions is not 
well established or may differ between the samples to be compared. In the case of North American 
canids, for example, a SNP-array effective for assaying varying sites between dog breeds (e.g., Lindblad-
Toh et al., 2005; Dreger et al., 2016) could fail to provide data from loci informative for identifying 
presence of ancient red wolf ancestry. Indeed, commercially available canine SNP chips were designed 
using whole genome sequence from domestic dog breeds that are largely of western European descent, 
and they include few specific variants for testing wild canids. It is worth noting, however, that SNP chip 
analysis requires considerably less DNA than whole genome sequencing, and the SNPs which make up 
the chip (on the order of 500,000) are randomly spaced. With appropriate controls, some information 
about composition and relatedness can be gleaned from resulting haplotype analysis. RAD-seq is also 
problematic for comparing samples taken across large expanses of space and time, particularly ancient 
samples, as it requires a comparable larger amount of high molecular weight DNA. To ensure the optimal 
use of existing samples more robust approaches should be employed.  
 
 

BOX 3-1 Limitations of Genomic Methods that Assay Only a  
Subset of the Genome for Work with Ancient Samples 

 
Different types of genomic markers vary in their capacity to address particular research questions, and the 

feasibility of using any given set of markers depends on the quantity and quality of the sample available. In 
general, methods that assay only a subset of the genome are less expensive than whole genome sequencing and 
can work well for obtaining data from contemporary samples of high quality such as blood, tissue, fecal material 
treated with specialized enrichment protocols (Chiou and Bergey, 2018), or even fresh roadkill specimens. 
However, such reduced-representation methods, including restriction-site associated DNA sequencing (“RAD-
seq”) and SNP-chips, are not generally desirable or suitable for analysis of ancient genomes.  

RAD-seq works by applying restriction enzymes to fragment genomic DNA. Regions flanked by 
restriction-enzyme cut sites are then bound to adapters, creating libraries for sequencing. A key advantage of 
RAD-seq (Baird et al., 2008) is the reduced cost relative to whole-genome sequencing, making it an attractive 
option for large population-level studies (Davey and Blaxter, 2010). However, mutations that eliminate 
restriction-enzyme cut sites can exclude regions of the genome from the resulting sequence data. Such mutations 
should be more common between deeply diverged taxa than among groups of closely related organisms. As a 
result, RAD-seq can be an economical and informative strategy for studying closely related individuals, but it 
would not be optimal for comparisons across large expanses of space and time. RAD-seq is generally not 
feasible for use with ancient samples, given their limited DNA quantity and quality.  

SNP arrays use single-stranded capture molecules to bind, label, and, ultimately, sequence across a subset 
of genomic positions known to be variable in a given population. This approach is highly effective and 
economical when genotyping individuals is the primary goal, as long as a list of informative sites can be 
specified a priori (e.g., Wade et al., 2002). SNP-arrays are designed to capture sites previously identified as 
variable in a given population, hence their application to populations not included in the original panel design 
may specifically exclude sites with high information content resulting in ascertainment bias. For example, SNP 
arrays designed to assay contemporary dog population, but used for historical canids, would potentially fail to 
assess sites that were fixed (or mostly fixed) in contemporary populations but variable in historical North 
American canid populations. Application of SNP arrays to the present challenges could obscure evidence critical 
for assessing genetic continuity across historical and contemporary canid populations, including populations of 
the red wolf. Existing data from RAD-seq and SNP arrays are not applicable to the present questions, and care 
must be taken to avoid destructive use of precious samples to collect data of these types. 
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Whole-genome sequencing methods escape the limitations of the above and other methods which 
target only a fraction of the genome or require comparably larger amounts of DNA. Because whole 
genome sequencing assays all sites in the genome, it requires no starting assumptions as to which sites 
will be most informative. In addition, whole-genome data are better suited to address key questions about 
local variation and the extent and timing of hybridization among populations (Dreger et al., 2016; Payseur 
and Rieseberg, 2016; Lowry et al., 2017). 

To ensure successful whole genome analyses, sufficient read depth providing statistical 
confidence in the sequence generated is required. Read coverage describes the average number of times a 
given base pair is assayed in a sequencing run (Sims et al., 2014). The reference genome used to represent 
a given species is typically sequenced at 30x coverage or higher, meaning that each genomic region is 
represented, on average, 30 times in resulting sequence reads. Given that sequencing errors occur using 
all sequencing approaches, if read coverage is too low, error rates are unacceptably high and it is difficult 
to identify true variant at a specific site. This creates the potential for ongoing uncertainty about genetic 
variation between a set of samples. The total number of samples to be assayed must be considered in 
deciding on optimal read coverage for a given study (Kishikawa et al., 2019). High read coverage 
increases sequencing cost per sample, ultimately limiting the number of samples that can be examined. In 
some cases, especially when resources are limited, a reference genome exists already, and there is a need 
to sequence and compare DNA from a large number of additional individuals, researchers apply coverage 
as low as 1x. Analysis of the resulting low-coverage data sometimes includes likelihood-based inference 
of genotypes (Korneliussen et al., 2014) rather than high-confidence determination of the nucleotide 
present at each site in each genome.  

In many ancient DNA studies, genome data with low read coverage of <1x are obtained, often 
limiting the analyses that can be successfully performed (Kousathanas et al., 2017, Martin et al., 2019). A 
mixed strategy that collects some higher coverage genomes (20x or more) to complement lower coverage 
data (<5x) in many cases can be sufficient to address many questions about admixture and demographic 
history. 
 
Finding 3-2: Many steps in the collection and analysis of genetic data can introduce bias. Methods that 
sequence the entire genome, rather than individual sites will be maximally informative for addressing 
questions of lineage identity and history. 
 

ANCIENT DNA ANALYSES 
 

Ancient DNA recovery can be challenging, particularly from samples that originated from warm, 
humid environments such as found in the southeastern United States; thus, the use of current methods that 
optimize DNA extraction, minimize contamination, and apply next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
technology is paramount (Figure 3-1). Techniques for the analysis of ancient DNA have evolved rapidly 
over the past 20 years as NGS methods have become standard. These techniques include new methods of 
DNA extraction, library construction, and DNA capture. Box 3-2 provides an overview, and a number of 
reviews discuss these methods in detail (e.g., Orlando et al., 2015, Heintzman et al. 2015). Older methods 
of ancient DNA analyses were usually based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and typically recovered 
short segments of mitochondrial genome (Higuchi et al., 1984; Pääbo, 1985; Hagelberg et al., 1989). PCR 
is still applied in contemporary techniques for ancient DNA sequencing, but is typically used for or 
immediately after application of sequencing indexes and adapters and only for a few cycles.  

Regardless of the methods used, because of low quantity and quality of endogenous DNA in 
ancient samples, contamination from modern sources (and the surrounding environment) is a concern. 
Samples should be collected in a way that avoids introducing exogenous modern genetic material. They 
should be stored in a constant-temperature environment (preferably with low humidity, cool temperatures, 
and little light) since DNA degrades over time under poor storage conditions (Pruvost et al., 2007; Rubio 
et al., 2009). Once in an ancient DNA laboratory, samples typically undergo additional decontamination 
procedures that include removing the outer layer of the sample or bleaching and ultraviolet (UV) 
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irradiation of the surface. The ancient DNA laboratory should be separate (both physically and via a 
positive filtered airflow system) from modern DNA laboratories analyzing similar species. Ideally, the 
ancient DNA laboratory will have separate areas for sample preparation and subsequent laboratory 
protocols, and all research will take place using procedures recommended for ancient DNA research 
(Cooper and Poinar, 2000; Pruvost et al., 2007; Rubio et al., 2009; Malmström et al., 2007; Pilli et al., 
2013). Of special concern for this study would be contaminating DNA that could be transferred from dog 
owners (Leonard et al., 2007; Rohland and Hofreiter, 2007; Pedersen et al., 2015).  
 
 

 
FIGURE 3-1 Schematic illustrating steps required for collection of high-quality genomic data from ancient samples. 
UV, chemical cleaning, and mechanical cleaning are used to remove the outer layer of samples. Samples are 
pulverized, with appropriate precautions to protect researchers and minimize contamination. DNA is then extracted 
using selected methods, quality checks applied to assess integrity of DNA, and samples enriched using either 
conventional PCR or molecular probes. Libraries can then be built and indexed, with molecular capture to enrich for 
target DNA. Prepared libraries can then proceed to sequencing. SOURCE: Stone and Ozga, 2019.  
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BOX 3-2 A Brief Summary of Methods for Collecting Genomic Data from Ancient DNA  
 
DNA EXTRACTION 

After sample preparation, the first step is DNA extraction. The method used depends to some extent on the 
source material (Poinar et al., 1998; Ozga et al., 2016). Currently, most researchers who aim to obtain genome 
data from ancient bone and dentin samples use silica-based extraction methods with chaotropic salts such as 
guanidinium isothiocyanate or guanidinium hydrochloride to catalyze the adsorption of DNA to silica as well as 
to help digest proteins (Höss and Pääbo, 1993; Yang et al., 1998; Rohland and Hofreiter, 2007). These methods 
typically require 0.25–0.5 g of bone or dentin for a single extraction and employ silica columns or silica binding 
buffers to maximize DNA recovery (Yang et al., 1998; Gamba et al., 2016). In particular, many researchers use 
the method developed by Dabney et al. (2013) because it increases the yield of short DNA fragments (<80 base-
pairs). Some types of samples, such as hair, pelts, coprolites (paleofeces), and dental calculus, may require 
slightly different protocols for optimal DNA recovery (Poinar et al., 1998; Brandhagen et al., 2018; Mann et al., 
2018). These methods will extract all DNA in the sample, whether from the host or environment, including from 
microorganisms and laboratory personnel.  
 
DNA LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION, TARGETED CAPTURE, AND SEQUENCING 

For next-generation sequencing analyses of ancient DNA, most researchers first construct a DNA library 
from the DNA extract, and then this library is used for shotgun sequencing or targeted DNA capture prior to 
sequencing. The libraries are made by end-repairing the DNA and annealing a set of adapters (compatible with 
the sequencing technology used) on each end of each DNA molecule. In addition to the adaptors, each library 
will have unique indices or barcodes added so that individual libraries can be pooled together for sequencing but 
the data for each sample can be separated through the demultiplexing process during bioinformatics analyses 
(Kircher et al., 2012). The use of double indexing (i.e., placing a barcode on both ends of the DNA) is 
recommended since this ensures that any artificial crossing over among samples during amplification or 
sequencing is detected and that those sequences can be removed. Several methods for constructing double-
stranded or single-stranded libraries from ancient DNA have been developed (Rohland and Reich, 2012; 
Gansauge and Meyer, 2013; Rohland et al., 2015; Gansauge et al., 2017). Single-stranded library methods 
increase recovery of short DNA fragments but are often more expensive and time consuming than double-
stranded library methods (Bennett, 2018; Wales et al., 2015). One major advantage of creating DNA libraries is 
that they can be amplified when needed for additional research (i.e., if the first sequencing run was not sufficient 
to achieve a certain read depth/read coverage, or to target a different set of sequences, such as from pathogens or 
the microbiome), in effect making them almost immortal.  

Subsequently, if shotgun sequencing is performed, all adapter-ligated DNA in the library is sequenced 
without bias. On the other hand, if targeted capture (also known as targeted enrichment) is performed prior to 
sequencing, “baits” are used to “fish” for all or part of the genome of a species (typically including close 
taxonomic relatives) (Knapp and Hofreiter, 2010; Marciniak et al., 2015). Because shotgun sequencing is not 
targeted, much if not most of the sequence data will stem from microbes found in the host or from the burial 
environment. As a result of the often low recovery of DNA sequences of interest, either the library must be 
shotgun-sequenced to much greater read coverage (which is expensive) or some form of targeted capture must 
be used (Briggs et al., 2009; Burbano et al., 2010; Carpenter et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013). 

 
 
Finding 3-3: In work with ancient DNA samples, specialized methods are necessary to minimize the risk 
of contamination, and preserve the integrity of DNA molecules. 
 

DATA FILTERING 
 

Ancient DNA data provide access to different snapshots of time, which is particularly important 
for inferring evolutionary processes in such taxa as the red wolf that have been heavily affected by human 
anthropogenic activity. Prior to the development of new next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based 
methods, ancient DNA analyses were PCR-based and focused on small fragments of mitochondrial DNA. 
Today, sequencing methods are widely applied, and are preferable in that they provide genome-wide 
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information. However, for these sequencing data to be robust, filtering is essential. Filtering ensures the 
removal of low-quality reads, assesses and accounts for damage, and identifies and removes 
contaminating sequence reads. In addition, sufficient read depth across the genome is needed. There is 
also a need for analytic methods that can incorporate both ancient and modern samples, taking advantage 
of the time dimension (Leonardi et al., 2017). 

Once sequencing is complete, the filtering of the resulting data removes low-quality sequences, 
duplicates that were generated during library amplification, and any contamination from modern DNA 
sources. With the advent of NGS methods, the earlier practice of requiring that each ancient sample be 
independently analyzed in two different research labs has largely been replaced by application of 
bioinformatic methods to screen for contamination (Renaud et al., 2019). Because ancient DNA is 
commonly degraded (both in size and with chemical damage), these bioinformatic methods are used to 
remove the damaged sequence (typically cytosine to thymine changes due to deamination of cytosines at 
the ends of the molecule) and to identify and remove modern contamination from the sequence data. 
These methods examine whether only one individual is represented in the sequence data, quantify the 
ratio of contaminating to endogenous molecules, and assess the extent of ancient DNA damage (Skoglund 
et al., 2012, 2014; Fu et al., 2013; Jónsson et al., 2013; Renaud et al., 2019). 

The data are then mapped to reference sequences—or de novo assembled if no reference is 
available—to produce a consensus sequence with identifiable variants needed for subsequent 
phylogenetic and population genetic analyses. These bioinformatic analyses typically use a mixture of 
computer programs and scripts as well as high-performance computing resources, and some of these are 
specifically designed to address common issues associated with ancient DNA data (Ginolhac et al., 2011; 
Schubert et al., 2012; Jónsson et al., 2013; Louvel et al., 2016; Peltzer et al., 2016; Gunter and Nettleblad, 
2019). The majority of NGS analysis pipelines use command line scripting and pre-packaged programs, 
though researchers can also create custom scripts for data analyses. To avoid potential issues arising from 
reference bias, it is recommended that datasets are aligned to more than one reference genome (for 
example to dog (ex: Canfam3.1) and another canid like the African Golden wolf and the subsequent 
analyses compared. 

Samples may require multiple rounds of extraction, library construction, capture, and sequencing 
to obtain sufficient read depth and read coverage for subsequent genomic analyses. However, after the 
ancient DNA data have been appropriately filtered and mapped to a reference genome, subsequent 
analyses usually incorporate previously published genomic data (both modern and ancient) and proceed 
using standard population genomic methods of analyses. NGS, along with methods for targeted capture, 
has transformed ancient DNA research, allowing host genomic analyses as well as the investigation of 
symbiotic and pathogenic microbes found in hosts (Jónsson et al., 2013).  
 
Finding 3-4: Filtering genomic data collected from ancient samples can is essential to eliminate 
contaminating sequences, and biases arising from damage accrued over time. 
 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 

Assessing whether ancient red wolves constitute a distinct lineage and whether 19th century 
specimens derive from a lineage continuous with them will require applying methods that can yield 
reliable results despite the complexities of introgression from other lineages and a possibly limited set of 
genomic data.  
 
Determining If the Ancient Red Wolves (i.e., specimens dated prior to 1800) are a Distinct Lineage 
from Those of Gray Wolves and Coyotes 
 

To address the distinctiveness of the ancient red wolf, gray wolf, and coyote lineages, it is 
essential to first define what is meant by a “distinct lineage.” One reasonable approach would be to ask 
whether the ancient red wolf gene pool can—or cannot—be adequately modeled as a mixture of the 
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modern gray wolf gene pool and the modern coyote gene pool. Though focused on the problem of 
inferring population structure, the popular program STRUCTURE can sometimes give the misleading 
impression that one species is a simple mixture of the gene pools of two other species. This is because the 
assumption that gene pools mixing together are not related by descent from a common ancestor is built 
into the statistical framework of that program. The recently developed software badMIXTURE is 
designed to escape this problem by testing goodness of fit to the assumption that one gene pool is simply 
the mixture of the other two (Lawson et al., 2018).  

If ancient red wolves cannot be adequately modeled as a mixture of gray wolf and coyote gene 
pools, then demographic inference programs such as 𝜕a𝜕i (Diffusion Approximation for Demographic 
Inference, Gutenkunst et al., 2010) or gPhoCs (Generalized Phylogenetic Coalescent Sampler, Gronau et 
al., 2011) could be used to infer the most likely demographic history that did give rise to this gene pool. 
For example, this approach could be used to assess the possibility that the ancestors of red wolves 
diverged from gray wolves and experienced gene flow with coyotes until a certain time in the past.  

Geographically isolated populations can have distinct genetic profiles even when they do not rise 
to meet the definition of species, as is the case with human ancestry groups. If assessing whether ancient 
red wolves constituted a “distinct lineage” means asking specifically about the possibility of biological 
distinctiveness beyond isolation and genetic drift, a more appropriate approach might be to examine the 
landscape of coyote-related and gray-wolf-related ancestry along the red wolf genome. One possible 
finding would be that the extent of red wolf genetic ancestry that can be traced to the coyote varies as a 
function of recombination rate or distance to the nearest coding sequence. This finding could indicate the 
existence of red wolf alleles that are at least weakly incompatible with gene flow from coyote 
(Sankararaman et al., 2014; Schumer et al., 2018), placing the red wolf somewhere on the continuum of 
evolution into a distinct species. Such a finding—especially if corroborated by morphological evidence 
(see Chapter 2)—would give the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service the certainty to call red wolf a distinct 
species that is not the product of a recent hybridization between gray wolves and coyotes. 
 
Determining if the Historical Red Wolves (i.e., those in the 19th Century, before the Eastward 
Expansion of Coyotes) are a Continuous Lineage to Ancient Wolves in the Eastern United States 
 

Evidence of the genetic continuity of “historical” 19th century red wolf specimens with ancient 
samples would imply that the red wolves still existed as a distinct lineage before the coyote expansion to 
the eastern United States. To assess this possibility, it will be useful to first estimate the allele frequency 
spectrum—that is, to identify genetic variants and calculate their frequencies—in ancient canid specimens 
from the eastern United States for which genomic data can be collected using the methods outlined above. 

Using such data, it will be possible to infer whether the genetic profile of historical red wolves is 
consistent with a continuous line of descent from the ancient population (Schraiber, 2018). Specifically, 
Schraiber’s test (2018) (Figure 3-2) rests on the observation that genetic changes arising through 
interbreeding with a different lineage will occur quickly relative to other sources of genetic novelty. In 
particular, it is expected that some genetic drift has occurred during the time between ancient and 
historical period, meaning that some ancient wolf genetic variants will have become more common by 
chance and others will be lost. However, allele frequency changes arising through genetic drift and 
through introduction of new genetic mutations will both be slow relative to the rapid genetic changes that 
would occur through interbreeding and introgression of novel genetic variants through interbreeding with 
a different population. Notably, using this approach it would be possible to test for genetic continuity 
between ancient and historical red wolves without reference to any other populations that might have 
interbred with red wolves during the intervening period, potentially lessening the need to collect data 
from a very large set of diverse canids. 
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FIGURE 3-2 How the Schraiber test works. The idea underlying the Schraiber test is that allele frequencies change 
relatively slowly within populations that are not experiencing gene flow from other populations (Schraiber, 2018). 
As a result, if population A is ancestral to population P, A and P should share most of their common alleles and also 
a significant proportion of their rare alleles. If the genome of an unknown canid does not share most of the red wolf 
population’s common alleles and a proportional number of its rare alleles, we can statistically reject the hypothesis 
that the unknown canid is one of the ancestors of the modern red wolf population. 
 
 

Other analyses of genomic data, such as the ABBA–BABA test (explained in detail in Chapter 4; 
see also Figure 4-2), could provide us with complementary information on whether specific populations 
such as coyotes or gray wolves interbred with red wolves during this period. If coyotes, for example, did 
not interbreed with red wolves in the interval separating ancient from historical samples, then ABBA–
BABA analysis would be expected to support the hypothesis that coyotes form a clean outgroup to the 
clade consisting of ancient and historical red wolves. Moreover, coyotes should share more genetic 
variants with ancient red wolves than with historical red wolves since historical red wolves would then be 
separated from their last common ancestor with coyotes by the period of time stretching from ancient to 
historical red wolves. This technique was applied by Rasmussen et al. (2014) to show that an ancient 
human is from a population ancestral to the native North and South American populations but contributed 
no genetic material to either population after their split.  

Another possibility is that the findings might lead to rejection of the hypothesis of interbreeding 
between red wolves with coyotes or gray wolves during the period between the ancient sampling and 
historical sampling but also imply the rejection of the hypothesis that the ancient red wolves are directly 
ancestral to the historical red wolves. This might imply that red wolves recently interbred with a “ghost” 
lineage of unknown canids that are either presently extinct or are not represented in the panel of ancient 
and modern canids. This could be interpreted as additional evidence that modern red wolves are 
genetically distinct, even though it would make the red wolf more complex to define as a genetic entity.  
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Finding 3-5: To assess questions of lineage origin and continuity for red wolf, analytic approaches will 
need to account for the possibility of previous introgression, and uncertainties in its timing. 
 

RECENT RESEARCH ON ANCIENT NORTH AMERICAN CANIDS 
 

As noted in the NASEM (2019) consensus report on the red wolf, genetic research that includes 
ancient and historical red wolves has been based solely on mitochondrial DNA data obtained using older 
PCR-based methods and has found that the red wolf haplotypes cluster with the coyote clade (Roy et al., 
1996; Wilson et al., 2003; Rutledge et al., 2010; Brzeski et al., 2016). The only new research on ancient 
North American canids that has appeared since the publication of the NASEM consensus report was a 
paper published by Loog et al. (2020) that does not include any putative red wolves, though it does use 
newer methods and NGS to obtain mitochondrial genome data. This study suggests that there was a rapid 
expansion of wolves out of Beringia about 25,000 years ago with a population bottleneck occurring 
between 15,000 and 40,000 years ago and that North American wolves predating the last glacial 
maximum were either replaced by or similar to the Beringian wolves. 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

To understand and define red wolf populations today and from the late 20th century, it is 
necessary to have genomic data from red wolves that lived prior to the eastward expansion of coyotes and 
to compare these data with genomic data from other canids along the proposed range boundaries and from 
further afield. Care in sample selection, as well as coordination across researchers, is recommended in 
order that a given sample can be used just once to generate a high-quality data set useful for multiple 
researchers (Austin et al., 2019). For example, researchers can first collect morphology data or create 
high-quality images, then extract DNA using best practices (as recommended in Box 3-2) and use that 
DNA to construct libraries that can be amplified and shared among research groups in order to address 
complementary questions.  

In sum, genome data from ancient and historical canids would make it feasible to investigate the 
ancestry and population history of red wolves. To be useful, the genome data must be sufficiently fine-
grained to make it possible to discern whether the red wolf lineage is distinct from other wolf lineages in 
North American and to detect the occurrence and timing of historical hybridization events among 
lineages. For such analyses, a well-planned selection of samples and careful data collection and filtering 
will be essential. 
 
Conclusion 3-1: Biases in collection and analysis of genetic data can be mitigated through care in 
selecting samples, application of appropriate methods to isolate DNA, and analysis of data from the entire 
genome rather than from small subsets of the genome. 
 
Conclusion 3-2: Genome data from ancient and historical canids would enable the investigation of the 
ancestry and population history of red wolves. In particular, high resolution whole-genome data will be 
needed to assess whether the historical red wolf lineage is distinct from other wolf lineages in North 
America with high confidence and to screen for the occurrence and timing of possible hybridization 
among lineages. 
 
Conclusion 3-3: To discern the taxonomic identity and relationships of contemporary and late 20th 
century red wolf populations with each other and with earlier canids, it will be necessary to have genomic 
data from individuals that lived prior to the coyote expansion into the eastern United States. In addition, 
genome data from other canids that lived along the proposed range boundaries and from further afield—
and extending across a range of time periods—will be needed to provide a dataset for comparison.  
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Genomic Analyses of Extant Canids 

 
The examination of evolutionary relationships among ancient red wolves, extant managed red 

wolf population in North Carolina (NCMP), and unidentified canid populations in southern Louisiana 
(Gulf Coast canid or GCC populations) will require placing these populations in the context of genomic 
data from a broader collection of modern canid populations. Fortunately, a solid foundational collection 
of genomes from various canid species is already publicly available (Appendix E). This chapter draws 
upon the knowledge about complex speciation clines in other organisms to describe possible ways to 
analyze how GCC populations and the reintroduced red wolves (i.e., the extant managed population in 
North Carolina) might be related to each other and to historical red wolves described in Chapter 3 as well 
as to the wild populations of coyotes and gray wolves that may have hybridized (i.e., interbred) with red 
wolves at various times in the course of their history.  

The evidence of such hybridization would not affect the possibility that either ancient red wolves 
or extant GCC populations may still constitute a distinct taxonomic unit that requires intensive 
conservation measures. Moreover, if gene flow did take place between red wolves and sympatric canids 
such as coyotes, the significance of this gene flow for the identity of the red wolf as a distinct species 
might be very different depending on whether the gene flow was recent and massive versus ongoing at 
low levels for a long period of time. Although many types of genetic data are capable of detecting 
whether coyote gene flow occurred at all, fewer data types can answer critical questions about the 
temporal and geographical extent of interbreeding.  

Chapter 3 presented a research strategy to study whether the red wolf was an evolutionary lineage 
that was distinct from coyotes and gray wolves before the anthropologically driven expansion of coyotes 
into the eastern United States. This chapter builds up on that strategy and presents an approach to 
determine the continuity of the current GCC populations and NCMP with the historical (and, if possible, 
ancient) red wolf populations. Specifically, this chapter describes what the committee considers to be the 
best approaches to collecting genomic data along with a strong sampling strategy and a collection of 
current analytical tools that can be used to address the following questions: 
 

1. Are the red wolves from the NCMP a continuous lineage with those in the eastern United 
States before the coyote expansion in the 20th Century? 

2. Are the GCC populations part of the same lineage as the canids in the eastern United States 
before the coyote expansion? 

3. Is the genetic diversity of the NCMP a subset of the diversity of the Gulf Coast canid 
populations? 

 
This chapter also examines the strengths and limitations of some types of genomic data and 

analytical approaches that have been used to address similar questions in canids and other mammals and 
discuss if and how they can be applied to resolve questions regarding the continuity between ancient red 
wolves and the extant managed population as well as about the taxonomic identity of the unidentified 
canids. 
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COLLECTION OF GENOMIC DATA 
 
Strengths and Limitations of Approaches Currently Available to Generate Genomic Data to 
Determine the Taxonomic Identities of the Managed Red Wolf Population and the Gulf Coast 
Canids 
 

Different types of genomic markers provide different levels of power to address particular 
research questions, and the feasibility of using each depends on the sample types available (Box 3-1, 
Chapter 3). Specifically, to answer questions about lineage continuity among the red wolf NCMP, the 
current GCC populations, and the historical red wolf populations in the southeastern United States, 
whole-genome sequence data provides several advantages over reduced representation sequencing 
approaches (RAD-seq; see Box 3-1), which are the approaches most recently used in North American 
canid studies (e.g., vonHoldt et al., 2011; 2016; Heppenheimer et al., 2018a; 2020; but see vonHoldt et 
al., 2016 for use of whole genome data). Furthermore, whole-genome sequence data offers a wider range 
of possible analytical options given their high-resolution capabilities, and the fact that whole-genome 
sequencing can be performed even on some degraded sample types (see Chapter 3). Below, the main 
limitations of two other commonly used approaches, RAD-seq and SNP arrays (see Box 3-1), are 
discussed and the advantages of using whole-genome sequence data are explained. 

Recently, double-digest restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (ddRAD-seq; see Box 3-1) 
was used to assess the diversity of unidentified canids in Galveston Island, Texas, and Louisiana 
(Heppenheimer et al., 2020), which provided sufficient information to identify an unusual abundance of 
red wolf alleles that flagged these populations as potential conservation targets. However, there are 
several disadvantages to relying exclusively on ddRAD data (Arnold et al., 2013) (see Box 3-1). Even if 
ddRAD is used to process high-quality tissue samples from living individuals, this restriction enzyme 
digestion procedure can bias the genetic information extracted from a sample, altering the patterns of 
genetic diversity enough to confound simple downstream demographic inferences (Shafer et al., 2017; see 
also Chapter 3 for drawbacks of applying this approach to ancient samples). Moreover, RAD loci are 
spaced far apart in the genome and, given that they only represent a fraction of the genome, they may 
miss key pieces of genetic information that are localized in particular genomic regions not represented in 
the RAD dataset. For example, the red wolf genome might maintain a distinct genetic profile because of 
unique adaptations in key genes that act as permeable barriers to introgression (Harrison and Larson, 
2014), but there is no guarantee that the red wolf RAD-seq profile will capture any loci linked to such 
genes. RAD-seq is equally likely to miss even long introgressed haplotypes that are diagnostic of recent 
gene flow between species. 

One older technology that could be used as an alternative to ddRAD is the SNP (single nucleotide 
polymorphism) array (see Box 3-1), which is comparably inexpensive on a per-sample basis. However, 
SNP arrays have their own inherent biases that potentially limit their utility for addressing key questions 
regarding red wolf speciation and lineage continuity. Specifically, most canid SNP arrays are designed for 
domestic dog or other common canid sequences (i.e., they only consider the variation present in those 
species). As such, they may miss genomic variation endemic to other canid populations such as the red 
wolf. Indeed, existing arrays with over 650,000 SNPs that are designed to analyze DNA isolated from 
blood (Coates et al., 2009; Garvin et al., 2010), and smaller arrays of less than 1,000 SNPs designed to 
test fecal samples (Fitak et al., 2015) both lack resolution and random marker selection, thus limiting their 
applicability to studies of ancestral and hybrid lineages. Most SNP arrays are inappropriate for analyses of 
gene flow or demography due to biases in how the SNPs are ascertained, though it is possible to construct 
SNP arrays in a way that makes them usable for quantifying gene flow between populations. The most 
widely used such array is the AxiomTM Human Origins 1 array (Patterson et al., 2012), and, to the 
committee’s knowledge, there is not a comparable cleanly ascertained array that is commercially 
available for use in canids. 
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The most promising option for achieving enough genomic representation and statistical power to 
address questions related to the evolutionary relationships between historical red wolves, the NCMP, and 
the GCC populations is whole-genome sequencing (Box 3-1), a less biased alternative to ddRAD-seq. 
Although the greater per-sample cost of this approach could limit the ability of project funding to allow 
sampling many individuals, the committee believes that the tradeoff is warranted by the potential of 
whole-genome data to provide a more comprehensive picture regarding canid species diversity and fine-
scale resolution. Moreover, although high-coverage genomic data will undoubtedly be important, sample 
sizes could be increased by assaying a larger number of individuals with low-coverage sequencing that 
could still provide sufficient resolution, but at lower cost per sample. It is also feasible to save libraries of 
DNA that are initially extracted for low-coverage sequencing and sequence them at higher coverage in the 
future when more funds become available, without collecting or processing additional tissue samples. 
Technology even exists for obtaining ultra-low-coverage shotgun sequencing data from fecal samples 
(Snyder-Mackler et al., 2016), although this methodology is still in its infancy. Resources are likely best 
directed toward safely capturing even a small number of live animals and generating whole-genome 
shotgun sequence (Box 3-1) data from peripheral blood, as these data should provide the best chance to 
ascertain the presence and timing of gene flow among canid lineages as well as any loci that might be 
driving or maintaining population differentiation of the red wolf lineage. 
 
Finding 4-1: Three main types of genomic data have been used to analyze the taxonomic identity of the 
red wolf. While all of these data types can provide useful information, whole-genome sequence data 
constitute the least biased data type that can provide maximum genomic representation and strong 
inferential power to address questions related to the taxonomic identity and continuity among extant and 
historical canid populations. 
 

SAMPLING 
 
Samples Required to Address the Genetic Continuity of the North Carolina Managed Population, 
the Current Gulf Coast Canid Populations, and the Historical Red Wolf Populations in the 
Southeastern United States 
 

The acquisition and analysis of ancient and historical samples of canids throughout North 
America (as presented in Chapter 3) will be critical to properly analyzing the genetic lineage continuity of 
the NCMP and GCC populations with the reference red wolf population before the expansion of coyotes 
into the eastern United States. To do this, it will be important to acquire high-quality biological samples 
from the current NCMP and GCC populations to produce high-coverage whole-genome sequence data. 
Opportunistic sampling of tissue from roadkill and feces is not recommended, as it adds another layer of 
confounding to the data. Degradation patterns characteristic of ancient DNA begin to accumulate 
immediately after death, especially in the hot, humid climates where these animals live (McDonough et 
al., 2018). In general, acceptable sample types that will produce high-quality and high-coverage whole-
genome sequence data (30X; see Box 3-1) include fresh tissues of all types (blood, skin biopsy, muscle, 
organ, etc.). If only samples such as buccal swab are available, then low-coverage genomes (4X-8X; see 
Box 3-1) should be expected. 

Besides collecting data from putative red wolf populations, there is a need for obtaining 
representative whole-genome sequence data from extant populations of gray wolves and coyotes that can 
serve as reference data for assessing levels of admixture in the NCMP and GCC populations, which is 
important in determining the extent of red wolf ancestry in each population. Preliminary genomic 
analyses have been performed and published for modern North American canids and will be useful to 
guide sampling priorities. Analyses performed to date have distinguished unique lineages within the 
coyote (Heppenheimer et al., 2018b), gray wolf (vonHoldt et al., 2016), and red wolf (Heppenheimer et 
al., 2018a; Murphy et al., 2019). Sampling guidelines for extant canids should follow those outlined in 
Chapter 3 with respect to sampling all North American canids and including representatives of the 
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complete geographic range for each species (or putative species). In addition, sampling should represent 
all known lineages of the North American canids so far reported in the literature. 

To obtain sufficient representation for the coyote population, sampling should include at least all 
three coyote lineages defined in Heppenheimer et al. (2018b, 2020). This will make it possible to analyze 
the genetic diversity of the NCMP and the GCC populations to determine the extent of admixture with the 
geographically overlapping coyote population, which will likely include specimens with some degree of 
red wolf admixture. An additional goal is to sample coyotes throughout their North American geographic 
range. A broad representation would be important for addressing better the different hypotheses linking 
coyotes to red wolf both historically and recently. Because of the huge geographic disparity between the 
two eastern coyote lineages and the much larger western lineage: a minimum of three samples for the two 
eastern coyote lineages and six samples for the much larger western coyote lineage (ideally, with evenly 
distributed geographical distribution of each) will be needed for high-coverage whole-genome data 
analyses. Currently, 21 coyote genomes produced using whole-genome sequencing are available for 
individuals across their distribution, including 10 from the western (United States), four from the 
northeastern (United States and Canada), and three from the southeastern (United States and Mexico) 
regions. Fortunately, these genomes meet the criteria for sampling numbers and approximate geography 
outlined above, indicating no critical geographic need for sampling or genome sequencing. However, 
given the wide distribution and relatively large population sizes, the statistical power to detect coyote 
admixture could be increased if additional samples are collected from throughout the coyote geographic 
range. Not all existing coyote genomes are sequenced at high enough coverage to enable reliable SNP 
calling. An efficient approach to account for the most common coyote variation and to increase power to 
identify recent coyote gene flow would be to sequence tens of additional coyote genomes at low 
coverage. Such an approach is not as likely to impact estimates of the extent of ancient coyote gene flow. 
A larger sample size is also necessary to phase genomes and utilize methods that require phased data. 

Gray wolf sampling should include three genomes produced using whole-genome sequencing 
from each of the four North American lineages of gray wolf, as identified in vonHoldt et al. (2016)—the 
Great Lakes region (3 genomes available), the Eastern wolf (3 genomes available), the Mexican wolf (1 
genome available), and the North American region (e.g., Canada, Alaska, and Yellowstone; 19 genomes 
available)—and should also include a gray wolf genome as an outgroup (e.g., the Chinese wolf). The 
geographic representation of existing gray wolf genomes is sufficient to address the questions outlined in 
this chapter, with the only need being for additional sequencing of the Mexican wolf (1–2 genomes). 

A more extensive sampling of the target extant canid populations (i.e., the NCMP and GCC 
populations) will be critical to addressing questions about the extent of similarity between them as well as 
the continuity of each of these extant populations with the historical red wolf population. The prior 
ddRAD analyses conducted by Heppenheimer et al. (2018a, 2020) can help prioritize individuals for high-
coverage whole-genome sequencing in the GCC populations. Heppenheimer et al. (2018a, 2020) found 
that this population is spatially structured and that in some locations individuals have more coyote 
ancestry than in others, which implies that more samples are needed to ensure that all distinctive 
subpopulations are adequately represented in the data. 

To enable analysis of spectra of shared common alleles, the sampling of approximately 20 
individuals from each of the NCMP and the GCC populations (in Louisiana and Texas) is recommended. 
If available, it would also be important to sample all individuals that founded the original captive 
population to determine the level of admixture that was already present in the founder population—or at 
least a sample of the current captive population representing all founder lineages. Currently, three red 
wolf genomes are available from the captive population (vonHoldt et al., 2016), and one genome is 
available for the GCC populations (from Texas) (Heppenheimer et al., 2018a), indicating a critical need to 
sample more red wolf individuals for genome sequencing (founder captive n = 9, managed n = 20, and 
GCC n = 19). 

A large number of domestic dog genomes are available and could provide additional and useful 
information to the canid reference panel, given the known hybridization between dogs and wild canids. 
Samples from domestic dogs will be needed if hybridization took place between red wolf and domestic 
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dogs at any point in time. The recently much improved de novo assembly of the original boxer dog 
genome and recent high-quality de novo genome assemblies of multiple dog breeds will be key for this 
analysis because de novo assemblies will not propagate the errors found in the first dog genome assembly. 
For the domestic dog reference panel, incorporating genomes from 5 to 10 domestic dog lineages is 
recommended; these should include as many of the most ancestral dog lineages as possible because they 
are not subject to recent bottlenecks associated with intense artificial selection to recent breed standards. 
Whole-genome sequencing data with de novo assemblies are now available for two German Shepherds 
(2020), a Labrador retriever (2019), a Great Dane (2019), and a Basenji (2019) (Appendix E), and the 
production of several other dog breed de novo assemblies is ongoing and expected to be released shortly. 
Of these de novo genomes currently available the Basenji represents one of the oldest known dog 
lineages, and this genome will be useful in many of the phylogenetic and population genomic analyses. 
Additional de novo genome assemblies under consideration include the Akita, Afghan hound, and the 
northern breeds of Samoyed and Alaskan Malamute. In addition, whole-genome sequences of historical 
samples collected in Greenland and Russia (Sinding et al., 2020) are available for comparison and may be 
valuable to include (Appendix E). Finally, researchers have sequences from more than 50 genomes from 
village dogs originating in Africa, East Asia and South America as well as Carolina dogs in North 
America, providing a resource of domestic canines that have not been under selection for particular traits, 
for inclusion in analysis. Given the depth of domestic dog genome resources available, no additional dog 
genome sequencing is suggested for comparison to the red wolf. 
 
Finding 4-2: A large number of canid genomes are available that can be used to determine the level of 
genetic continuity among the NCMP, GCC populations, and historical red wolves, but further whole-
genome sequencing is required to achieve a more complete representation of genetic variation across 
space for some taxa. In particular, additional whole-genome data from one or two Mexican wolf and one 
Eastern wolf are required as well as whole-genome data from a larger number of individuals from each of 
the NCMP and the GCC populations.  
 

DATA ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATION 
 
Analytical Approaches to Determine Relationships among Extant United States Canids and 
Historical Red Wolf Samples 
 

The red wolf captive breeding population originated from the Gulf Coast area (Texas and 
Louisiana) about 40 years ago. After animals were captured for the captive program, it was believed that 
all red wolf individuals had been removed from the area. Today, researchers have found canids in the 
GCC populations with putative red wolf alleles (i.e., those unique to the captive population) and believe 
they have also found putative red wolf alleles in current day GCC populations that may not have been 
represented in the captive breeding population (i.e., “ghost alleles”). These ghost alleles represent unique 
mutations (Heppenheimer et al., 2018a) in GCC populations from Louisiana and Texas that also lie 
outside the known genetic profiles of coyote, gray wolf, and dog ancestry. Modeling canid relationships 
over time can distinguish among possible scenarios regarding the origin of these mutations (e.g., if they 
were inherited by GCC individuals within the past 40 years from red wolf ancestors who occupied the 
same geographic territory). If the GCC individuals show signs of prolonged isolation from coyotes, the 
question remains whether their distinctiveness aligns with that of historical red wolves. Presented here are 
some analytical approaches that could use whole-genome data to resolve whether there is continuity 
between the NCMP, the GCC populations, and the historical red wolves (i.e., those that lived in the 
southeastern United States before the anthropogenically driven expansion of coyotes). 

To answer this question, the same analytical strategy presented in Chapter 3 (section on Data 
Analysis and Interpretation) to address the question regarding continuity between ancient and historical 
populations can be applied. Briefly, the reference sample of historical canid specimens from the eastern 
United States could be used to estimate the allele frequency spectrum of the variation that existed in that 
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population, and the statistical test of Schraiber (2018) (Figure 3-2) could then be employed to infer 
whether the genetic profile of each of the current populations is consistent with a continuous line of 
descent from the historical population. While this technique can test for genetic continuity, given the 
complex history of hybridization among canids in the United States, it would be important to also 
consider the different approaches that would allow an understanding of the extent of admixture in each 
population, which will be more extensively covered in the next section. Table 4-1 presents a selection of 
suitable analytical methods, and summarizes their strengths and weaknesses relative to the questions at 
hand. Table 4-1 does not preclude the use of other relevant, novel methods, but instead provides a means 
to judge the appropriateness of other methods based upon their similarities to and differences from the 
listed methods.  
 

TABLE 4-1 A Selection of Potential Analytical Methods to Model Lineage Continuity and Admixture 
over Time among North American Canids 

Analytical Method Strengths Weaknesses 

Chapter 3 – determine if red wolves are a distinct lineage 

badMIXTURE 
Infer population structure from 

goodness of fit to the model 

 Can test goodness of fit of a hypothetical 
admixture model without the need for a 
better alternative model 

 Does not assume one gene pool is just a 
mixture of the other two 

 Can use RAD-seq, whole-genome sequence 
data, or a SNP array designed for 
demographic inference (such as the Human 
Origins Array) 

 If admixture model is rejected, method does 
not necessarily tell us where the model 
violation comes from 

 Does not infer explicit demographic 
parameters such as gene flow times, 
divergence times, or population sizes 

 New method; not extensively tested yet 

Chapter 3 – examine historical and ancient red wolf as continuous lineage 
Chapter 4 – examine relationships among extant and historical canids 
Chapter 4 – examine relationship between extant NCMP and GCC populations 

Schraiber’s Test 
Uses historical or ancient 

allele-frequency spectrum to 
infer continuity into future 

time based on expected genetic 
drift 

 Will test hypothesis of population continuity 
without need to know where possible gene 
flow originates from 

 Does not require user to specify an explicit 
demographic model other than the 
hypothesis that one population is ancestral to 
another without intervening gene flow from 
other groups 

 Can use smaller datasets from the ancient 
population 

 Can use RAD-seq, whole-genome sequence 
data, or a SNP array designed for 
demographic inference 

 May have a conservative tendency to reject 
the hypothesis of population continuity even 
if amount of gene flow from an outside 
group is modest 

 Needs large sample from modern 
population 

 Needs a good outgroup species to accurately 
infer which alleles are ancestral 

 Does not infer divergence times, admixture 
times, or other demographic parameters 

 New method; not extensively tested yet 

Chapter 3 – examine historical and ancient red wolf as continuous and distinct lineage 
Chapter 4 – distinguish between ancient and recent gene flow 

Patterson’s D statistic or 
ABBA-BABA test 

Estimates hybridization using 
only four genomes at a time 
(two ancestral, one putative 
hybrid, and one outgroup) 

tested by counting sites with 
ABBA and BABA patterns 

 Quantifies statistical support for the 
hypothesis that a genome has hybrid origins 

 Can measure proportion of admixture 

 Can use RAD-seq, whole-genome sequence 
data, or a SNP array designed for 
demographic inference 

 Does not estimate effective population size, 
divergence times or admixture times 

 Does not distinguish ancient from recent 
gene flow 

 Can be misleading and/or noisy when 
computed in windows or with data from 
insufficiently many loci, especially if any 
loci are under selection 

 Can underestimate gene flow into the hybrid 
lineage if user accidentally chooses an 
outgroup that exchanged gene flow with one 
of the other lineages 
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Analytical Method Strengths Weaknesses 

𝜕a𝜕i 
Infer demographic history of 

ancient red wolves that did not 
give rise to modern red wolves 

or coyotes 

 Can estimate divergence times 

 Can estimate timing of migrant exchange 

 Can estimate timing of population bottlenecks 
and expansions and effective population sizes 
of populations that exchange migrants 

 Requires data from many individuals per 
population (preferably at least 10) 

 Model performs better with more loci 

 User must write code to specify demographic 
model and have expertise to judge the 
goodness of model fit 

 Cannot accurately estimate gene flow and 
divergence times without also fitting a 
detailed model of population size change 
over time 

gPhoCS  
(pronounced “g-fox”) 

Demographic inference using 
allele sharing within and 

between populations 

 Can estimate the time two populations 
diverged 

 Can estimate the time they exchanged 
migrants 

 Can estimate the intensity of the migration 
event 

 Can estimate the effective population size of 
populations that exchange migrants 

 Can use RAD-seq or whole-genome sequence 
data 

 Computationally intensive 

 User must have coding expertise 

 Requires large amounts of data, both in 
terms of the number of samples and the 
number of loci 

 Assumes no recombination within RAD loci 
or other input loci and no linkage between 
loci 

ABLE  
(Approximate Blockwise 
Likelihood Estimation) 
Estimates population sizes, 
divergence times, admixture 

fractions, and admixture times 

 Performs better than 𝜕a𝜕i on simulated data 
because less information is lost in data 
compression 

 Can accommodate either small sample sizes 
(one genome per population) or arbitrarily 
large sample sizes 

 Can use RAD-seq or whole genome 
sequencing data 

 Assumes no recombination within RAD loci 
or other input loci and no linkage between 
loci 

 User must have expertise to specify 
demographic model and choose the length of 
nonrecombining “blocks” to use 

 New method; not extensively tested yet 

Local Ancestry HMM 
(Hidden Markov Model) 
Infer extent and time since 
hybridization based on the 

ancestry and size of haplotypes 
in the genome of individuals 

and admixed populations 

 Can distinguish between ancient and recent 
hybridization as well as haplotypes present in 
a common ancestor 

 Jointly estimates which regions of the genome 
are introgressed and what time the 
hybridization occurred 

 Must use whole-genome sequence data 

 New method; not extensively tested yet 

 

It should be acknowledged that the NCMP may represent only a small and incomplete ancestry 
component (a subset) of the historical red wolf due to its strong founder effect (Phillips et al., 2003). This 
leads to the question of whether the genetic diversity of the NCMP could have been generated by taking a 
sample of the GCC gene pool (from the 1970s) and expanding it without any subsequent admixture from 
coyotes (or another canid population). This question poses a special case of the genetic continuity 
question presented in the previous paragraph (and in Chapter 3). It asks whether the genetic makeup of 
the NCMP appears to be a subsample of the diversity of the GCC populations, without even allowing for 
genetic drift or mutation in the short time that has elapsed since the ancestors of the NCMP were 
putatively part of the GCC populations. 

In practice, even though the NCMP was established only a short time ago, it has potentially 
experienced strong genetic drift during the past few generations because it is such a small population 
founded by a relatively small number of individuals. When a population is founded by a small number of 
individuals sampled from a larger population, it often leads to the loss of many genetic variants that 
happened not to be present in the genomes of the few founders as well as an increase in frequency of the 
variants that did happen to be present in their genomes. This makes it appropriate to apply the same tests 
described to answer the question on the continuity between current and historical populations; 
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specifically, to test the hypothesis that the NCMP derived from the same population as the GCC 
populations found today (see Table 4-1). It is also appropriate to test whether the managed population has 
interbred with local canids present in its habitat. The next section describes in more detail the approaches 
to assessing the occurrence and time-scale of hybridization between putative red wolves and other canids. 
If these analyses reveal extensive recent admixture from coyotes into the red wolf NCMP, this will 
underscore the importance of using historical DNA data as a less contaminated red wolf reference for 
future studies. Additionally, if there has been extensive recent coyote admixture into the GCC populations 
(or admixture from another canid population), this may imply that although red wolves can be a valid 
taxonomic group, these particular GCC populations do not derive much of their DNA from the red 
wolves. 
 
Finding 4-3: An allele frequency spectrum of variation of the reference historical red wolf populations 
and the statistical test of Schraiber (2018) can be used to analyze whole-genome data from the NCMP and 
the GCC populations to determine if these populations represent a continuous line of descent from the 
historical populations. Similarly, this analytical approach could be used to determine if the NCMP 
represents a subset of the GCC populations. 
 
Distinguishing Between Ancient and Recent Gene Flow in Red Wolves 
Why Existing Data (mostly RAD-seq) are Insufficient for Accurately Distinguishing between Ancient 
and Recent Gene Flow in Red Wolves 
 

The timing of introgression can, in principle, be estimated using either RAD or whole-genome 
sequence data. However, these two data types would require distinct analytical approaches. Whole-
genome datasets would provide the most reliable assessment, but methods using RAD-seq data could also 
be used (although with less power) in those cases when whole-genome sequencing is not feasible given 
the quality of available samples or the availability of funding to produce whole-genome data for 
numerous individuals. SNP arrays lack resolution and random marker selection, thus limiting their 
applicability to studies to resolve ancestral and hybrid lineages. 

There has been some success analyzing currently available RAD-seq data and whole-genome data 
with the help of statistical demographic inference programs like ∂a∂i (Gutenkunst et al., 2009), gPhoCS 
(Gronau et al., 2011), and ABLE (Beeravolu et al., 2018 ) (see Table 4-1). These programs can all infer 
parameters of population histories that specify times of population divergence, subsequent admixture, and 
changes in effective population size over time. gPhoCS and ABLE both look at patterns of allele sharing 
within short RAD-ascertainable regions (i.e., those that can be traced back with high probability to one of 
the two populations without intervening recombination) and numerically search for the demographic 
history that maximizes the likelihood of the observed patterns of allele sharing within and between 
populations. ∂a∂i also searches numerically for the history that maximizes the likelihood of the observed 
data, but instead of summarizing the data as a series of non-recombining blocks, it calculates the 
likelihood of the joint allele frequency spectrum of individual SNP variants shared within and between 
populations, gaining computational tractability by neglecting information about the spatial arrangement of 
these variants. Although the numerical population sizes, gene flow rates, and divergence times are 
automatically ascertained by the program, the number and sequence of these demographic events must be 
programmed by an experienced analyst using their prior knowledge about the biological system and their 
intuition about what is needed to improve a model that appears too simple to fit the data. Although it is 
possible to use RAD-seq data in each of these analyses, the use of whole-genome data can provide greater 
accuracy and precision due to its unbiased nature. 

A simpler method, called the ABBA–BABA test or Patterson’s D statistic (Green et al., 2010; 
Patterson et al., 2012) (Figure 4-1) requires data from only four genomes: a putative hybrid genome H, 
two genomes P and Q that are related to the ancestral populations that putatively hybridized together, and 
an outgroup genome O. Patterson’s D statistic does not estimate population sizes, divergence times, or 
other demographic parameters, but simply gives a binary answer as to whether or not the data provide 
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FIGURE 4-1 The ABBA–BABA test, also known as Patterson’s D statistic. The test counts alleles that are 
discordant with the primary “species tree” of relationships among four lineages (Green et al., 2010; Patterson et al., 
2012). In the system under consideration in this report, for example, the original hypothesis is that red wolves are 
overall more closely related to gray wolves than to coyotes, but since coyotes are a relatively closely related 
outgroup, one would still expect to observe SNPs where red wolf appears more closely related to coyotes than to 
gray wolves as well as other SNPs where the gray wolf appears more closely related to coyotes than to red wolves. 
If coyotes never interbred with either wolf species in the time since red wolf and gray wolves diverged from each 
other, population genetic theory would predict that there should be equal counts of these two types of discordant 
SNPs, known as ABBA and BABA sites. However, if there was gene flow from coyotes to red wolves but not gray 
wolves, this gene flow would have had the potential to create extra ABBA sites. Patterson’s D statistic is computed 
by counting the number of ABBA sites and subtracting the number of BABA sites, and if this value is significantly 
greater than zero, it is likely that gene flow between coyotes and red wolves occurred. 
 
statistical support for a hybrid origin of the putatively admixed genome. The method assumes that H is 
more closely related to one of the genomes P and Q, and if the assumption is that the more closely related 
genome is P, then the null hypothesis under no admixture is that H and P are sister lineages with Q as an 
outgroup (Figure 4-2). In that case, H and P should share the same number of derived alleles with Q. This 
hypothesis can be tested by counting the number of ABBA sites (sites where a derived allele, B, is shared 
by P and Q but not H or O) and testing whether that number is significantly different from the number of 
BABA sites (sites where the derived allele B is shared by H and Q but not P or O). If the numbers of 
these sites are in fact statistically different, with H and Q sharing more derived alleles than P and Q, the 
implication is that the null hypothesis should be rejected and H is a hybrid with ancestors related to both P 
and Q. This test can be performed using low-coverage whole-genome data or RAD-seq data, but it cannot 
be performed using most SNP arrays except for SNP arrays explicitly designed for clean population 
genetic inference such as the AxiomTM Human Origins array (Patterson et al., 2012). In the context of the 
canid system under consideration here, the ABBA-BABA test can measure differences between wolf 
populations in the proportion of coyote admixture, but it cannot distinguish between long periods of low-
level gene flow and recent interbreeding with coyotes brought on by human environmental disruptions. 

Since RAD loci are sparsely distributed throughout the genome, they yield little to no information 
about the existence of any long genomic “tracts” of coyote-like or gray wolf-like ancestry within the 
extant managed population or the population of unidentified canids. Ancestry tracts are contiguous 
segments of DNA that can be traced to just one of the ancestral populations (or lineages) that contributed 
genetic material to a hybrid population (or lineage); in many cases a tract of coyote ancestry within a 
mostly wolf genome is a genetic excerpt from the genome of a single distant coyote ancestor. Assuming 
that a hybrid offspring of a coyote and a wolf lived within a population of wolves, and its descendants 
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backcrossed into the wolf population for generations, genetic recombination events would randomly 
break up the inherited coyote genome into smaller and smaller segments over time, interspersing the 
broken-up coyote genome with segments of wolf genome. The decay of the introgressed coyote genome 
into smaller and smaller pieces proceeds at a slow, predictable rate over thousands of years, meaning that 
if a piece of this genome is identified in a hybrid individual, its length can provide high-resolution 
information about how long ago the hybrid’s last wolf ancestor likely lived (Pool and Nielsen, 2009; 
Harris and Nielsen, 2013; Loh et al., 2013). Corbett-Detig and Nielsen recently developed a hidden 
Markov model that can infer the lengths and locations of admixture tracts jointly with their times to 
common ancestry with the population from which they originated (Corbett-Detig and Nielsen 2017). 

If red wolf genomic datasets contain long haplotypes with high sequence similarity to coyotes, it 
is quite likely that these pieces of DNA were inherited from recent coyote ancestors. In contrast, if the 
haplotypes that show significant similarity to coyote are short and interspersed with haplotypes that have 
greater similarity to wolves or dogs, they may not represent recent introgression at all, but simply reflect 
the genetic structure of the ancestral population from which wolves, dogs, and coyotes all originated. This 
ancestral structure would exist even if coyotes and wolves had been reproductively isolated from each 
other for thousands of years and had never interbred after they began diversifying into genetically distinct 
populations. One important consideration regarding this approach is that its reliability heavily depends on 
the use of proper reference populations. In this case, the use of coyote genomes from individuals that are 
not admixed with wolves would be critical. Similarly, red wolf genomes from the historical and ancient 
specimens discussed in Chapter 3 would be important to use as a reference population for the red wolf. 

If many long coyote haplotypes recently entered the gene pool of the unidentified canids and 
swapped out much of the existing red wolf–related ancestry, this might imply that these populations 
already have limited conservation potential as a stable reservoir of red wolf genetic distinctiveness. 
However, if a similar total amount of coyote ancestry entered the red wolf gene pool via low levels of 
introgression over a longer period of time, it is more likely that weak selection against hybrid individuals 
has maintained a stable coyote/red wolf speciation cline and purged coyote ancestry away from the most 
functionally distinctive regions of the red wolf genome. In this scenario, the remaining red wolf ancestry 
would be more likely to be enriched for a distinctive genetic profile that encodes this species’ distinctive 
traits. 

There are abundant examples of species pairs that hybridize for long periods of time yet maintain 
genetic distinctiveness, possibly due to weak reproductive incompatibilities or ecological niche 
specialization. Examples include brown bears, which persist as a distinct species despite hundreds of 
thousands of years of gene flow from polar bears (Liu et al., 2014; Cahill et al., 2015), as well as the 
extinct Neandertals and Denisovans who interbred many times with humans and with each other without 
merging into an indistinct hominin gene pool (Sankararaman et al., 2014; Slon et al., 2018). Although 
none of these taxa meet the classical definition of biologically isolated species (Mayr, 1942), in each case 
there exists abundant evidence of long-term isolation and genetic distinctiveness. If the unidentified 
canids exhibit a similar profile of persistent genetic distinctiveness in the face of gene flow, this should be 
considered when making conservation decisions. In other words, even if red wolves are found to have a 
long history of intermittent hybridization with coyotes, this would not necessarily make them a less valid 
taxonomic species than polar bears are considered to be. 
 
Finding 4-4: There are a number of analytical approaches that can provide evidence of hybridization 
using either RAD-seq or whole-genome data. However, analyses to determine whether hybridization is 
recent or ancient among North American canid populations will require unbiased whole-genome datasets 
in order to make strong demographic inferences throughout the genome as well as to identify and 
determine the size of ancestry tracts.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusion 4-1: To trace the genetic history of the managed red wolf population in North Carolina and 
the Gulf Coast canid population, using whole-genome sequencing methods on modern fresh tissue 
samples will provide the most informative data with which to assess both genetic continuity between 
populations over space and time and historical admixture with other North American canids.  
 
Conclusion 4-2: Although expensive to produce and computationally intensive to analyze, whole-genome 
data will provide the best chance to identify introgressed genomic fragments (i.e., ancestry haplotypes) 
and estimate the time scale at which gene flow occurred. 
 
Recommendation 4-1: The committee recommends that new whole-genome sequence data be built upon 
the existing data with a carefully constructed set of contemporary samples including all North American 
canid genetic lineages and the full geographic range of all North American canids (red wolf, gray wolf, 
coyote, and domestic dog). 
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5 
 

Synthesis of Research Strategy 

 
 The overarching goal of the research strategy described in this report is to examine the 
evolutionary relationships among ancient red wolves, the North Carolina managed population (NCMP), 
and the Gulf Coast canid (GCC) populations. Understanding these relationships is central to determining 
the taxonomic status of the red wolf and other canids occurring within the historical range of the red wolf. 
Attaining this goal will require a better understanding of the genetic ancestry of all relevant canids in the 
NCMP and GCC populations and of the phylogenetic relationships among these canids and the other 
North American canids to which they are related. The data needed include genomic data, morphological 
data, and behavioral data, along with informative ecological data. All of these data require careful 
interpretation in light of the roles of hybridization and admixture in the evolutionary history of these 
animals, particularly with respect to how the canids of eastern North America originated as individual 
species. 
 

COMPONENTS OF THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
 The five questions described in Chapter 1 (see Figures 1-4, 5-1, and 5-2), taken together, address 
the problems outlined in the statement of task. Each question addresses the relationships between 
particular pairs of canids (among three canid groups for Question 1) within a specific period (Figure 5-1). 
The answers to the first four questions require integrating new genomic data with new morphological data 
(Figure 5-2). The answer to the fifth question requires a further analyses of some of the data collected to 
answer the other questions. The composite results will describe the relationships among the key canid 
populations with respect to historical continuity and contemporary relatedness.  

This strategy has three important features. First, different questions for canids in different periods 
require different sampling schemes (Figure 5-1). The answer to Question 1, for example, requires data 
from ancient specimens of three canids, red wolves, gray wolves, and coyotes. These data should come 
from locations where the three groups were sympatric (overlapping in their ranges) or abutting each 
other’s range in that period and from locations where coyotes and gray wolves were found without red 
wolves. The same geographic sampling scheme is necessary to answer Question 2, but these data must 
come from historical specimens. Questions 3-5 require data from modern specimens collected across their 
present ranges. A sampling scheme that is haphazard in choices of period and location or that attempts to 
use all specimens in a single analysis will not provide compelling answers to these distinct questions.  

Second, different methods of data analysis are required for different questions (Figure 5-1). Some 
methods, such as the ABBA–BABA test, are appropriate for answering more than one question, but no 
single method is optimal for answering all five questions. Applying all conceivable analyses to every 
question is likely to increase confusion and obfuscate the patterns in the data. Therefore, care should be 
taken to identify the analytic approach best suited for each question. The methods described in the report 
are among those showing promise for resolving the research questions. Other methods may also be 
suitable; the important point is to deploy the best method for the specific question and type of data 
brought to bear on the answer.  
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FIGURE 5-1. Five research questions presented along a timeline from about 10,000 years ago to the present. Each 
question addresses relationships among canids within a specific period, using samples from the geographic ranges in 
that period, as best they can be determined. The appropriate analyses of genomic data are presented for each 
question in specific periods. See Chapters 3 and 4 for details of these analyses.  
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Third, although genomic data are necessary for answering questions 1-4, morphological data add 
relevant information (Figure 5-2). In some cases, morphological data can provide an approach to one of 
the questions that is independent of an approach based on genomic data. In other cases, morphological 
data may be the only data available. More importantly, the two types of data can complement each other. 
This is why the strategy is emphasizing the collection of morphological and genomic data from the same 
specimens. For example, if genomic data carry a strong signature of hybridization, a signature of the 
disruption of development that often accompanies hybridization may be observable in the morphology. 
Such a connection could facilitate identifying contemporary hybrid animals in nature. Answering 
Question 5 requires only genomic data.  
 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
 Understanding the relationships among extant and extinct canids will require a team of 
collaborators. The data required for a full understanding of those relationships range from DNA from 
ancient and historical specimens to morphological analyses to observations of mating behavior. No single 
individual or even a single laboratory will have all of the expertise necessary. In addition, whenever 
possible, morphological and genomic data ought to be collected from the same individual specimens, 
whether museum specimens or live wolves. This will require close cooperation among teams with 
different areas of expertise, strong overall management of the research, and considerable planning and 
preparing ahead of time. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5-2. Five research questions presented in a flow chart. Questions are in white boxes. The data required for 
each question are listed in the blue boxes, along with the sections of the chapters in which those data are discussed. 
The types of analyses required are listed in the green boxes, along with the sections of the chapters in which they are 
discussed. Guidelines for interpretation are presented in the yellow boxes. 
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 The close relationships among different canid populations and the history of admixture indicate 
that new genomic data are required. Further efforts at acquiring genetic data via ddRad-seq or other 
genetic methods that sample a subset of the genome will not resolve the historical relationships or offer 
further insights into the history of admixture. Whole-genome data are essential. In addition, when new 
genomic data are collected, the DNA sequencing must use the same libraries as were used for existing 
genomic data to maximize the collection of data from precious samples. 
 Specimens to be studied should be chosen based on their geographic origin and on the period 
when collected, not on the particular species designation associated with the specimen. This is particularly 
important for fragmented museum specimens such as teeth, whose taxonomic identification carries an 
unavoidable degree of uncertainty. The sampling of ancient and historical specimens of red wolves should 
give priority to specimens collected from the southeastern United States, which is the center of the 
original range posited for red wolves (Figure 1-5). For one reason, there is some dispute over the identity 
of specimens collected from the northern reaches of the red wolf range. For another, one of the limitations 
of existing genetic data is that most of them are from the western edge of the species range, where 
historically the range of red wolves abutted that of coyotes. Data from specimens collected in the 
southeastern United States would provide a clearer characterization of the historical red wolf.  
 The amount of data necessary for answering each of the research questions laid out in Chapter 1 
is discussed in the individual chapters devoted to each type of data. Chapter 2 describes morphological 
data, and chapters 3 and 4 describe genomic data. Given the limitations of sampling, monetary 
constraints, and the desirability of acquiring the most information from the limited samples that are 
available (appendixes B, C, and D), it will be necessary to have a careful balancing of research effort 
between having larger numbers of specimens from single locations and periods and having as extensive a 
coverage of historical specimens as possible. 
 All data collected for this research effort should be publicly available to ensure their maximum 
utility and to engage diverse researchers to become involved in answering the questions. The data that 
should be made publicly available include the raw data, not simply summary statistics or final products of 
statistical analysis. Biologists interpreting these data should do so with the knowledge that hybridization 
and admixture have characterized the history of North American canids. The critical issue is not whether 
there has been admixture, but in which period, and among which canid groups, and to what extent such 
admixtures took place.  
 

OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Beyond the specific recommendations in each chapter about the types of data and analyses best-
suited for the questions, the committee developed four overarching recommendations. 
 
Recommendation 5-1: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should adopt the proposed research 
strategy. The USFWS should encourage researchers to form collaborations the include experts in the 
extractions and analyses of ancient DNA, the collection and analyses of genomic data, the collection and 
analyses of morphological data, and the collection and analyses of behavioral and ecological data. The 
call for such a collaborative effort reflects the committee’s conviction that the integration of multiple 
types of data is needed to answer the questions in a compelling manner.  
 
Recommendation 5-2: The USFWS should support the research strategy via funding. The funding 
should be sufficient to allow teams of researchers to perform the sampling necessary to answer each 
question. While data from some individual samples can contribute to answering more than one question, 
any attempt to economize by attempting to use one set of samples for all questions is unlikely to resolve 
any of the individual questions.  
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Recommendation 5-3: The USFWS should be open-minded about refining the strategy as initial results 
emerge. Research strategies are templates based on knowledge in hand. As new knowledge is gained, the 
emphases of a strategy may change, new elements may be appropriate, and old elements may appear 
unnecessary or at least far less important. The USFWS should make the execution of this strategy an 
iterative process in which researchers can reconsider priorities as a sufficient amount of new data 
becomes available. 
 
Recommendation 5-4: The USFWS should work with the research community, including professional 
societies, to create opportunities for larger community involvement in the synthesis and dissemination of 
research results. In particular, having a shared space for dialogue among researchers with different 
interpretations of the existing data may produce improvements in the research strategy or in the plans for 
its individual components. It can also lead to a robust conclusion about the taxonomic status of the canids 
identified now as red wolves. Species delimitation remains a difficult and often controversial topic, 
especially when taxa have recently diverged and there is evidence of past admixture. An open-minded 
approach to all of the data is the best approach and open-mindedness is aided when the community of 
experts are engaged in interpretation, discussion, and debate.   
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Glossary 

 
ABBA–BABA test: a test that uses the genome-wide average of shared mutations to determine whether 
there is evidence for admixture. This is achieved by comparing the amount of shared mutations with a 
possibly admixed population to the amount of shared mutations with a population that is hypothesized not 
to be admixed (or at least has less admixture). 
 
Adaptations: phenotypes or genotypes that enhance the survival and reproductive success of individuals. 
 
Admixed population: a population that contains genes from at least two distantly related populations or 
species as a result of interbreeding between populations or species that have been reproductively isolated 
and genetically differentiated.  
 
Admixture: the formation of novel genetic combinations through the hybridization of genetically distinct 
groups.  
 
Allele: one version of a gene that has two or more versions.  
 
Allele frequency spectrum: the distribution of the frequencies of alleles at a given set of loci (often 
SNPs) in a population sample.  
 
Allometric: the growth of body parts at different rates, resulting in a change of body proportions. 
 
Ancient: before 1800 (when describing North American canids). 
 
Ancient DNA: DNA isolated from ancient specimens. 
 
Anthropogenic: resulting from the influence of human activities. 
 
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC): A statistical framework that uses simulation modeling to 
approximate the Bayesian posterior distribution of parameters of interest. It is far faster computationally 
than fully Bayesian approaches, but generally slightly less accurate and precise. 
 
Autosome: any chromosome that is not a sex chromosome. In mammals, females (XX) have two copies 
of the X chromosome, and males (XY) have one copy of the X chromosome and one copy of the Y 
chromosome. The X chromosome is much larger than the Y chromosome. The members of the autosome 
pairs are identical in size and contain a full complement of the same genes. 
 
Base-pair: a pair of complementary bases in a double-stranded DNA consisting of a purine in one strand 
linked by hydrogen bonds to a pyrimidine in the other. Cytosine (C) always pairs with guanine (G), and 
adenine (A) with thymine (T). 
 
Basicranium: the inferior or lower region of the skull. 
 
Breeding unit: a group of individuals who breed together. 
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Canids: the taxonomic family that includes wolves, coyotes, jackals, foxes, and wild dogs. 
 
Cline: a gradual directional change in a characteristic across a geographic or environmental gradient. 
 
Coding sequence: the portion of a gene’s DNA that codes for protein. 
 
Common ancestor: an ancestor that two or more descendants share in common. 
 
Consensus sequence: a sequence that contains the most frequent base-pair or amino acid found at each 
position in a sequence alignment. 
 
Coprolite: a piece of fossilized dung. 
 
DNA library: a collection of DNA fragments that were cloned in vectors so they can be identified and 
isolated for further study. 
 
Dental calculus: calcified dental plaque that form deposits on teeth; also known as tartar. 
 
Derived: when referring to a characteristic found in an organism that is not present in the common 
ancestor of a group of organisms being studied. 
 
De novo genome assembly: the construction of genomes from a large number of (short- or long-) DNA 
fragments, with no a priori knowledge of the correct sequence or order of those fragments. 
 
Endemic: found only in a particular geographic location, such as an island, country, or other defined 
area; organisms that are native to a place are not endemic to it if they are also found elsewhere. 
 
Evolutionary lineage: a continuous line of individuals related by descent, from ancestor to descendant. 
 
Extant: still in existence; surviving. 
 
Extirpation: the loss of a species or subspecies from a particular area, but not from its entire range. 
 
F1 hybrid: a first-generation hybrid. 
 
F2 hybrid: a second-generation hybrid. 
 
Fitness: the ability of an individual or genotype to survive and produce viable offspring. Fitness is 
quantified as the number or relative proportion of offspring contributed to the next generation. 
 
Founder effect: the loss of genetic variation in a population established by a small number of individuals 
that carry only a fraction of the original genetic diversity from a larger population. 
 
Gene: a segment of DNA whose nucleotide sequence codes for protein or RNA, or regulates other genes. 
 
Gene flow: the movement of genetic material from one population into another population. 
 
Genetic drift: random changes in allele frequencies in a population between generations due to sampling 
individuals that become parents and binomial sampling of alleles during meiosis. Genetic drift is more 
pronounced in small populations. 
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Genetic incompatibilities: the situation in hybrids where genes or chromosomes originating in different 
genetically divergent parental populations or species do not function well together in combination. 
 
Genome: the complete sequence of DNA in an organism. 
 
Genotype: an individual’s genetic identity.  
 
Ghost alleles: alleles present in historical populations that were thought to have been lost over time, but 
have been rediscovered in living individuals. 
 
Haplotype: continuous region of DNA inherited from a recent common ancestor. 
 
Heterozygosity: a measure of genetic variation that estimates the proportion of individuals in a 
population that are expected or observed to be heterozygous at a particular locus or over the entire 
genome. 
 
Historical: between 1800 and 1920; the period before extensive deforestation in the eastern United 
States, the alteration of the landscape, and hunting of wolves. 
 
Homozygosity: a measure of genetic variation that estimates the proportion of individuals in a population 
that are expected or observed to be hom from otherozygous at a particular locus or over the entire 
genome. 
 
Hybridization: mating of individuals from genetically distinct populations, or species, that results in 
offspring with mixed ancestry. 
 
Hybrids: offspring produced by hybridization. Hybrids can be either first-generation (F1) hybrids or the 
offspring of hybrids themselves. 
 
Hybrid lineage: a group of individuals descended from a hybridization event. 
 
Hybrid swarm: a population of individuals that are all hybrids by varying numbers of generations of 
backcrossing with parental types and matings among hybrids. 
 
Hybrid zone: a regions where the ranges of two interbreeding species or populations meet and mate 
together. 
 
Inbreeding: mating between related individuals which results in an increase of homozygosity in the 
progeny because the individuals possess alleles that are identical by descent derived from the same 
common ancestor of both parents. 
 
Incomplete lineage sorting: a characteristic of phylogenetic reconstruction in which the tree produced by 
a single gene differs from the population or species level tree because a polymorphism present in the 
ancestral species is retained in the descendant species.  
 
Intergradation: area of connection between distinct subspecies where populations are found that have 
the characteristics of both. 
 
Introgression: movement of alleles from one population or species into another through hybridization 
and repeated backcrossing (the reproduction of hybrids with individuals of the parental species). 
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Locus (plural loci): the position (location) of a gene or other marker on a chromosome. 
 
Meiosis: the cellular division process that is involved in sexual reproduction in which gametes are 
produced having half the number of copies of each chromosome as the parents. 
 
Migration: in the genetic literature, the movement of individuals from one genetically distinct population 
to another, resulting in gene flow. In the ecological literature, migration is the movement, often seasonal, 
of populations, groups, or of individuals across geographic space. 
 
Midden: an old dump for domestic waste associated with past human occupation. 
 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA): a small, circular, maternally inherited, haploid DNA molecule found in 
the mitochondria of eukaryotes. 
 
Monophyletic: an adjective used to describe a group of taxa that all descend from a common ancestral 
taxon (i.e., a group of organisms that share a common ancestor to the exclusion of all other entities). 
 
Morphological marker: a morphological difference between individuals or species. 
 
Multivariate: having more than one independent mathematical or statistical variable. 
 
Mutation: a change in the DNA sequence in the transmission of genetic information from parent to 
progeny. 
 
Natural selection: differential contribution of genotypes to the next generation due to differences in 
survival and reproduction. 
 
Next-generation sequencing (NGS): high-throughput sequencing of DNA.  
 
Non-metric trait: a discrete trait or a discontinuous morphological trait. 
 
Nuclear DNA: the DNA contained within the nucleus of a cell. 
 
Parapatric: occupying geographic ranges that are partially overlapping or have a partial barrier between 
them. 
 
PCR crossover: the formation of molecules that are hybrids of two original molecules arising through 
“recombination” during polymerase chain reaction, or PCR. 
 
Petrous: an exceptionally dense region of the temporal bone, located at the base of the skull. 
 
Phenotype: the observable traits of an organism (e.g., appearance, physiological function, or behavior).  
 
Phylogeny: the evolutionary history of the relationships among species.  
 
Phylogenetic tree: a diagram showing the evolutionary relationships of taxa. 
 
Pleistocene: the epoch that began about 2.6 million years ago and lasted until about 11,700 years ago. 
The most recent ice age occurred during this time, as glaciers covered huge parts of the planet Earth. 
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Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): a technique to rapidly make billions of copies of a specific DNA 
sample, allowing scientists to take a very small sample of DNA and amplify it to an amount that is large 
enough to study in detail. 
 
Population: all of the individuals of a given species within a defined ecological area.  
 
Population structure: the pattern of genetic differentiation among a group of populations. 
 
Post-mating isolation: reproductive isolation that prevents successful fertilization and. development even 
though mating may have occurred. 
 
Pre-mating isolation: reproductive isolation that stops production of an F1 by preventing mating. 
 
Quantitative trait loci: genetic loci which affect phenotypic variation (and potentially fitness), that are 
identified by a statistically significant association between genetic markers and measurable phenotypes. 
Quantitative traits are often influenced by multiple loci as well as environmental factors. 
 
Read depth: the number of separate reads that include a given genomic region in a reconstructed 
sequence. 
 
Recent: since 1920, when coyotes invaded the eastern United States, until the present (when describing 
North American canids). 
 
Recombination: the process that generates a haploid product of meiosis with a genotype differing from 
both the haploid genotypes that originally combined to form the diploid zygote. 
 
Reference genome: a representative genome from one individual organism used to represent the genome 
of its species. 
 
Reproductive isolation: the separation of distinct gene pools as a result of genetic differences that 
prevent successful interbreeding. 
 
Reticulating: the exchange of genes between different species, as in the formation of a new species 
through hybridization. 
 
Sexual dimorphism: differences in size or appearance or other characteristics between the sexes in 
addition to the differences between the sexual organs themselves. 
 
Shotgun sequencing: a sequencing method that involves breaking up DNA randomly into many smaller 
pieces—in a “shotgun fashion”—with each of those pieces then sequenced individually. The resulting 
sequences are then analyzed by a computer program, looking for stretches of sequence from different 
reads that are identical with one another. When identical regions are identified, they are overlapped with 
one another, allowing the two sequence reads to be stitched together. 
 
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP): a nucleotide site in a DNA sequence that is variable within a 
population and can be used as a marker to assess genetic variation within and among populations. 
 
Social structure: the pattern of social relationships among the individuals in a population. 
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Species: a group of organisms with a high degree of physical and genetic similarity that naturally 
interbreed among themselves and can be differentiated from members of related groups of organisms. 
Species concepts: ways to define a species. 
 
Stable hybrid zone: a hybrid zone that does not move over time—a situation that results from a balance 
between the dispersal of parental types and selection against hybrids. 
 
Suture: an immovable joint, especially between the bones of the skull. 
 
Substitution: the replacement in the genome of one nucleotide by another. 
 
Subspecies: a taxonomically defined subdivision within a species that is physically or genetically distinct 
and often geographically separated from other members of the species. 
 
Targeted DNA capture: an efficient and sensitive means for sequencing specific genomic regions in a 
high-throughput manner.  
 
Taxonomy: the branch of biology concerned with the classification of organisms. 
 
Tension zone: a persistent hybrid zone in which the transition between the two parental types is 
maintained by the conflicting effects of dispersal of parental forms and selection against hybrids. 
 
Whole-genome sequencing: the process of determining the complete DNA sequence of an organism’s 
genome. This entails sequencing all of an organism’s chromosomal DNA as well as DNA contained in 
the mitochondria and, for plants, in the chloroplast. In practice, genome sequences that are nearly 
complete are also called whole-genome sequences. 
 
Zygoma (plural zygomata): the bony arch of the cheek formed by connection of the zygomatic and 
temporal bones. 
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Appendix A 
 

Open Session and Webinar Agendas 

 
These open sessions and webinars were part of the committee’s information-gathering process. 

They are listed in chronological order. The locations of in-person meetings are provided. Presentations 
that were made via the internet are noted. 
 

MEETING 1 
October 18, 2019 

National Academies of Sciences 
Virtual Meeting  

 
OPEN SESSION  
 
12:20 Log-in to Public Meeting 
 
12:30 Welcome – Joseph Travis, Chair of the Study Committee 

 Purpose of the session  
 Disclaimer 
 Study process and timeline 

 
12:40 Context and Expectations for the NAS Study – Miguel Garcia-Bermudez, U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service (via internet) 
Comments from USFWS will be followed by discussion with members of the committee.  

 
1:15 Public Comments  

Members of the public are invited to share evidence and views they would like for the 
committee to take into consideration. Advanced sign-up is required. 

 
1:30 Adjourn Open Session 
 
 
 

MEETING 3 
February 20-21, 2020 

National Academy of Sciences 
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Center 
100 Academy Way, Board Room 

Irvine, CA 
 
OPEN SESSION  
 
9:00 Opening Remarks – Joseph Travis (chair), Florida State University 
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9:05 Speaker Presentations and Discussion 
Each speaker will give a 15minute presentation, which will be followed by 15 minutes of Q&A 

 
9:05 The effects of hybridization on the skeleton of primates and other mammals: insights from the 

“coywolf– Lauren Schroeder, University of Toronto [Remote] 
 
9:35 Potential statistical analyses of genetic data from the Red Wolf—Rasmus Nielsen, University of 

California, Berkeley [Remote] 
 
10:05 Best practices and pitfalls in paleogenomics—Beth Shapiro, University of California, Santa Cruz 

[Remote] 
 
10:35 Break 
 
10:45 Taxonomic evidence on extant red wolves—Kristin E. Brzeski, Michigan Technological 

University [Remote] 
 
11:15  Research strategies and methodologies to study mammalian evolution: Applicable lessons for the 

red wolf—Mark Springer, University of California, Riverside  
 
11:45 Public Comments  
 
12:00 Adjourn  
 

WEBINAR 1 
March 2, 2020 

Hybridization and Introgression 
 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM (EST)  Molly Schumer, Assistant Professor in Biology, Stanford University 
 

WEBINAR 2 
March 12, 2020 

Behavioral Ecology of Coyotes 
 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM (EST)  Stanley D. Gehrt, Professor and Wildlife Extension Specialist, The Ohio 

State University 
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Appendix B 
 

Red Wolf (Canis rufus) Museum Specimens 

 
Putative red wolf specimens in museums are reported here along with the year the animal died. 

The list is known to be incomplete and is intended simply to highlight availability of material for future 
research.  
 
Abbreviations: AMNH, American Museum of Natural History, New York; ANSP, Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia; CHAS, Charleston Museum, South Carolina; CM, Carnegie Museum, 
Pittsburgh; DMNS, Denver Museum of Natural Science; KU, University of Kansas Natural History 
Museum, Lawrence, Kansas; LSUMZ, Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology; MSC, McWayne 
Science Center, Birmingham, Alabama; MSU, Michigan State University Museum, Lansing, Michigan; 
NCSM, North Carolina State Museum, Raleigh; PSM, Slater Museum, University of Puget Sound, 
Tacoma, Washington; TTU, Texas Tech University, Lubbock; UAZ, University of Arizona Museum of 
Natural History, Tucson; UMMZ, University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, Michigan; 
USNM, United States National Museum of Natural History, Washington DC; UWBM, University of 
Washington Burke Museum, Seattle; YPM, Yale Peabody Museum, New Haven, Connecticut. 
 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

Archaeological specimens 

MSC 7639 18,550 bp Alabama Colbert Unknown Tooth 

MSC 4162 9,870 bp Alabama Colbert Unknown Tooth 

MSC 5409 prehistoric Alabama Colbert Unknown Skeleton 

CM 6548 50 AD Pennsylvania Bedford Unknown Tooth 

UMMZ 91100 950 AD Alabama Jackson Unknown Tooth 

CM 38379 1650 AD Pennsylvania Lancaster Unknown Tooth 

Zoological specimens 

USNM 348063 unknown Alabama Madison Unknown Skeleton; Skull 

MCZ 58243 unknown Arkansas Washington Unknown 
 

AMNH MO-112 1832 Indiana Wabash Unknown Skull  

ANSP 2259 1849 Ohio 
 

Unknown Skull 

ANSP 2261 1853 Pennsylvania 
 

Unknown Skull 

ANSP 2262 1853 Pennsylvania 
 

Unknown Skull 

MCZ BOM-11179 1854 Florida Miami-Dade Male Skull 

ANSP 2260 1859 Missouri 
 

Unknown Skull 

USNM 19376 1890 Florida Putnam Female Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

AMNH MO-4609 1893 Illinois Hancock Unknown Skin; Skull 

AMNH MS-5450 1893 Illinois Hancock Unknown Skin; Skull  

MCZ BANGS-9114 1898 Louisiana Morehouse Male Skull 

(Continued) 
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Continued 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

MCZ BANGS-9114 1898 Louisiana 
 

Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 99720 1900 Texas Calhoun Female Skull 

USNM 99718 1900 Texas Calhoun Male Skull 

USNM 99705 1900 Texas Calhoun Unknown Skull 

USNM 99706 1900 Texas Calhoun Unknown Skull 

USNM 99719 1900 Texas Calhoun Unknown Skull 

USNM 99721 1900 Texas Calhoun Unknown Skull 

USNM 136105 1904 Louisiana Madison Female Skull 

USNM 133687 1904 Louisiana Madison Unknown Skull 

USNM 135133 1904 Louisiana Madison Unknown Skull 

USNM 132229 1904 Louisiana Morehouse Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 133688 1904 Louisiana West Carroll Unknown Skull 

USNM 135748 1904 Oklahoma Tulsa Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 133233 1904 Oklahoma Tulsa Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 135743 1904 Texas Colorado Unknown Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

USNM 135445 1904 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

USNM 135096 1904 Texas Liberty Unknown Skin 

USNM 136563 1904 Texas Liberty Unknown Skull 

USNM 136564 1904 Texas Liberty Unknown Skull 

USNM 137125 1905 Louisiana Concordia Male Skull 

USNM 136106 1905 Louisiana Madison Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 136731 1905 Louisiana Madison Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 136834 1905 Louisiana Tensas Male Skull 

USNM 136879 1905 Oklahoma Tilman Female Skull 

USNM 147701 1906 Texas Hardin Female Skull 

USNM 223936 1917 Alabama Colbert Male Skin; Skull  

USNM 231538 1918 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234438 1919 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234246 1919 Louisiana Avery Island Unknown Skin 

USNM 234227 1919 Louisiana Avery Island Unknown Skull 

USNM 234439 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234450 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234419 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234420 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234440 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234441 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234442 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234443 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 
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USNM 234449 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234451 1919 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234432 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin 

USNM 234435 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin 

USNM 231539 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 231540 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232421 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232422 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232426 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232427 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232432 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232434 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232435 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234416 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234426 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234428 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234429 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234430 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 234431 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 232416 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232417 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232425 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232428 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232429 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232430 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232431 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232433 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232436 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 232437 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skull 

USNM 234433 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin 

USNM 232419 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 232420 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 232424 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234421 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234427 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234434 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234436 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234437 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 232418 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skull 

(Continued) 
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Continued 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

USNM 232423 1919 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skull 

USNM 235615 1920 Arkansas Carroll Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235616 1920 Arkansas Carroll Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234417 1920 Arkansas Polk Unknown Skin; Skull 

USNM 235435 1920 Missouri Howell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235436 1920 Missouri Howell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 234452 1920 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235496 1920 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235495 1920 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235497 1920 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235498 1920 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235499 1920 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235500 1920 Oklahoma Pushmataha Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235501 1920 Oklahoma Pushmataha Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235502 1920 Oklahoma Pushmataha Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242554 1921 Arkansas Madison Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235598 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235599 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236545 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236546 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236549 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236551 1921 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236544 1921 Arkansas Newton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236550 1921 Arkansas Newton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235597 1921 Arkansas Newton Unknown Skin; Skull 

USNM 235595 1921 Arkansas Polk Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235596 1921 Arkansas Polk Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235607 1921 Arkansas Polk Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235608 1921 Arkansas Polk Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235594 1921 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235609 1921 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235610 1921 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235611 1921 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 235613 1921 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235614 1921 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236547 1921 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236548 1921 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236552 1921 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 
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USNM 235612 1921 Arkansas Pope Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242574 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242575 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242577 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242578 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242579 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242576 1921 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236536 1921 Arkansas Scott Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236537 1921 Arkansas Scott Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236538 1921 Arkansas Scott Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236539 1921 Arkansas Scott Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236543 1921 Arkansas St. Francis Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236557 1921 Arkansas Stone Female Skin 

USNM 236554 1921 Arkansas Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236556 1921 Arkansas Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236555 1921 Arkansas Stone Male Skin 

USNM 236558 1921 Arkansas Stone Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236542 1921 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236540 1921 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 236541 1921 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242559 1921 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242558 1921 Arkansas Yell Male Mounted Skin 

USNM 242563 1921 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236559 1921 Arkansas 
 

Unknown Skin 

USNM 235600 1921 Oklahoma McCurtain Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 235601 1921 Oklahoma McCurtain Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 236553 1921 Oklahoma Pushmataha Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242556 1922 Arkansas Boone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242557 1922 Arkansas Boone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242555 1922 Arkansas Boone Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243320 1922 Arkansas Cleburne Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243310 1922 Arkansas Garland Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243313 1922 Arkansas Marion Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243435 1922 Arkansas Marion Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243314 1922 Arkansas Marion Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243315 1922 Arkansas Marion Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243316 1922 Arkansas Marion Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243322 1922 Arkansas Marion Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243305 1922 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

(Continued) 
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Continued 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

USNM 243321 1922 Arkansas Newton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243302 1922 Arkansas Newton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243304 1922 Arkansas Newton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243312 1922 Arkansas Newton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242573 1922 Arkansas Perry Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243319 1922 Arkansas Perry Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242572 1922 Arkansas Perry Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243307 1922 Arkansas Polk Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242586 1922 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243306 1922 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243301 1922 Arkansas Pope Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243303 1922 Arkansas Pope Male Skull 

USNM 243308 1922 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243309 1922 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242580 1922 Arkansas Saline Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242581 1922 Arkansas Saline Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242582 1922 Arkansas Saline Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242584 1922 Arkansas Saline Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242585 1922 Arkansas Saline Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242583 1922 Arkansas Saline Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243436 1922 Arkansas Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243438 1922 Arkansas Stone Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242560 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242561 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242565 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242566 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242567 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242571 1922 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 242564 1922 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242562 1922 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242568 1922 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242569 1922 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 242570 1922 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243318 1922 Oklahoma Atoka Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243317 1922 Oklahoma Atoka Male Skin; Skull 

KU 3384 1922 Texas COLORADO CO Female Skin; Skull 

KU 3395 1922 Texas COLORADO CO Female Skin; Skull 

KU 3385 1922 Texas COLORADO CO Male Skin; Skull 
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USNM 243423 1923 Arkansas Clark Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243424 1923 Arkansas Dallas Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243425 1923 Arkansas Garland Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243426 1923 Arkansas Garland Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243427 1923 Arkansas Garland Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243428 1923 Arkansas Garland Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243430 1923 Arkansas Hot Spring Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244228 1923 Arkansas Perry Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244229 1923 Arkansas Perry Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244227 1923 Arkansas Perry Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243594 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243593 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243595 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243596 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243597 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243598 1923 Arkansas Pulaski Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243431 1923 Arkansas Scott Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243433 1923 Arkansas Scott Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 243432 1923 Arkansas Scott Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 243434 1923 Arkansas Scott Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244226 1923 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244231 1923 Arkansas Yell Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244230 1923 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244214 1923 Missouri Ripley Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244212 1923 Missouri Ripley Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244213 1923 Missouri Ripley Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244215 1923 Missouri Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244217 1923 Missouri Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244224 1923 Missouri Stone Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244216 1923 Missouri Stone Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244225 1923 Oklahoma Le Flore Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244303 1924 Arkansas Garland Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244232 1924 Arkansas Yell Male Skin; Skull 

MCZ 25374 1924 Arkansas 
 

Male Skull 

MCZ 25374 1924 Arkansas 
 

Male 
 

MCZ 21531 1924 Missouri Butler Male 
 

USNM 244248 1924 Missouri Carter Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244298 1924 Missouri Carter Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244246 1924 Missouri Carter Male Skin; Skull 

(Continued) 
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Continued 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

USNM 244247 1924 Missouri Carter Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244299 1924 Missouri Carter Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244523 1924 Missouri Carter Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244300 1924 Missouri Crawford Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244302 1924 Missouri Crawford Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244490 1924 Missouri Crawford Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244494 1924 Missouri Crawford Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244301 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244423 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244424 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244489 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244491 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244492 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244493 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244495 1924 Missouri Crawford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 245751 1924 Missouri Oregon Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244527 1924 Missouri Stone Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 244525 1924 Missouri Texas Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244526 1924 Missouri Texas Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 244528 1924 Missouri Wayne Female Skin; Skull 

MCZ 21531 1924 Missouri 
 

Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 245738 1925 Missouri Iron Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 245739 1925 Missouri Iron Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 246552 1926 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

USNM 248717 1928 Arkansas Chicot Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 248721 1928 Arkansas Chicot Female Skull 

USNM 248718 1928 Arkansas Chicot Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 248719 1928 Arkansas Perry Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 248720 1928 Arkansas Perry Male Skull 

USNM 248716 1928 Arkansas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

MCZ 25372 1928 Arkansas 
 

Female Skull 

MCZ 25375 1928 Arkansas 
 

Female Skull 

MCZ 25372 1928 Arkansas 
 

Female 
 

MCZ 25375 1928 Arkansas 
 

Female 
 

MCZ 25373 1928 Arkansas 
 

Male Skull 

MCZ 25373 1928 Arkansas 
 

Male 
 

USNM 264633 1928 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skull 

USNM 249694 1930 Texas Parker Female Skeleton; Skull 
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USNM 249695 1930 Texas Parker Male Skeleton; Skull 

AMNH M-100225 1931 Mississippi Harrison Unknown Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

UAZ 105 1931 Texas Hardin Unknown Skin; Skull 

USNM 261767 1932 Arkansas Greene Male Skull 

USNM 251072 1932 Arkansas Washington Female Skull 

USNM 251070 1932 Arkansas Washington Male Skull 

USNM 251073 1932 Arkansas Washington Male Skull 

USNM 251079 1932 Missouri Dade Male Skull 

USNM 264632 1932 Missouri Iron Male Skull 

USNM 261766 1932 Oklahoma Atoka Female Skull 

USNM 251059 1932 Oklahoma Cherokee Female Skull 

USNM 251064 1932 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skull 

USNM 289990 1932 Texas Liberty Male Skull 

USNM 289989 1932 Texas Montgomery Female Skull 

USNM 250622 1932 Texas Polk Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 250678 1932 Texas Polk Male Skull 

UAZ 584 1932 Texas Tyler Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 251084 1933 Texas Montgomery Male Skull 

USNM 251085 1933 Texas Montgomery Male Skull 

USNM 250756 1933 Texas Newton Female Skull 

USNM 250757 1933 Texas Newton Male Skull 

USNM 250755 1933 Texas Newton Unknown Skull 

USNM 251111 1933 Texas Newton Unknown Skull 

USNM 250679 1933 Texas Polk Male Skull 

USNM 251086 1933 Texas Walker Female Skull 

CHAS 4550 1934 Louisiana Madison Male Skin 

LSUMZ 1025 1935 Louisiana La Salle Unknown Skull 

LSUMZ 1022 1935 Louisiana Madison Unknown Skull 

LSUMZ 1023 1935 Louisiana Madison Unknown Skull 

USNM 261609 1935 Texas Palo Pinto Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 261759 1936 Texas Brazoria Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 261754 1936 Texas Brazoria Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 261753 1936 Texas Brazoria Male Skull 

USNM 261758 1936 Texas Brazoria Male Skull 

USNM 261746 1936 Texas Brazos Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 262104 1936 Texas Montgomery Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 262105 1936 Texas Montgomery Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 262106 1936 Texas Montgomery Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 262107 1937 Texas Hardin Female Skin; Skull 
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Continued 
Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

USNM 262473 1937 Texas Hardin Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265474 1939 Louisiana Jackson Female Skull 

USNM 265134 1939 Louisiana Winn Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 265135 1939 Louisiana Winn Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265475 1939 Louisiana Winn Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265645 1939 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

USNM 265639 1939 Texas Starr Unknown Skin 

USNM 266175 1940 Arkansas Washington Female Skin 

USNM 266177 1940 Arkansas Washington Male Skin 

USNM 266178 1940 Arkansas Washington Male Skin 

USNM 265476 1940 Louisiana Winn Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 265477 1940 Louisiana Winn Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 266143 1940 Oklahoma Comanche Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266090 1940 Texas Aransas Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 266102 1940 Texas Aransas Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 265458 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265598 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265599 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 265735 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266101 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266154 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266156 1940 Texas Aransas Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266173 1940 Texas Aransas Unknown Skull 

USNM 271704 1941 Arkansas Benton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271705 1941 Arkansas Benton Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271785 1941 Arkansas Benton Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266555 1941 Arkansas Little River Male Skin 

USNM 266419 1941 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 266420 1941 Arkansas Pope Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 266421 1941 Arkansas Pope Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271770 1941 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271885 1941 Arkansas Pulaski Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 266418 1941 Arkansas Searcy Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271784 1941 Arkansas Washington Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271856 1941 Arkansas Washington Male Skin; Skull 

MVZ 98038 1941 Missouri Ozark Male Skull 

YPM 1410 1941 Texas Bexar Male Skin; Skeleton 

USNM 271859 1941 Texas Calhoun Female Skin; Skull 
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USNM 271860 1941 Texas Calhoun Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271862 1941 Texas Calhoun Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271835 1941 Texas Eastland Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271682 1941 Texas Harris Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271677 1941 Texas Harris Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271681 1941 Texas Jackson Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271961 1941 Texas Madison Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271963 1941 Texas Madison Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271960 1941 Texas Madison Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271964 1941 Texas Madison Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 266506 1941 Texas Montgomery Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 271680 1941 Texas Palo Pinto Male Skin; Skull 

MVZ 95809 1941 Texas Polk Female skin; skull 

USNM 271678 1941 Texas Shackelford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271679 1941 Texas Shackelford Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271836 1941 Texas Young Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 271837 1941 Texas Young Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 272088 1942 Arkansas Union Female Skin; Skull 

MVZ 98039 1942 Missouri Oregon Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 273041 1942 Texas Bee Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 273254 1942 Texas Brazoria Female Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

DMNS 5168 1942 Texas Colorado Unknown 
 

USNM 272307 1942 Texas Jacks Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 273255 1942 Texas Lavaca Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 271962 1942 Texas Madison Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 272087 1942 Texas Refugio Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 272333 1942 Texas Refugio Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 273538 1943 Texas Brazoria Female Skin; Skull 

USNM 273537 1943 Texas Brazoria Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 274081 1943 Texas Liberty Female Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

USNM 274080 1943 Texas Liberty Male Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

USNM 274520 1944 Alabama Sumter Male Skin; Skull 

USNM 274107 1944 Texas Brazoria Female Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

ANSP 21600 1946 Louisiana Madison Female 
 

USNM 276397 1948 Oklahoma Le Flore Male Skin 

KU 25177 1948 Texas COLORADO CO Female Skull 

KU 24879 1948 Texas COLORADO CO Male Skeleton; Skull 

KU 24878 1948 Texas COLORADO CO Male Skull 

KU 27345 1948 Texas NUECES CO Female Skeleton; Skull 
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Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

MSU MR.2321 1953 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

KU 54820 1953 Texas COLORADO CO Male Skull 

UMMZ 111222 1953 Texas Colorado Unknown Prepared specimen 

KU 60148 1954 Texas BRAZORIA CO Female Skull 

KU 60149 1954 Texas BRAZORIA CO Female Skull 

LSUMZ 7006 1956 Louisiana Terrebonne Male Skull 

USNM 287762 1956 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

USNM 287763 1956 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

USNM 287764 1956 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

USNM 287765 1956 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

USNM 287766 1956 Texas Aransas Male Skull 

LSUMZ 8072 1957 Louisiana Madison Unknown Skin; Skull 

MSU MR.3595 1958 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.5671 1960 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

USNM 348045 1961 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

USNM 348046 1961 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.6147 1961 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.6149 1961 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.6148 1961 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.6150 1961 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

TTU 452 1962 Louisiana Washington Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7556 1962 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.7557 1962 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.7558 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7559 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7560 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7561 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7562 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.7563 1962 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

ANSP 21576 1963 Texas Matagorda Female Skin; Skeleton 

USNM 289223 1964 Texas Chambers Female Skull 

USNM 348043 1964 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

USNM 289222 1964 Texas Harris Female Skull 

USNM 289220 1964 Texas Harris Male Skull 

USNM 289221 1964 Texas Harris Male Skull 

MSU MR.10577 1965 Texas Austin Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.10580 1965 Texas Austin Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.10581 1965 Texas Austin Unknown Skull 
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USNM 289167 1965 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

USNM 289168 1965 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

USNM 289169 1965 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

USNM 289170 1965 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

USNM 289171 1965 Texas Chambers Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.10578 1965 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.10579 1965 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

USNM 289224 1965 Texas Jefferson Male Skull 

USNM 348042 1965 Texas Jefferson Male Skull 

USNM 289226 1965 Texas Van Zandt Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.12404 1967 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.12405 1967 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.12400 1967 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.12401 1967 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.12402 1967 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.12403 1967 Texas Colorado Male Skull 

MSU MR.12406 1967 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.12407 1967 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.14981 1968 Texas Austin Female Skull 

USNM 348040 1968 Texas Brazoria Unknown Skull 

USNM 348044 1968 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

MSU MR.14980 1968 Texas Colorado Unknown Skull 

LSUMZ 17019 1969 Louisiana Cameron Female Skull 

LSUMZ 17020 1969 Louisiana Cameron Female Skull 

USNM 546658 1969 Texas Angelina Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 546659 1969 Texas Angelina Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 546653 1969 Texas Chambers Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 546654 1969 Texas Chambers Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 546655 1969 Texas Chambers Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 546656 1969 Texas Chambers Male Fluid preserved 

USNM 348047 1969 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

PSM 15057 1969 Texas Liberty Female 
 

USNM 546657 1970 Texas Chambers Female Fluid preserved 

USNM 602241 1970 Texas Chambers Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 602242 1970 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

USNM 602243 1970 Texas Chambers Male Skull 

MSU MR.16906 1970 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.16907 1970 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

MSU MR.16908 1970 Texas Colorado Female Skull 
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Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

MSU MR.16909 1970 Texas Colorado Female Skull 

PSM 26253 1970 Texas Liberty Male 
 

LSUMZ 17871 1971 Louisiana Cameron Unknown Skull 

MSU MR.16911 1971 Texas Wharton Female Skull 

MSU MR.16912 1971 Texas Wharton Female Skull 

MSU MR.16913 1971 Texas Wharton Female Skull 

MSU MR.16910 1971 Texas Wharton Male Skull 

MSU MR.16914 1971 Texas Wharton Male Skull 

LSUMZ 17033 1972 Louisiana Vermilion Male Skull 

USNM 546652 1972 Texas Chambers Male Fluid preserved 

USNM 546651 1972 Texas Liberty Female Fluid preserved 

LSUMZ 17679 1973 Louisiana Cameron Female Skin, Skull, Skeleton 

PSM 15048 1973 Texas Harris Male 
 

PSM 15049 1973 Texas Liberty Female 
 

PSM 15050 1973 Texas Liberty Female 
 

PSM 15051 1973 Texas Liberty Female 
 

PSM 15052 1973 Texas Liberty Female 
 

PSM 15053 1973 Texas Liberty Male 
 

PSM 15054 1973 Texas Liberty Male 
 

PSM 15055 1973 Texas Liberty Male 
 

PSM 15056 1973 Texas Liberty Male 
 

USNM 551103 1974 Texas Chambers Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551106 1974 Texas Harris Male Skeleton; Skull 

PSM 18797 1974 Texas Liberty Male 
 

USNM 551112 1974 Texas Liberty Male Skull 

LSUMZ 32590 1975 Louisiana Cameron Female Skull 

USNM 551099 1975 Texas Brazoria Female Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551100 1975 Texas Brazoria Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551101 1975 Texas Chambers Female Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551102 1975 Texas Chambers Female Skull 

PSM 24162 1975 Texas Chambers Male 
 

USNM 551105 1975 Texas Galveston Island Female Skull 

PSM 21293 1975 Texas Harris Female 
 

PSM 24164 1976 Texas Chambers Female 
 

PSM 24163 1976 Texas Chambers Male 
 

USNM 551107 1976 Texas Jefferson Female Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551110 1976 Texas Jefferson Female Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551111 1976 Texas Jefferson Female Skeleton; Skull 
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USNM 551108 1976 Texas Jefferson Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551109 1976 Texas Jefferson Male Skeleton; Skull 

USNM 551104 1977 Texas Chambers Female Skeleton; Skull 

PSM 24165 1977 Texas Chambers Female 
 

PSM 26251 1977 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

USNM 551098 1978 Louisiana Calcasieu Female Skeleton; Skull 

PSM 26244 1978 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

PSM 27308 1978 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 26246 1978 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

PSM 26248 1978 Texas Jefferson Male 
 

PSM 26254 1979 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

PSM 26365 1979 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 26245 1979 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

PSM 26249 1979 Texas Jefferson Male 
 

PSM 26247 1979 Texas Liberty Female 
 

PSM 26255 1980 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

PSM 26364 1980 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

PSM 26363 1980 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 26565 1980 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 27309 1981 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

PSM 26433 1981 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 26432 1981 Texas Chambers Male 
 

PSM 28249 1981 Texas Chambers Male 
 

PSM 26431 1981 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

PSM 27307 1981 Texas Jefferson Male 
 

PSM 28430 1982 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

PSM 27305 1982 Texas Jefferson Male 
 

PSM 27306 1982 Texas Jefferson Male 
 

PSM 28468 1983 Texas Jefferson Female 
 

PSM 28429 1984 Louisiana Calcasieu Female 
 

UWBM 34582 1985 Louisiana Calcasieu Male Skin; Skeleton 

PSM 28482 1985 Louisiana Cameron Female 
 

UWBM 4581 1985 Texas Chambers Male Skin; Skeleton 

PSM 29129 1988 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

PSM 28685 1989 Louisiana Cameron Male 
 

NCSM 6339 1989 North Carolina Dare Male 
 

NCSM 6340 1990 North Carolina Dare Female 
 

NCSM 13374 1990 North Carolina Dare Female 
 

PSM 29149 1991 North Carolina Dare Female 
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Museum Number Year State County Sex Preparation 

PSM 29149 1991 North Carolina Dare Female 
 

PSM 29166 1993 North Carolina Dare Male 
 

PSM 29167 1993 North Carolina Hyde Male 
 

PSM 29171 1994 Mississippi Jackson Female 
 

NCSM 13373 1999 North Carolina Dare Male 
 

NCSM 17627 2003 North Carolina Hyde Male 
 

NCSM 17619 2003 North Carolina Tyrrell Male 
 

NCSM 17629 2004 North Carolina Beaufort Male 
 

NCSM 17622 2004 North Carolina Hyde Male 
 

NCSM 17625 2004 North Carolina Hyde Male 
 

NCSM 17626 2005 North Carolina Hyde Male 
 

NCSM 17620 2005 North Carolina Tyrrell Male 
 

NCSM 17628 2005 North Carolina Washington Female 
 

NCSM 17623 2006 North Carolina Hyde Female 
 

NCSM 17624 2006 North Carolina Hyde Female 
 

NCSM 17621 2008 North Carolina Hyde Female   
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Appendix C 
 

Summary of Museum Holdings of Key North American Canids 

 
Specimen counts for historical (1800-1920) and recent (later than 1920) are given, along with the 
institutions that house them. This summary is known to be incomplete and is intended simply to highlight 
availability of material for future research.  
 
Abbreviations: AM, Adirondack Experience, Blue Mountain Lake, New York; AMNH, American 
Museum of Natural History, New York; ANSP, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; CHAS, 
Charleston Museum, South Carolina; CM, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh; DMNS, Denver Museum of 
Natural Science; KU, University of Kansas Natural History Museum, Lawrence, Kansas; LSUMZ, 
Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology; MSC, McWayne Science Center, Birmingham, 
Alabama; MSU, Michigan State University Museum, Lansing, Michigan; NCSM, North Carolina State 
Museum, Raleigh; PSM, Slater Museum, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington; RBCM, 
Royal British Columbia Museum, Victoria; ROM, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto; TTU, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock; UAZ, University of Arizona Museum of Natural History, Tucson; UMMZ, 
University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, Michigan; USNM, United States National 
Museum of Natural History, Washington DC; UWBM, University of Washington Burke Museum, 
Seattle; YPM, Yale Peabody Museum, New Haven, Connecticut. 
  

State / Province Historic Recent Institutions 

Red Wolf (Canis rufus)   
 

United States 
   

 
Alabama 1 1 MSC, UMMZ, USNM 

 
Arkansas 4 151 MCZ, USNM 

 
Florida 2 0 MCZ, USNM 

 
Illinois 2 0 AMNH 

 
Indiana 1 0 AMNH 

 
Louisiana 13 36 ANSP, CHAS, LSUMZ, MCZ, PSM, TTU, USNM, UWBM 

 
Mississippi 0 2 AMNH, PSM 

 
Missouri 3 38 ANSP, MCZ, MVZ, USNM 

 
North Carolina 0 19 NCSM, PSM 

 
Ohio 1 0 ANSP 

 
Oklahoma 61 12 USNM 

 
Pennsylvania 2 0 ANSP, CM 

 
Texas 12 204 ANSP, DMNS, KU, MSU, MVZ, PSM, UAZ, UMMZ, 

USNM, UWBM, YPM 

Red Wolf Hybrids    
 

United States 
   

 
Louisiana 0 22 USNM  
Mississippi 0 2 USNM  
Texas 38 183 UMMZ, USNM 
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Continued 
Eastern Gray Wolf (Canis lupus lycaon)  
 

Canada 
   

 
Ontario 1 1 MCZ  
United States 

   
 

Maine 1 4 MCZ  
Massachusetts 0 2 MCZ  
Michigan 13 11 USNM  
Minnesota 5 50 AMNH, USNM  
New York 1 1 AM, USNM  
Wisconsin 3 2 USNM 

Gray Wolf (Canis lupus)   
 

Canada 
   

 
Alberta 25 8 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 

 
British Columbia 3 424 AMNH, ANSP, CM, MCZ, RBCM, ROM 

 
Manitoba 0 2 AMNH 

 
Newfoundland and Labrador 6 1 CM, MCZ 

 
Northwest Territories 4 2 AMNH, ROM 

 
Nunavut 0 1 MCZ 

 
Nunavut Territory 4 18 AMNH, CM, ROM 

 
Ontario 1 78 CM, ROM 

 
Quebec 0 5 ROM 

 
Saskatchewan 0 1 ROM 

 
Yukon Territory 1 18 ROM, ANSP, MCZ 

 
United States 

   

 
Alaska 24 181 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 

 
Arizona 12 4 USNM 

 
Colorado 30 1 USNM 

 
Idaho 39 11 USNM 

 
Kansas 8 0 AMNH, ANSP, MCZ, USNM 

 
Maine 1 0 MCZ 

 
Massachusetts 0 1 MCZ 

 
Minnesota 3 6 USNM 

 
Montana 67 5 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 

 
Nebraska 4 0 ANSP, USNM 

 
New Mexico 192 3 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 

 
New York 13 7 AMNH 

 
North Dakota 8 4 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 

 
Oklahoma 21 1 AMNH, USNM 

 
Oregon 11 8 ANSP, USNM 

 
South Dakota 7 3 USNM 

 
Texas 25 0 USNM 

 
Utah 9 0 CM, USNM 

 
Washington 3 0 USNM 

 
Wyoming 90 3 AMNH, ANSP, MCZ, USNM 

 
Mexico 

   

 
Baja California Sur 1 0 AMNH 
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Mexican Wolf (Canis lupus baileyi)  
 

United States 
   

 
Arizona 8 7 USNM 

 
New Mexico 23 11 USNM 

 
Texas 0 2 USNM 

 
Mexico 

   

 
Chihuahua 1 0 MCZ 

Coyote (Canis latrans) 
  

 
Canada 

   

 
Alberta 8 9 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM 

 
British Columbia 0 12 AMNH, ROM 

 
Manitoba 1 2 AMNH, ROM 

 
New Brunswick 0 133 ROM 

 
Nova Scotia 0 2 ROM 

 
Ontario 0 54 MCZ, ROM 

 
Quebec 0 1 CM 

 
Saskatchewan 0 16 ROM 

 
Yukon 0 17 CM, MCZ, ROM 

 
United States 

   

 
Alabama 0 5 USNM 

 
Alaska 1 34 AMNH, USNM 

 
Arizona 141 60 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 

 
Arkansas 0 44 USNM 

 
California 299 29 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 

 
Colorado 298 21 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 

 
Florida 0 1 AMNH 

 
Idaho 261 16 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 

 
Illinois 1 3 AMNH, USNM 

 
Indiana 2 13 USNM 

 
Iowa 1 0 USNM 

 
Kansas 15 11 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 

 
Kentucky 0 6 USNM 

 
Louisiana 0 20 USNM 

 
Maine 1 14 MCZ, USNM 

 
Maryland 0 4 USNM 

 
Massachusetts 0 35 MCZ 

 
Michigan 11 11 MCZ, USNM 

 
Minnesota 23 2 AMNH, USNM 

 
Mississippi 0 1 USNM 

 
Missouri 0 56 CM, MCZ, USNM 

 
Montana 256 32 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 

 
Nebraska 52 37 AMNH, USNM 

 
Nevada 252 51 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 

 
New Hampshire 0 36 MCZ 

 
New Mexico 302 26 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 

(Continued) 
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Continued 
Coyote (Canis latrans) 

  
 

New York 0 28 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 
 

North Dakota 12 6 MCZ, USNM 
 

Oklahoma 47 155 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 
 

Oregon 151 2 AMNH, CM, USNM 
 

Pennsylvania 1 20 CM, USNM 
 

Rhode Island 0 1 MCZ 
 

South Carolina 0 1 USNM 
 

South Dakota 23 4 MCZ, USNM 
 

Tennessee 0 3 USNM 
 

Texas 458 289 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 
 

Utah 224 106 AMNH, CM, MCZ, USNM 
 

Vermont 0 10 MCZ, USNM 
 

Virginia 0 25 USNM 
 

Washington 224 66 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 
 

West Virginia 0 1 USNM 
 

Wisconsin 7 10 AMNH, MCZ, USNM 
 

Wyoming 421 21 AMNH, CM, MCZ, ROM, USNM 
 

Mexico 
   

 
Baja California 1 0 AMNH 

 
Baja California Norte 8 0 MCZ 

 
Baja California Sur 5 0 AMNH 

 
Chihuahua 4 4 AMNH 

 
Coahuila 0 1 MCZ 

 
Durango 18 0 AMNH 

 
Jalisco 2 1 AMNH 

 
Nayarit 1 1 AMNH, MCZ 

 
Oaxaca 0 2 AMNH 

 
Sinaloa 13 1 AMNH, MCZ 

 
Sonora 1 4 AMNH, CM, MCZ 

 
Honduras 

   

  Francisco Morazan 0 1 AMNH 
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Appendix D 
 

DNA Samples from Red Wolves 

 
This table reports published DNA samples that have been extracted from putative Red wolves (Canis 
rufus). The committee understands that unpublished sequences are held by managers of protected 
populations and by research groups who are actively studying canid populations. Sources include blood 
and tissue samples from living animals (“Wild/Managed”) and museum specimens (CM, Carnegie 
Museum; UMMZ, University of Michigan Museum of Zoology; USNM, United States National Museum 
of Natural History).  
 
Source Age State County Location Type Reference(s) 

USNM 348063 Archaeo. AL Madison New Fern Cave unknown Unpublished 

UMMZ 91100 Archaeo. AL Jackson B.B. Comer Bridge mtDNA control region 
(450 bp) 

Brzeski et al., 2016; 
Heppenheimer et al., 2018 

CM 6548 Archaeo. PE Bedford New Paris Site mtDNA control region 
(450 bp) 

Brzeski et al., 2016; 
Heppenheimer et al., 2018 

CM 38379 Archaeo. PE Lancaster Eschelman Site mtDNA control region 
(450 bp) 

Brzeski et al., 2016; 
Heppenheimer et al., 2018 

USNM 135748 1904 OK Tulsa Red Fork cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

USNM 136106 1905 LA Madison Tallulah cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

USNM 236542 1921 AR Yell Stillwater cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

USNM 242564 1922 AR Yell Onyx, Near cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

USNM 244246 1924 MO Carter Barren cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

USNM 249694 1930 TX Parker 
 

cyt b (398 bp) Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s LA Cameron 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s TX Chambers 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s TX Harris 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s TX Brazoria 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s TX Jefferson 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1970s TX Liberty 
 

cyt b (398 bp), 138 
restrict. sites 

Wayne and Jenks, 1991 

Wild/Managed 1990s NC Dare Alligator River NWR 10 nuclear microsatellite 
loci 

Roy et al., 1994 

Wild/Managed 2000s NC Dare Alligator River NWR mtDNA cntl reg and Y 
chrom microsatellite data 

Hailer and Leonard, 2008 

Wild/Managed 2010s NC Dare Alligator River NWR 7068 nuclear SNPs Heppenheimer et al., 2018 

Wild/Managed 2010s NC Dare Alligator River NWR 48,000 nuclear SNPs VonHoldt et al., 2011 
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Appendix E 
 

Whole Genome Resources 

 
Whole genome resources available for download and analysis (number of genomes in parentheses) 

from the GenBank public database (National Center for Biotechnology Information or NCBI).1 Genomes 
are listed by species, subspecies, or breed (for domestic dog) and the unique accession number is given for 
each relevant genome. Genomes are also listed by relevant geographic regions. 
 
Species/Subspecies/Breed Group/Citation Accession Numbers^ 

Red Wolf (Canis rufus) – captive population    

United States – 3 total   

 Captive breeding 
program 

1, RKW SRR7976417 

 Captive breeding 
program 

1, RKW SRR7976418 

 Captive breeding 
program 

1, RKW SRR7976419 

Red Wolf (Canis rufus)    

Southern United States – 1 total   

 Texas/Louisiana UC SRR8066613 

Gray Wolf (Canis lupus)   

United States – 15 total   

 Alaska (9 genomes, 4 
locations): 
Anaktuvuk Pass 
Cape Espenberg 
Nunalleq 
Onion Portage 

 GCA_902723875.1 
GCA_902724055.1 
GCA_902724085.1 
GCA_902724725.1 
GCA_902725025.1 
GCA_902725065.1 
GCA_902725125.1 
GCA_902725135.1 
GCA_902725145.1  

 Yellowstone x 3 samples 1, RKW * 

 Wisconsin, Great Lakes 1, RKW * 

 Minnesota, Great Lakes 1, RKW * 

 Isle Royale NP, Great 
Lakes 

1, RKW * 

Canada – 7 total   

 Northwest Territories  GCA 902724515.1  

 Labrador  GCA 902724285.1 

 Quebec 1, RKW SRR4191781 

(Continued) 

                                                 
1 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.  
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Continued 

Canada – 7 total   

 Quebec NHGRI SRR7107954 

 Algonquin (Eastern wolf) 1, RKW SSR7976407 

 Algonquin (Eastern wolf)  1, RKW SSR7976409 

 Algonquin (Eastern 
Timber wolf) 

UC SRR8066610 

Mexican Gray Wolf (Canis lupus baileyi)   

United States – 1 total   

 New Mexico 1, RKW SRR7976431 

Chinese Gray Wolf (Canis lupus orientalis) – outgroup  

 San Diego Zoo  GCA_007922845.1 

Coyote (Canis latrans)   

Western U.S. – 10 total    

 California IBE SRR1518485 

 California IBE SRR1518486 

 California IBE SRR1518487 

 California NHGRI SRR7107770 

 California 1, RKW SRR7976411 

 California UM SRR3574870 

 Alaska UC SRR8049186 

 Missouri UC SRR8049188 

 Midwest IBE SRR1518489 

 Midwest NHGRI SRR7107772 

Northeastern United States/Canada – 4 total   

 Ohio 1, RKW SRR4381545 

 Ohio 1, RKW SRR7976430 

 Quebec 1, RKW SRR7976434 

 Illinois 1, RKW SRR7976416 

Southeastern United States/Mexico – 7 total   

 Florida 1, RKW SRR3960583 

 Florida 1, RKW SRR4029416 

 Florida 1, RKW SRR7976412 

 Alabama 1, RKW SRR7976409 

 Alabama IBE SRR1518488 

 Alabama NHGRI SRR7107771 

 Mexico UC SRR8049187 

Domestic Dog (Canis lupus familiaris)   

Historical samples    

Greenland - historical   GCA_902724955.1 

Russia - historical   GCA_902724965.1 

Modern samples    

boxer (released in 2020)  dog10k GCF_000002285.3 
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basenji (released in 2020)  dog10k GCA_013276365.1 

German Shepherd (released in 2020)  dog10k GCA_008641055.3 

German Shepherd (released in 2020)  dog10k GCA_011100685.1 

Labrador Retriever (released in 2019)  dog10k GCA_?? 

Great Dane (released in 2019)  dog10k CGA_005444595.1 

United States – 7 total   

 Alaska: 
Deering 

 GCA_902724585.1 
GCA_902724695.1 
GCA_902724735.1 
GCA_902724845.1 
GCA_902724935.1 
GCA_902725015.1 
GCA_902725165.1 

Canada – 8 total   

 Fort Churchill 
Kuuk 
Qilalukan 

 GCA_902724315.1 
GCA_902724255.1 
GCA_902724295.1 
GCA_902724785.1 
GCA_902724795.1 
GCA_902724815.1 
GCA_902724885.1 
GCA_902724905.1 

Greenland – 30 total   

 Obersten 
Thule 
Nuuk 
Hekla Havn 
Scorsbysund 
Siorapaluk 
Saunders Island 
Uummannaq 
Tasiilaq 

 GCA_902724145.1 
GCA_902724165.1 
GCA_902724215.1 
GCA_902724235.1 
GCA_902724245.1 
GCA_902724305.1 
GCA_902724575.1 
GCA_902724595.1 
GCA_902724605.1 
GCA_902724615.1 
GCA_902724625.1 
GCA_902724645.1 
GCA_902724675.1 
GCA_902724745.1 
GCA_902724755.1 
GCA_902724765.1 
GCA_902724775.1 
GCA_902724805.1 
GCA_902724825.1 
GCA_902724855.1 
GCA_902724865.1 
GCA_902724875.1 
GCA_902724895.1 
GCA_902724915.1 
GCA_902724925.1 
GCA_902725005.1 
GCA_902725035.1 
GCA_902725045.1 
GCA_902725055.1 
GCA_902725075.1 

(Continued) 
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Continued 

Russia – 3 total   

 Nenets 
Kamchatka 
Chuchki 

 GCA_902724945.1 
GCA_902724975.1 
GCA_902725115.1 

^ if accession numbers (beginning with GCA) are not available then raw data numbers (beginning with SRR) are 
provided along with a citation or submitting institution/source for the sequences, or both, to contact to obtain the 
compiled genome sequence/contigs. 
* SRR number is not available but raw sequences and/or genomic sequences/contigs can be obtained by directly 
contacting Robert Wayne at UCLA. 
1 = vonHoldt BM, Cahill JA, Fan Z, Gronau I, Robinson J, Pollinger JP, Shapiro B, Wall J, Wayne RK. 2016. 

Whole-genome sequence analysis shows that two endemic species of North American wolf are admixtures of 
the coyote and gray wolf. Science Advances, 2(7):e1501714. doi:10.1126/sciadv. 

RKW = Robert K Wayne at UCLA 
UM = University of Michigan 
UC = University of Copenhagen 
IBE = IBE CSIS-Universitat Pompeau Fabra 
NHGRI = National Human Genome Research Institute, NIH 
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Appendix F 
 

Biographical Sketches of Committee Members 

 
Joseph Travis (Chair) is the Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of Biological Science at Florida 
State University. Dr. Travis' research and expertise is on understanding the interplay between ecological 
and evolutionary processes. In particular, he studies the demography of regulated populations and where, 
in the life cycle, natural selection operates most strongly. His current work focuses on the ecology and 
evolution of livebearing fishes such as guppies and mosquitofish. Dr. Travis began his career at Florida 
State as an assistant professor in 1980 and was promoted through the ranks, eventually serving as 
department chair (1991–1997) and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences (2005-2011). He teaches the 
undergraduate course in evolution for majors in biological science and a graduate course in population 
ecology. He has served on the editorial boards of the Journal of Evolutionary Biology, Oecologia, Annual 
Review of Ecology and Systematics, and The American Naturalist, and served as editor of The American 
Naturalist from 1998 to 2002. Dr. Travis served as vice president (1994) and president (2005) of the 
American Society of Naturalists and is currently serving as president of the American Institute of 
Biological Sciences. He has also served on advisory boards for the National Science Foundation and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and was a member of the National Academies 
Committee on Gene Drive Research in Non-Human Organisms: Recommendations for Responsible 
Conduct (2015–2018) and chair of the Committee on Evaluating the Taxonomic Status of the Mexican 
Gray Wolf and the Red Wolf (2018–2019). He is a fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He received his undergraduate 
degree from the University of Pennsylvania and his doctoral degree from Duke University.  
 
Fred W. Allendorf is a Regents Professor Emeritus of Biology at the University of Montana. He was a 
professorial research fellow at Victoria University of Wellington (New Zealand, 2005–2012). He was a 
postdoctoral scholar at the University of Aarhus in Denmark, and a NATO Fellow at Nottingham 
University in England. He is an evolutionary geneticist who has spent much of his career applying the 
theory and molecular techniques of population genetics to problems in conservation. Much of his work in 
evolutionary genetics has been devoted to understanding the genetics of salmonid fishes following a 
whole-genome duplication event (tetraploidy). He was the program director of population biology at the 
National Science Foundation in 1989–1990, a Senior Fulbright Fellow in New Zealand in 2000–2001, 
and a Senior Fulbright Specialist at the University of Western Australia in 2013. He is a fellow of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
He was president of the American Genetic Association in 1997, and he has served on the editorial boards 
of several international journals (e.g., Evolution, Conservation Genetics, Molecular Ecology, and 
Conservation Biology). He received the American Fisheries Society’s Award of Excellence in recognition 
of outstanding contributions to fisheries science and aquatic biology in 2011 and the Molecular Ecology 
Prize for lifetime achievements in the fields of molecular ecology and conservation genetics in 2015. He 
received a B.S. in zoology from Penn State University, and his M.S. and Ph.D. in fisheries and genetics 
from the University of Washington. 
 
Liliana Cortés Ortiz is a research associate professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology at the University of Michigan. Her research focuses on understanding processes and mechanisms 
involved in the evolution and diversification of primates. Through the use of genetic and genomic 
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approaches, Dr. Cortés Ortiz and her students address questions on the phylogenetics, phylogeography, 
and evolutionary history of neotropical primates. They also study a natural hybrid zone between two 
species of howler monkeys in Mexico to evaluate the importance of introgression as a source of genetic 
variation and identify the genetic architecture of reproductive isolation between hybridizing species. Her 
work includes field-based data/sample collection and laboratory-based molecular work. Dr. Cortés Ortiz 
is vice president for the neotropics—Mesoamerica of the primate specialist group of the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature. Dr. Cortés Ortiz received a B.Sc. in biology from the Universidad 
Veracruzana in Mexico, a M.Sc. in neuroethology also from the Universidad Veracruzana, and a Ph.D. in 
biological sciences from the University of East Anglia in England. 
 
Dr. Melanie Culver is an assistant professor at the Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences at the University of 
Arizona (UA) in Tucson, which she joined in 2002. She is also a conservation geneticist and the assistant 
unit leader for the U.S. Geological Survey’s Arizona Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit in the 
UA School of Natural Resources and the Environment. Dr. Culver’s research is focused on conservation 
genetics, and she specializes in molecular taxonomy, population genetics, landscape genetics, behavior 
ecology, wildlife management, and forensics, including the application of genome technologies to 
wildlife-related issues. She has worked on a variety of species including several felids and canids, black 
bear, water shrew, jumping mouse, bighorn sheep, raptors, muskellunge, and freshwater mussels. Dr. 
Culver has published more than 72 peer-reviewed papers and is currently an associate editor for the 
Journal of Heredity. She received her B.S. in biology (emphasis in biochemistry and molecular biology) 
from the University of Utah in 1984 and her Ph.D. in biology (emphasis in conservation genetics) from 
the University of Maryland in 1999, and she was a postdoctoral researcher at Virginia Tech from 1999 to 
2002. 
 
Diane P. Genereux is a research scientist in vertebrate genomic biology at the Broad Institute of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University. She develops mathematical and statistical 
methods to address questions in population genetics, epigenetics, and genomics. She is the scientific 
manager of the 200 Mammals Project, an international collaboration that is using comparative 
genomics—specifically, the conservation of DNA sequence over evolutionary time—to identify genetic 
factors that underlie mammalian phenotypes. Her earlier work identified population genetic and 
demographic factors that shape the global distribution of fragile X syndrome and yielded new statistical 
methods for tracking epigenetic stability and change across mammalian development. She has also 
contributed work identifying genetic variants associated with canine-compulsive disorder in pet dogs. Dr. 
Genereux is currently collaborating with veterinarians and wildlife biologists on a project to develop a 
powerful, cost-effective pipeline to identify the genomic basis of diseases in threatened and endangered 
species, many of which have very low genetic diversity. She has taught undergraduate courses in 
evolution, genetics, epigenetics, molecular biology, and mathematical modeling and has written about 
genomic approaches in several undergraduate and medical textbooks as well as in the popular literature. 
She received her A.B. in history and biology from Brown University in 1999, and her Ph.D. in 
mathematical genetics from Emory University in 2005. 
 
Kelley Harris is an assistant professor of genome sciences at the University of Washington (UW) School 
of Medicine in Seattle. In 2018 she opened her UW medicine lab, where she currently uses population 
genetic theory and high-throughput biological sequence analysis to study recent evolutionary history in 
humans and other species. One of her primary research interests is the evolution of mutagenesis. She is 
also broadly interested in the impact of demography, inbreeding, and hybridization on the dynamics of 
natural selection, particularly in the wake of gene flow between humans, Neanderthals, and other extinct 
hominids. Dr. Harris has developed a variety of computational methods for inferring population 
bottlenecks, divergence times, and admixture events at high resolution and has written about the impact of 
Neanderthal interbreeding on the fitness of archaic and modern humans. Her lab is developing new 
statistical models that refine the understanding of how genomes and populations evolve, using methods 
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derived from coalescent theory to visualize and extract the information contained in huge databases of 
whole genomes. Dr. Harris graduated with a degree in mathematics from Harvard College (2009), then 
earned her M.Phil. in biological sciences from Cambridge University (2011) and a Ph.D. in applied 
mathematics from the University of California, Berkeley (2015). 
 
Elaine A. Ostrander is the chief of the Cancer Genetics and Comparative Genomics Branch at the 
National Human Genome Research Institute of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, 
Maryland. She also heads the Section of Comparative Genetics. Dr. Ostrander received her Ph.D. from 
the Oregon Health Sciences University and did her postdoctoral training at Harvard University. She then 
went to University of California, Berkeley, and the Lawrence Berkeley National Labs where, with 
collaborators, she began the canine genome project and built the canine linkage and radiation hybrid 
maps. She worked at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and the University of Washington for 
12 years before moving to NIH in 2004. Dr. Ostrander's lab at NIH works in both human and canine 
genetics. She is best known for her studies of the domestic dog as a well-phenotyped species with an 
extensively documented population structure that offers unique opportunities for solving fundamental 
biological problems. Her lab developed the primary genomic mapping resources for the canine genetics 
field and applied them to studies of disease and morphology. Dr. Ostrander has published over 350 
papers. Her awards include the American Cancer Society Junior Faculty Award, the Burroughs Welcome 
Award for Functional Genomics, the Asa Mays Award, Lifetime Achievement Awards for both her 
prostate cancer and canine genetics work, and the Genetics Society of America Medal in 2013. She was 
elected into the National Academy of Sciences in 2019. 
 
P. David Polly is the Robert R. Shrock Professor in Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at Indiana 
University (IU) and has secondary appointments in the departments of anthropology and biological 
sciences. A vertebrate paleontologist, Dr. Polly studies the morphological evolution of mammals and 
other vertebrates, including biogeography and speciation at regional and continental geographic scales, 
trait-based studies of community response to environmental change, and the quantitative analysis of 
morphology using geometric morphometrics and phylogenetics. Dr. Polly received his Ph.D. in 
paleontology from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1993. He recently served as the president of 
the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, the director of the IU Center for Biological Research Collections, 
and the associate director of the Environmental Resilience Institute, and he was an Edward P. Bass 
Distinguished Visiting Environmental Scholar with the Yale Institute of Biospheric Studies. 
 
Anne C. Stone is a Regents Professor in the School of Human Evolution and Social Change at the 
Arizona State University in Tempe. Her specialization and main area of interest is anthropological 
genetics, and her studies are cross-disciplinary, employing bioarchaeological, molecular genetic, 
population genetic, and genomic approaches. Currently her research focuses on population history and 
understanding how humans and the great apes have adapted to their environments, including their disease 
and dietary environments. Dr. Stone was a Fulbright Fellow (1992–1993) and a Kavli Scholar (2007) and 
is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. In 2016 she was elected into the 
National Academy of Sciences. She has served on the editorial boards of the American Journal of 
Physical Anthropology, the Journal of Human Evolution, and Molecular Biology and Evolution. Dr. 
Stone holds a B.A. in biology and archaeology from the University of Virginia (1989) and an M.A. 
(1992) and a Ph.D. (1996) in anthropology from Pennsylvania State University. 
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Appendix G 
 

Full Statement of Task 

 
Assistance to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Taxonomic Studies of the Red Wolf: A Review of 

Applications to Carry out Research and Development of a Research Strategy 
 
Project Scope:  
 
At the request of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine will convene an ad hoc committee to provide independent guidance about 
taxonomic research on the red wolf, Canis rufus. This work will build on the 2019 report Evaluating the 
Taxonomic Status of the Mexican Gray Wolf and the Red Wolf. The committee will carry out its work as 
two distinct, but interrelated activities. 
 
Activity 1: Review of Research Applications  
 
The committee will develop and issue a request for applications for research to determine the taxonomy 
of wild canid populations in southern Louisiana and any other locations where recent evidence suggests 
the potential presence of red wolves. The request for applications will need to include a brief description 
of study design that encompasses both field and laboratory work that ensures safe trapping, morphologic 
measurements, and hair and blood sampling of live wild canid and tools and techniques for genomic 
analysis of biologic samples. The committee will carry out an open solicitation, evaluate submitted 
applications, and rank the applications in order of merit. Merit will be determined based upon factors that 
influence scientific validity including the goals and objectives of the study, clear hypotheses, research 
methodology and design of study, proposed statistical analysis and data interpretation, animal welfare 
considerations, feasibility, and the qualifications, expertise, and experience of the investigators.  
 
In a brief report, the committee will rank the applications in order of merit and provide comments on 
additional factors for USFWS to consider. The selection of an application for funding will depend on the 
committee's recommendations and a final decision by USFWS.  
 
Activity 2: Research Strategy to Assess Red Wolf Taxonomy  
 
The committee will develop a research strategy to examine the evolutionary relationships between ancient 
red wolves, the extant managed red wolf populations, and the unidentified canid populations in southern 
Louisiana. The committee will identify the types of studies needed to improve understanding of genetic 
ancestry, phylogenetic relationships, morphology, behavior, and ecology, taking into consideration 
evidence about the role of admixture and hybridization in speciation. Although the strategy will focus on 
the study of the red wolf, the committee may draw upon knowledge generated from research on other 
organisms, particularly those with taxonomic questions parallel to those of the red wolf. The strategy will 
also include key considerations for sampling and analyses to minimize impact on specimens and live 
organisms when carrying out research.  
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